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ABSTRACT 
COLLEGIALITY AND WOMEN TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY 
AND MIDDLE SCHOOL SETTINGS: THE CARING RELATIONSHIP 
AND NURTURING INTERDEPENDENCE 
MAY 1992 
IRENE J TAAFAKI, B.ED.(HONS), UNIVERSITY OF READING, ENGLAND 
M.ED. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Directed by: Professor R. Mason Bunker 
Understanding the ways of working and interacting among teachers within the culture of the 
school continues to be incomplete. Women comprise over 80% of elementary teachers yet there 
has been scant acknowledgement that gender may be a contributing factor to our knowledge of 
this aspect of school culture. 
This study, in two parts, employed ethnographic research methodology that values the emic 
(insiders) perspective to examine the form and content of teacher collegiality in elementary and 
middle school settings in an urban area of a north eastern state. It involved an exploration and 
application of the insights and theoretical assumptions from the scholarship on women to examine 
the ways gender influences teachers' construction, maintainence and utilization of collegial 
relationships. 
This study found women teachers involved in an interpersonal social and cultural setting. 
Their relationships were based upon the expression of the caring relationship which offered 
informally constructed professional and personal support systems in the face of the 
contradictions, constraints, dilemmas and frustrations of practice. 
The study presents a theoretical model that posits a definition of collegiality among teachers 
as a process which moves teachers from a naive orientation towards interdependence to a more 
fully conscious interdependence. At the highest phase more fully conscious interdependence 
involves self-directed participation in joint enterprise around the tasks of teaching and the work of 
the school and commitment to community building. It includes engagement in activities of 
interpersonal and connected knowing. 
Nurturance, as an expression of the caring relationship, is demonstrated through the 
willingness to engage in dialogue and narrative. It is identified as the dynamic that facilitates the 
process of collegiality from naive to conscious interdependence. 
The study suggests that culture of collegiality constructed by the social and psychological 
orientations of the women teachers is an important part of our knowledge school culture. It 
recommends that the issue of gender becomes a seriously considered explicit element in the 
structuring of schools and the reconceptualization of teacher development programs, placing 
greater value on the activities of the caring relationship as essential and necessary preconditions to 
the realization of interdependence and the engagement in joint enterprise. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION, PROBLEM STATEMENT, AND BACKGROUND 
Introduction 
The purpose of this focussed qualitative study was to examine the "form and 
content" (Little, 1982) of teacher collegiality in elementary and middle school settings 
in an urban area of a north eastern state. It involved an exploration and application of 
the insights and theoretical assumptions from the scholarship on women to examine the 
ways gender influences teachers' construction, maintainence and utilization of collegial 
relationships. 
Using the ethnographic research tradition the study, which consists of two parts, 
was guided by emergent research questions such as : 
1. What are the elements which occur within teachers' relationships that may be 
considered as collegial? 
2. What are teachers' own notions of collegiality? 
3. If teachers perceive nurturance as an element of their collegial interactions and 
relationships, what do teachers perceive nurturance to be? 
4. If dialogue and narrative have a role in collegial interactions and relationships, 
what do teachers perceive this role to be? 
1 
Statement of the Problem 
Schools are social institutions in which teachers, operating within given 
parameters, work continuously with and in proximity to peers to reproduce and 
renegotiate culture. One form by which teachers reproduce and renegotiate culture is 
within the construction of their collegial relationships. Having a more thorough 
understanding of the nature and function of teacher collegial relationships is becoming 
an important part of our knowledge of school culture. The literature suggests that an 
understanding of ways of working and interaction amongst teachers within the culture 
of the school continues to be both incomplete and inadequate (Sarason, 1987; Berman 
& McLaughlin, 1978). We still know little about how teachers experience and organize 
their work situation, particularly the culture of the workplace from the teachers' own 
perspectives (Lawn & Grace, 1987). Such an understanding is important, however, if 
schools are to be places where teacher development and improvement in curriculum and 
instruction can occur successfully. While many models of teacher development focus 
on the goals, content and context of teacher development there is apparently little 
concern for the support and growth, or consideration of the perspectives, of the teachers 
who are central to the process of the schooling of children itself (Freedman, 1987; 
Morris, 1990). 
The identification of a perceived need for more teacher interaction and collegiality 
has emerged in the educational literature as a major theme since the mid 1970's. This 
notion may have been prompted by studies of teacher isolation (Jackson, 1968, Lortie, 
1975, Sarason, 1982) and of the complexity of classroom life (Jackson, 1968, 
Huberman, 1983). The need to respond to continual classroom demands (Huberman, 
1983) has been seen to be a "draining affair" not easily sustained (Sarason, 1982). To 
sustain the constant "giving" at a high level requires that the teachers experience 
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"getting"; the sources for such "getting" however are apparently infrequent and 
indirect. Graphic descriptions of the isolation of teachers represent teachers as caught 
within the "egg crate" cells of their classroom (Lortie, 1968, 1975) with little 
professional support to sustain them in any professional development (Sarason, 1982). 
The demands, dilemmas and uncertainties in teaching (Lampert, 1981) are exacerbated 
by the fact that teachers cannot and do not turn easily to one another for help and 
support (Lortie, 1975; Sarason, 1971), that they have professional peers rather than 
colleagues (Silver, 1973), and that they remain alone with problems with little or no 
interpersonal vehicles available to them for the processing of classroom events, or for 
either "stimulation, change or control" (Sarason, 1982). 
Research has tended to focus on this isolation as a fact within the culture of 
schools: teachers are physically isolated in classrooms, with full teaching loads and few 
opportunities to share common problems or to sustain an intellectual life (Smyth, 1984; 
Goodlad, 1984; Coe, 1990). Neither formal nor informal settings, such as the staff room 
and lunch, are apparently employed for opportunities for interaction to discuss their 
work or collaborate on shared problems (Feiman-Nemser and Flodden, 1986). 
While isolation may mean teachers have no notion how they "stack up" against 
each other (Joyce, 1981), it also implies the prevention of teachers enjoying support and 
the receipt of praise for successful work. Unlike those in other professions who look to 
colleagues and supervisors for feedback, support for teachers' efforts is largely available 
only from the words, expressions, behaviors and suggestions of their students 
.(Lieberman and Miller, 1984). 
Conditions of teaching strongly associated with teacher isolation have been 
identified as privacy, independence, individualism, conservatism, and presentism 
(Lortie, 1975). Beyond the minimal and largely social contact with adults granted by 
the organizational structure of the school, teachers are seen to afford priority to their 
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privacy, independence and individualism. This attitude, involving the preference for 
autonomous work and the conservative reluctance by teachers to change their teaching 
practices, has been identified as a barrier to improvement and change in education 
(Jackson, 1968; Lortie, 1985). Particularly, teachers' concern and involvement with the 
immediate needs of children rather than long range vision and planning, termed 
presentism in the literature (Lortie, 1975), have become a norm which counteracts 
improvement and change. A norm of non-interference has been identified as a closely 
related professional code of teacher behavior (Silver, 1973; Newberry, 1977). Acting 
within the culture of the school, this norm is seen to function by inhibiting the 
questions, suggestions or challenges by and to colleagues about practice. Lortie's 
research led him to conclude 
Relations among teachers, either in or out of school, have not been 
organized to promote inquiry or to add to the intellectual capital of the 
profession 
(Lortie, 1975, p.56) 
Isolation, then, has been identified as one of the greatest obstacles to the 
professional development of teachers (Dreeben, 1973; Sarason, 1982; Goodlad, 1983; 
Hall, 1985). This isolation has been seen to keep teachers from benefiting from the 
shared expertise of their peers and has reinforced characteristics negative to renewal 
and improvement. With this background of isolation, collegial, collaborative, and 
congenial relationships among teachers are now viewed as important to school change 
and as a critical factor in successful teacher development (Rand studies, 1976; Purkey 
& Smith, 1982). 
The work of Little (1983, 1987, 1990) has made considerable contribution to the 
nature, the form and content, of positive collegial collaboration. In schools where 
teachers 'work together', norms of collegiality have been seen to break the isolation of 
the classroom (ibid, 1987) and involve an array of specific interactions by which 
teachers discuss, plan for, design, conduct, analyze, evaluate, and experiment with the 
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business of teaching (Little, 1983). In collegial environments "critical practices" such 
as as collaboration and experimentation are stimulated and strengthened by trust, 
professional interactions, a shared precise technical language, and opportunities for 
teacher reflection, improvement and change (ibid, 1983). Such practices, however, call 
for "a stability and security" that Little suggests may be in short supply, especially in 
urban districts. 
A more "robust" definition of the form and content of collegiality is presented in 
later work (Little, 1989, 1990). Collegial relationships are ranked along an 
independence - interdependence continuum representing ties between teachers that are 
from "weak " to "strong" (1990, p.511). In this delineation, storytelling and scanning 
for ideas represent collegiality in its weakest form, while "joint work" is characterized 
as collegiality at its most robust. 
Nonetheless, by limiting the notion of collegiality in its highest and most "robust" 
form to "joint work" (Little, 1990) endangers a fuller construction of collegiality in its 
best forms. Such a limitation perpetuates the historical hierarchical relationships within 
schools. The notion of collegiality among teachers as joint work connotes a valuing of 
the predominant patriarchal and masculine structure which places preferred emphasis 
on task, work, productivity, rationality and reasoned analysis, rather than seeking a 
balance with nurturance, care and concern for the well-being of others, and intuition. 
The typology of collegiality suggested by Hargreaves (In Fullan, 1990) moves 
beyond Little's notion of joint work. This typology may also be delineated along a 
continuum representing weak to strong forms of collegiality: from fragmented 
individualism, Balkanization, and contrived collegiality, to true collaborative cultures 
which are described as "deep, personal, and enduring". 
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Neither the literature on isolation and collegiality in general nor the critical 
analyses of Little (1990) and Hargreaves (1990) in particular, considers the intellectual, 
emotional and social contributions of women teachers to the cultural construction of 
collegiality. This lack of attention is singularly depressing considering the fact that 
women who comprise over 80 percent of the workforce in school (N.E.A.,1988). 
There is both an expanding research focused on the historical contribution of 
women to teaching and an evolving scholarship into a more complete understanding of 
the intellectual, moral and social development of women. While women have actively 
participated in public projects to educate since the mid nineteenth century (Schmuck, 
1987; Grumet, 1987), their perspectives, history and development have been largely 
ignored in the literature on teaching. 
The gendered scholarship on women provides a theoretical basis for legitimizing 
the perspectives of women. It finds in women’s experiences of their socially constructed 
role as primary care-givers and nurturers of children a caring, more participatory, 
subjective and expressive mode of learning, and strives for a complementary balance 
between the connected and separate modes of rationality. Recent writing reflects the 
application of this scholarship to the processes and content of education (Biklen, 1983; 
Lampert, 1984; Belenky et al. 1985, 1986; Maher, 1987; Gilligan and Lyons, 1988). 
This scholarship has particular implications for the study of how women form and 
sustain collegial relationships and how they may see forms of collegiality as important 
to their intellectual and social development as teachers. Its application to the 
construction of collegiality may also provide insight into the significant features of 
existing collegial relationships among women teachers. 
Particularly, recent feminist theory (Noddings & Withered, 1991), together with 
studies from the fields of cognition (Bruner, 1986, Rogoff & Love, 1984), linguistics 
(Rosen, 1985; Tannen, 1984, 1986) and cognitive anthropology (Erikson, 1986) 
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presents compelling insights regarding the functions of storytelling and dialogue as an 
aspect of collegiality, functions that are placed at the lower end of Little’s (1990) 
continuum. Insights from such scholarship raise questions as to whether notions of 
collegiality present in the literature reflect a patriarchal ideology that, by the standards 
and values set, may alienate many women from the collegial process itself. 
Those "certain omnipresent features of teachers" work lives that have been 
"beyond the grasp of educators" (Little, 1990, p.515) might be illuminated by applying 
the scholarship on women to the perspectives of teachers themselves. The application 
of the scholarship on women to the perspectives and notions of teachers may extend the 
definition of collegiality beyond the construction of joint work, with its associated 
notion of task interdependence, to one that goes beyond work and productivity to 
include care and concern, affiliation, connection and nurturance among teachers. 
Recent ethnographic and other empirical research (Grumet, 1988; Hall 1984; 
Lampert, 1981; The Boston Women's Teachers' Group, 1983; Biklin, 1983; Morris, 
1990) illustrate how social forces influence the cultures of teaching in general, and 
particularly how gender, itself culturally constructed, affects the social construction of 
the profession. Particularly, theory is emerging regarding the importance to teachers of 
their personal caring as an essential dimension of their role. 
Lampert (1981) defines care as the individual personal and relational aspects of 
teaching and the teacher's role, in contrast to the academic task-oriented, social 
organizational, and frequently bureaucratic responsibilities of teachers which derive 
from the function and role of schools in society. Lampert's ethnography found that 
teachers managed the dilemmas of teaching by accommodating the seemingly 
contradictory values of student autonomy, needs and interests, and external goals and 
standardized requirements. Her work identifies the development of the "self as 
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instrument, which is, in itself, an expression of caring by the teacher and a commitment 
to the student as a person. 
The ethic of care has been described as receptive, responsive, and reactive, a 
definition which assumes a relational or connective notion of the self (Noddings, 1984, 
1991). Care is further identified as a quality essential to the ideal of mature human 
relationships which balance independence and self-sufficiency with connectedness and 
interdependence (Gilligan, 1982). While narrative and dialogue, termed elsewhere in 
the literature as "storytelling and scanning for ideas" (Little, 1990) have been 
represented as a form of collegiality at its "weakest" (ibid), recent work (Noddings & 
Withered, eds.,1991) describes narrative and dialogue to be at the heart of nurturing the 
caring relationship. 
Grumet's empirical study suggests there is a "dialectical relation" between the 
domestic experience of caring for and nurturing children and the practice of "public 
projects" to educate in school settings (Grumet, 1988). Such a notion of nurturing 
includes activities that are non-bounded and contingent on others, part of the 
maintenance of life, repeated in daily chores and rituals, required to sustain life rather 
than to change it (ibid). Nurturing involves building a sense of family and community, 
interdependence and connectedness, intimacy and expression, and the supporting of 
risks to promote individual growth. Fundamental to accomplishing goals of 
achievement and autonomy (Lampert, 1981), nurturance is an attribute in schooling 
essential for the accommodation of contradictions and coping with dilemmas and 
involves thinking in ways that are more "intuitive" than logically explicit (ibid, 1981). 
Such research raises the issue of the distinction between traditional masculine and 
feminine gender perspectives on the role of the teacher. The qualities of nurturance and 
a connective, relational mode of being, are usually associated with, though not specific 
to, the female role in society, while the responsibility for task completion and 
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production, achievement, competition, and separation are the more generalized 
standards imposed on males within a patriarchal social context. This raises the question 
pursued in this study of how far and in what ways does the social construction of gender 
influence the ways women teachers construct, maintain and utilize their collegial 
relationships. 
Personal Rationale 
This study represents my own effort to understand more thoroughly the nature and 
function of collegial relationships, relationships that, as an educator, I have always 
considered to be an important part of the cultural life of any school. As an elementary 
school teacher in the United Kingdom and a middle school teacher in Giribati in the 
South Pacific, I always valued being part of a collegial group. In 1978 I was appointed 
Headmistress of a large international elementary school in Western India with the 
mandate to 'upgrade the curriculum and the standard of teaching'. Important to my 
success in this task was a close professional colleague with whom to envision, dream, 
share endless stories, and collaborate on this process of teacher development and 
planned change. Our joint enterprise brought so many rewards that we transferred this 
model to the classroom by establishing teams of teachers at each grade level. Providing 
opportunities and forums for constant collegial interaction and support became central 
to our process of teacher and curriculum development. 
After nine years, I left India and came to the University of Massachusetts, entering 
a program whose beliefs about knowledge as the discovery of personal meaning, 
building community, integrated and cooperative curriculum development, and a clinical 
approach to supervision and peer coaching provided the theoretical constructs and 
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support to what I had intuitively understood. In the process I became familiar, as a 
resource person to student teachers, with many teachers in the university's hinterland. 
I chose ethnography as my mode of research because this methodology provided a 
better fit between research method and my persistent interest in the meaning of 
collegiality in action. Ethnography reveals "the general through the particular, the 
abstract through the concrete" (Peacock, 1986): its systematic analysis "weaves facts 
into a form that highlights patterns and principles" (ibid, p.83) Ethnography values and 
structures close observation of individual thought and action. It enables the indepth 
interpretation of the internal workings of the routine, and often taken for granted, 
features of school life. Ethnography allows me to listen to the voices of the teachers, 
understand their perspectives as colleagues, gain insight into the experiential knowledge 
gained from their collegial interactions (Hargreaves & Woods, 1984), and relate all this 
to the "broad cultural patterns that influence the opportunities for human choice" 
(Erikson, 1982). I wanted to know what the nature of a collegial relationship is: what 
exists within collegial relationships that is helpful, what constraints colleagues work 
under, and what adaptations they make as a result (Hargreaves & Woods, ibid). 
Ethnography also enabled me to approach this research as a "connected knower" 
(Belenky, Goldberger, Clinchy & Tarule, 1985, 1986). As a methodology that accepts 
the projection of the self into the research, it allowed both my feelings and personal 
beliefs to be included as part of the data and the development of nurturing personal 
relationships with the participants (Seidman, 1991). I became a colleague, again, to 
those who were the participants in the study. 
My exploration in this study has led me to appreciate the insightfulness of the 
scholarship on women which has critically raised and evolved my own consciousness. 
My research represents an attempt to understand what it means to be teachers within the 
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powerful social and organizational forces which support the patriarchal structure of 
present society. 
The Intent of the Study 
This is a descriptive, interpretive, and analytical study in two parts: 
The Initial Study 
This study used ethnographic data collected through a process of participant 
observation to gain insight into the nature and function of collegial relationships in 
three sets of peer partners. The partnerships were either selected or elected to work 
together in a process of curriculum development within the social context of two 
elementary schools and one middle school in an urban setting. The initial study 
focussed on what occurs within collegial relationships that supports and encourages the 
teacher in the tasks of teaching. This study extended over one academic year with 
varying emphasis in each of the three sites. The analysis of data represents a 
systematic attempt to determine what theoretical orientations and conceptualizations of 
phenomena were appropriate and useful to guide my ongoing research and my reading 
of the literature. The analysis of data from the initial study guided the choice of 
methodology and data collection strategies and determined researcher roles and 
relationships in the follow-up study. 
The Follow-up Study 
In this study the theoretical assertions that emerged from the analysis of the initial 
study data were examined through indepth ethnographic interviews. These were 
analyzed and interpreted to determine teachers' own notions of collegiality and to 
understand the extent to which teachers perceive nurturance to be manifested in their 
collegial interactions. The interviews further attempted to explore whether nurturing 
collegial relationships contribute to the teachers' role, and to determine the extent to 
which collegial interactions influence their teaching. The questions guiding the 
interviews were: 
1. What are the elements which occur within teachers' relationships that may be 
considered as collegial? 
2. What are teachers' own notions of collegiality? 
3. If teachers perceive nurturance as an element of their collegial interactions and 
relationships, what do teachers perceive nurturance to be? 
4. If dialogue and narrative have a role in collegial interactions and relationships, 
what do teachers perceive this role to be? 
The Review of the Literature 
The reflexive nature of ethnographic research meant that an ongoing literature 
review continued while data were collected, analyzed and interpreted. This study 
included the review of the literature in the following areas: 
a) Research studies from both the United States and Great Britain which have 
considered the notions, manifested norms and implementation of collegial practice and 
provided insight into the processes and outcomes of teachers' involvement with each 
other as colleagues (Ellet and Masters, 1977; Little, 1982, 1989, 1990; Little and Bird, 
1984; Rozenholtz, 1985; Scott and Smith, 1987; Sellar and Hannay,1988; Stallings 
1989). 
b) The historical, philosophic and critical perspectives on women in teaching, 
including recent ethnographic studies of the experience of women teachers. This 
provided historical and cultural background on the ways women teachers establish and 
utilize collegiality. Insights from such research enables understanding of the present 
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organization and patriarchal structure of the culture of schools that has implications for 
present teacher development within collegial settings (Apple, 1983; Biklin, 1983; The 
Boston Women's Teachers; Lampert, 1984; Clifford, 1987; King, 1987; Joyce, 1987). 
c) The third body of research represented what has been referred to as the 'new' 
scholarship on women (Miller, 1978, 1984; Ruddick, 1985; Gilligan, 1982, 1988; 
Martin, 1982, 1985; Lyons, 1983; Gilligan and Lyons, 1988; Noddings, 1984; Belenky 
et al., 1985, 1986; Maher, 1987). Such research is considered 'new' because it is a 
scholarship which, for the first time, does not consider women relative to men but rather 
is concerned with the intellectual, moral and social development of women in the 
context of both their own and socially constructed growth. 
Data Collection 
The Initial Study 
The intention of the initial study was to accumulate "thick description" (Geertz, 
1973, 1983) in context (Mishler, 1979, 1986) of the aspects of the culture of teaching 
that primarily relate to teachers working with each other as colleagues. The research 
involved the collection of data in the form of written and audio taped field notes in two 
elementary and one middle school over the course of one school year. Participants 
included three sets of peer partners. As researcher I assumed the role of a 'participant 
observer' as the designated Resource Person in a bank funded reading award program in 
four of the awardee classrooms. Weekly visits to the participating teachers were made, 
each extending for more than one hour. In addition two full weeks were spent at the 
middle school site, one week at the commencement of the spring semester and one 
week at its close. Further data were obtained through the participants' reflective logs 
and informal interviews with school administrators and the district reading coordinator. 
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The Follow-up Study 
Guided by the emergent theoretical assertions from the initial study, the follow-up 
study continued to employ research methodology from the ethnographic tradition 
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983; Seidman,1991) which values the insider, or emic, 
perspective. Three indepth ethnographic interviews were conducted with five teachers 
who were either participants or the colleagues of participants in the initial study in the 
urban middle school. The interviews extended over one semester. The purpose of the 
indepth interviews was to understand the feelings and perceptions of, and the meaning 
of experience and knowledge to, the participating teachers regarding their relationships 
with their colleagues. A three-interview structure was used to enhance the 
accomplishment of internal consistency: interviews were held at least one week apart to 
account for idiosyncratic days (Seidman, 1991). 
The participating teachers as informants (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983) were 
interviewed to provide insight and perspective into their collegial relationships, to place 
their behavior in context, and to check the inferences about nurturing relationships 
obtained in the initial study. The aim of the interviews was to facilitate the open 
expression of the teacher's experiential knowledge and the perspective gained from their 
collegial interactions. 
The major task of the interviews was to build upon and explore responses to open 
ended questions pertaining to these teachers' experiences with colleagues (Seidman, 
1991). In the context of this study, each interview was held as a cultural event, with 
meaning jointly constructed by the interviewer and the participant (Mishler, 1986). As 
a cultural event both questions and responses were "formulated in, developed through, 
and shaped by the discourse" between the interviewer and participants. (Mishler, ibid, 
p. 52). The teachers were invited to recollect and describe their experiences as part of a 
collegial group and to recount their own stories with regard to their collegial 
/ 
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experiences and relationships. Ethnographers do not determine before hand formal 
scripted questions to be asked in the interview setting (Seidman 1991, p. 113). It was 
recognized, however, that there were positive advantages gained from subjecting 
participants to "verbal stimuli" (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1986, p. 119) in the form of a 
pre-planned interview outline to guide the proceedings. 
Data Analysis 
The analysis of the data accumulated through both the initial study and the follow¬ 
up study was guided by the belief that culture is itself a "text" (Bruner, 1986) and that 
the process of analysis is an interpretive and inductive act that integrates a variety of 
perspectives rather than ignoring them in the name of a single objective view of the 
world (Geertz, 1972, Maher, 1985). The data collected were therefore interpreted to 
find meaning in the accounts and actions of the subjects. 
Ethnography is a 'reflexive activity', a concept fundamental to the framework of 
symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1969, in Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). In practice 
in both parts of this study 'reflexive activity' meant that informal analysis of data 
occurred simultaneously with field work as theories emerged through processes of 
abstraction and redefinition. All interview accounts were interpreted in the context in 
which they were produced (Mishler, 1986). The aim of this study could not be to collect 
"pure data that are free from potential bias" (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). The goal 
was to interpret the data according to my understanding of how the data were shaped. 
The analysis involved multiple readings of the data to enable the identification 
and interpretation of emergent meanings (Peacock, 1986) and the process of induction 
towards the tentative formulation of theory (Erikson,1987; Mishler, 1986). 
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Inductive behavior/perspective-category coding, or the identification of emergent 
themes, derived from the constant comparative method (Glazer & Strauss, 1967) were 
used in the formal analysis of the data. This process of data analysis enabled the 
connection of the experience of one participant in the same setting with that of another 
or others. Analysis across events over time and across participants, derived from the 
multiple readings of the data, were guided by analytic strategies suggested by Erikson 
(1987) and Hammersley and Atkinson (1983). The open ended nature of ethnographic 
research itself implies that the process of data analysis was anticipated to open up all 
manner of theoretical possibilities. Research questions were, however, framed to gain 
preliminary insight into the data. 
The Presentation of the Findings 
The analyzed data are presented as findings in two chapters: 
1. The results and assertions, presented as themes, from the initial study. 
2. The interpretation and assertions of the follow-up study. These are also 
presented by themes which represent commonly held notions of collegiality shared 
among the teachers participating in the study. 
Summary of the Limitations and Delimitations of the Study 
This was a small qualitative study that sought the insiders, or emic, perspective of 
the participants, using ethnographic procedures for gaining access to their knowledge. 
It involved participant observation and a follow-up interview study in one urban school 
in northeastern state of the United States. The study therefore may not be replicated in 
any other setting, though the procedures for obtaining data might be. 
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The participants in the study were purposefully selected, not through any method 
of random sampling. The participants are teachers, working in proximity to one another, 
who expressed interest in the research project and were willing to share their time and 
stories. The schools were selected because of their ongoing relationship with the 
elementary teacher preparation program of the university's school of education in 
general, and in particular because of the relationships established through its off- 
campus graduate courses and a Bank Reading Award Program. 
By deliberate intention, this was not an objective study. The subjectivity and 
personal bias of both the participants and the researcher were acknowledged as part of 
the research design. The presence of the researcher was expected to influence the joint 
construction of the text of the narratives and accounts. The data collected were 
interpreted to find meaning in the accounts and actions of the subjects in the context in 
which they were produced. The analysis required multiple readings of data and the 
identification of patterns and themes for meanings to emerge. The goal was to interpret 
the data according to my understanding of how the data were shaped. It is recognized 
that this meaning was to some extent, influenced by the interviewer's interaction with 
the participant and also by the meaning made by the researcher during the process of 
analysis itself. The description of my own perspective on teacher collegiality and my 
experience as a teacher is intended to assist the reader of this study to attain clarity in 
the process of meaning making. 
Each interview, then, represented a distinct setting, and the understandings elicited 
there may not be those that emerge from social interaction observed elsewhere 
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1986, p.118). The process of data analysis across 
participants did, however, enable the connection of the experiences of one participant in 
the same setting with that of another or others. While I remain unsure of how 
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representative of the larger population this group was, I have a deeper knowledge of the 
meanings of the group both as individuals and as a cohort (Peacock, 1986). 
This method of data analysis chosen involved a process of induction towards the 
tentative formulation of theory rather than the imposition of a set of predetermined 
criteria and the testing of hypotheses. The study may not be generalizable to other 
settings or a broader population, except as readers see connections with teachers and 
school settings they know. 
Ethnography has been described as revealing the general through the particular, 
the abstract through the concrete (Peacock, 1986): its accuracy (reliability and validity) 
and systematic analysis weave facts into a form that highlights patterns and principles 
(ibid, p.83). The presentation of a detailed study is intended to assist the formulation of 
my own theoretical insights into, and deeper understanding of larger theory pertaining 
to teacher collegiality within the context of a patriarchal culture, and to enable the 
critical questioning of long held assumptions within the culture of the school. 
Definitions 
The following terms have been used extensively in the study. Their meaning and 
underlying assumptions are defined below for the purposes of clarity. As this study 
unfolds it is intended that the impact of the words themselves on the reality of the 
construction of notions of collegiality will become apparent: 
Caring: The term caring connotes multiple definitions and levels of meaning; within 
the context of this study however the definition assumed as most appropriate for this 
research and discussion of teacher collegiality is that drawn from the scholarship on 
women. This scholarship defines care in relational terms, as watchful attention and 
positive regard that is an expression of the nurturing role of women in society. Caring 
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is "rooted in receptivity, relatedness and responsiveness" (Noddings, 1984). The use of 
the term assumes a connective notion of the self - one that holds that the self is formed 
and given meaning in an interpersonal context. The caring relation is one that provides 
a foundation of trust, is characterized by engrossment (total presence), is inclusive and 
empathetic (Withered & Noddings, 1991). 
Collaboration: Collaboration is defined by Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (1985) as: 
'[ LL collaborate, pp of collaborare to labor together.to 1: work jointly 
with others or together esp. (sic) in an intellectual endeavor' a limited 
numbers of others in a project, to cooperate and assist.3:to cooperate 
with an agency or instrumentality with which one is no immediately 
connected'. 
The terms collaboration, collaborative, collaboratives and collaborative school 
have been frequently found in the literature on teaching to be used synonymously and 
interchangeably with that of collegial and collegiality. 
Collegiality: Collegiality is defined as the adult professional relationships in the 
workplace. The terms 'collegiality' and 'colleague' derive their definition from 
'colligare': to bind together, become allied with, join and unite. The definition has been 
historically assigned to an 'associate in a profession or civil and ecclesiastical office and 
more particularly to one in a college or other center of human learning' (Webster, ibid). 
Its association with adult professional relationships in the workplace called school is 
therefore understandable - the organization and the culture of the school reflects both its 
ecclesiastical heritage and its professional and civil or public function in society 
(Grumet,1987). 
Gender: This term, with its origins in English grammatical use (masculine, feminine 
and neutral) is used to designate cultural and vernacular distinctions in orientations, 
perceptions and tasks that are associated with women from those associated with men 
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(Illich, 1982). This definition is extended to refer to that sexual identity as it is 
experienced, acknowledged, and owned by the individual (Grumet, 1988). 
Nurture; In the context of this study I have defined nurture and nurturance as that 
encouragement and sustainence essential to the maintenance of life which involves an 
understanding of the one to be nurtured. Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary 
(1985) extends this definition, and in doing so penetrates a deeper meaning that 
provides further insight into teachers' nurturing collegial relationships: 
'LL nutritura act of nursing, ... pp. of nutrire to suckle, nourish. 1: 
TRAINING, UPBRINGING (sic) 2: Something that nourishes, FOOD 
3:the sum of experiences modifying the expression of the genetic 
potentialities of an organism. 
Nurture vt nurtured; nurturing 1; to supply with nourishment 2: 
EDUCATE 3: to further the development of: FOSTER 
Nurturance : affectionate care and attention. 
Patriarchy; This term represents the power and authority vested in the father or male in 
within the highly rationalized economic system of industrialized society (Grumet, 
1988). Embedded within this definition are the often unexamined assumptions that 
male, and particularly western European Protestant persons, are the recipients of a 
privilege which may be unearned, and that their abilities and activities within all 
institutions of society are to be more highly valued than female persons and their 
activities. Within this "ideological system" (Leek, 1990), women are considered 
subordinate and inferior, excluded from full partnership, participation and power. 
The Scholarship on Women; This term is synonymous with feminist scholarship. It 
represents the recognition that the "parameters of female development are not the same 
as males and that the same terms do not apply" (Miller, 1976), hence the emerging and 
evolving voice of women in the construction of knowledge about the intellectual, 
emotional and social growth of women. While placing women at the center of inquiry, 
this scholarship applies its insights to both women and men, seeking a new sense of 
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balance and a more holistic perspective to human life. This scholarship is critical of 
existing social and political institutions, provides an alternative viewpoint, and seeks 
transformation in the construction of knowledge (Eichler, 1980 in Schmuck, 1987). 
The Outcome of the Study 
The presentation of a detailed study and the theoretical assertions formulated from 
the analysis of the data of this ethnography critically questions long held assumptions 
within the culture of the school. This has particular implications for the restructuring of 
schools and particularly for the design and implementation of teacher development 
programs that are constructed upon, or designed to create, teacher collegiality. 
How The Study Unfolds 
The order of presentation of the chapters of this dissertation reflects the 
chronology of the study from the initial question to its conclusions and the formulation 
of tentative theory. As such the presentation of the chapters differs from the order of a 
conventional dissertation. It represents the reflexive nature of the ethnographic research 
method and the actual unfolding of my research into teacher collegiality. 
The identification of the initial question of what occurs within teachers' 
relationships and the initial review of the literature on collegiality in Chapter One is 
followed in Chapter Two by the description of ethnographic research as an appropriate 
method for gaining insight into the construction of teachers' cultural interactions. 
Questions and tentative theoretical assertions that guide this reflexive research process 
emerge from the interaction with the results and assertions from the initial study 
presented in Chapter Three. The major review of the literature is by design incorporated 
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as Chapter Four after the description of the initial study. This represents my endeavor to 
guard against the application of hypotheses developed in other contexts and the 
adjustment of findings into the matrices developed from those theories (Seidman, 1991, 
p. 29). The findings of the initial study prompted the deeper, ongoing, review of the 
literature to inform the emergent questions and assertions for the follow-up study. This 
review particularly pertains to the historical perspectives of collegiality among women 
teachers and the scholarship on women beyond the scope of the initial review of the 
literature on collegiality. The presentation of the chapters of the dissertation are, 
therefore, as follows: 
Chapter h Introduction, Problem Statement and Background. 
This states the intention of to study examine the form and content of teacher 
collegiality in elementary and middle school settings using an ethnographic research 
methodology. It involves an exploration and application of the insights and theoretical 
assumptions from the scholarship on women to examine the ways culturally constructed 
gender roles influence teachers' own construction, maintenance, and utilization of 
collegial relationships within the largely female teaching profession. The statement of 
the problem considers issues of teacher isolation and collegiality as they apply to 
teacher development and school change. 
Chapter 2; Ethnographic Methodology 
This chapter substantiates the basis underlying the choice of ethnography as an 
approach which values and structures close observation of individual thought and 
action. Reflexivity and indepth interpretation are considered structures of an appropriate 
methodology for understanding of the internal workings of the routine features of 
school life, such as the meaning of collegial relationships to teachers. It describes the 
processes of participant observation, the ethnographic indepth interview, and the 
analysis, interpretation and presentation of the data collected during field work. 
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Chapter 3; Initial Study: Presentation of Data and Assertions, 
This chapter reports the findings of a year long ethnographic study designed to 
determine the nature of collegial relationships within three sets of peer partners in 
elementary and middle school settings. The discussion of results presents a four-part 
relational model describing the functions of collegiality in elementary and middle 
school settings. The findings of this study determined what theoretical orientations and 
conceptualizations of phenomena were appropriate and useful to guide the research of 
the literature and the follow-up study. 
Chapter 4; The Review of the Literature 
The study includes a review of research studies from both the United States and 
Great Britain which have considered the notions, manifested norms and implementation 
of collegial practice. The review also focuses upon the historical, philosophic and 
critical perspectives on women in teaching, including recent ethnographic studies of the 
experience of women teachers, and provide historical and cultural background on the 
ways women teachers establish and utilize collegiality. Insights from such research 
enables understanding of the present organization of schools within a patriarchal 
ideology that has implications for present teacher development within collegial settings. 
The third body of research reviewed represents the scholarship on women. This 
literature is concerned with the intellectual, moral, and social development of women in 
the context of both their own and socially constructed growth. It is particularly 
concerned with notions of nurturance and care and how aspects of the culture of 
teaching may reflect these notions in practice. 
Chapter 5; The Follow-up Interview Study: Presentation of Data and Assertions 
This chapter presents the inquiry into the theoretical assertions which emerged 
from the analysis of the initial study in which indepth interviews were used to 
understand teachers' own notions of collegiality. The data collected during the indepth 
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interview process were analyzed, interpreted, and presented as themes contributing to 
the tentative formulation of theory. This displays how collegial relationships contribute 
to the teachers' work in school, and to what extent knowledge gained by teachers from 
collegial interactions influences their teaching. Particularly, the follow-up study 
provides insight into the extent to which the culture of collegiality manifests the 
intellectual and social constructions that women make. 
Chapter fo Conclusions and Recommendations, 
This chapter present tentative theoretical assertions based upon the findings of the 
entire study. It consider the insights gained from the analysis of the data and their 
connection to the literature. It suggests how the tentative theoretical assertions may 
contribute to a more adequate and complete understanding of the ways of interacting 
and working of teachers within the culture of the school. Particularly it suggests how 
knowledge of the contribution of women to the construction, maintainence and 
utilization of teacher collegiality in elementary and middle schools may contribute to 
the design of gender appropriate teacher development programs that are supported by 
and contribute to teacher collegiality. Finally, recommendations are offered for further 
research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODOLOGY 
Ethnography as a Mode of Inquiry 
Ethnography, which values and structures close observation of individual thought 
and action, and indepth interpretation of the internal workings of the routine features of 
school life (Hargreaves and Woods, 1987) was selected as an appropriate methodology 
for this focussed study of teacher collegiality. 
Ethnography is a form of qualitative research which draws upon research methods 
from social and cultural anthropology and nonstandard forms of sociology, notably 
symbolic interactionism and phenomenology (ibid). It involves the exploration of 
culture involving the observation of social action and situations within it. As such 
ethnography is both a "search for valid empirical knowledge and general understanding" 
(Mishler, 1979) and a reaction to, and a departure from, the " context stripping" (ibid) 
positivist theories and methodological approaches previously dominant in educational 
research. As a model for the scientific research of natural phenomena, positivism was 
conceived in terms of the logic of the experiment (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1988), 
whereas in ethnography, fidelity to the phenomenon under study is valued over a set of 
methodological principles (ibid). 
Education, as a social rather than natural phenomena, is concerned with human 
actions. These actions are "based upon, or infused by, social meanings: intentions, 
motives, attitudes, and beliefs" (ibid. p. 7). Since the 1970's ethnographic approaches to 
educational research have been developed in the United States and the United Kingdom 
representing the intention to explore what exists and occurs in schools, and the 
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experience of being a teacher, from the point of view of the participants. Ethnography 
has become important in generating accounts of insights into teachers' own perceptions 
of their life and work in schools (Hall, 1972; Metz, 1978; Biklen, 1984, Sikes, 1985; 
Nias, 1985), and the interactions between teachers and students (Lacey, 1970; Ball, 
1981; Hammersley, 1984; Hargreaves et al., 1984; Atkinson and Delamont, 1984). 
Increasingly ethnographic research has moved beyond a narrowly focussed school 
based picture and has attempted to "illuminate the unintentional and intentional aspect of 
the teachers' educational work with a broad framework that recognizes the personal, the 
political and the structural relations of the labour (sic) process" (Lawn and Grace, 1987, 
Anderson, 1986). A part of this larger ethnographic work is the contribution of feminist 
scholarship on teaching which has begun to comment on the significance of gender, 
gender relations, and women's experience of patriarchal structures and practices (The 
Boston Women's Teachers' Group, 1983; Lampert, 1983; Clifford, 1987; Joyce, 1987, 
Morris, 1990). 
My research into teachers' relationships references the scholarship on women to 
clarify problems and issues regarding teacher collegiality. It combines elements of 
phenomenology, cultural anthropology, symbolic interactionism, and feminist research. 
It represents my commitment to hearing and learning from the voices of teachers who 
are predominantly women, and to obtaining the emic, or insiders', understanding and 
perspective rather than solely the perspective of the outsider (the etic). This ethnography 
involves both describing a culture and clarifying it, explicating the perspectives of the 
culture's members and sorting them out (Lampert, 1981). Involving more than collecting 
artifacts and raw material, it includes the generation of data by explaining its 
significance. As such it is an interpretive act. 
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Drawing on cultural anthropology enabled me to direct my attention to the 
commonplace occurrences (Erickson, 1982) and commonsense notions (Geertz, 1983) 
of collegiality in a holistic way: to connect collegial behaviors to cultural meanings as 
a whole. Cultural anthropology guided this ethnography by teaching several interrelated 
lessons: 
The first lesson is holism, that we should try to view wholes. The 
second is that, try as we might, we cannot succeed in grasping the 
whole, hence we must distinguish categories. The third is that we 
must guard against categorizing any category into a thing; we must 
always remember that it is simply an abstraction of the whole. But 
the fourth lesson is that, in avoiding the fallacy of misplaced 
abstractness; our label for phenomenon is an abstraction, but that 
phenomenon can nonetheless have reality and power in experience. 
(Peacock, 1986, p.23) 
This ethnographic study also drew upon symbolic interactionism which holds 
meanings and identities to be constructed and negotiated through social interaction 
(Pollard, 1986). There is an explicit recognition of the fact that the social researcher, 
and the research act itself, are "part and parcel of the social world under investigation" 
(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1986). This notion of participant observation is identified 
and extended in feminist research as "connected knowing" (Belenky et al., 1985) which 
is the projection of the self into the research and the development of personal 
relationships, the sharing of experiences and stories with the subjects or participants. 
The researcher is not separate from the object of study, but is recognized as one whose 
feelings and beliefs are included and reflected upon as a continual part of the research 
process. 
In practice participant observation implies that in observing and talking to others, 
hypotheses are derived from the cultural knowledge of the researcher. This held cultural 
knowledge is employed to describe and explain the actions of the participants. The 
accumulated data, become "a field of inferences" (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1986), 
which are tested out against further information. Subsequent comparison of the possible 
meanings for each action is followed by inductive decisions regarding which actions 
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form the most plausible underlying pattern. This, then, represents the reflexive process, 
at the heart of symbolic interactionism, that leads towards the evolution of tentative 
theory. 
The study was undertaken with the notion that culture is not "fixed'' but rather a 
negotiated formulation" or "working definition that serves the moment and 
circumstance" (Peacock, 1986). It was begun with the intention of gaining an emic 
perspective regarding teachers' actions, knowledge, beliefs, attitudes and values about 
themselves and others (Goodenough, 1981) as colleagues within the culture of teaching. 
With the assumption that the contexts in which collegial activity occurs are social 
contexts, the study's intention is to understand the construction, the patterns of behavior, 
and the meaning of collegial relationships to teachers. This includes the context created 
between myself as researcher and the participants. It is a descriptive, interpretive, and 
analytical study in two parts: 
The initial study 
The follow-up study 
lhg initial Study 
This study used ethnographic data to gain insight into the nature and function of 
collegial relationships in three sets of peer partners. The partnerships were either 
selected or elected to work together in a process of curriculum development within the 
social context of two elementary and one middle school in an urban setting. 
The initial study focussed on what occurs within collegial relationships that 
supports and encourages the teacher in the tasks of teaching, particularly what was seen 
to occur within a peer partner relationship that was helpful to teachers endeavoring to 
implement changes in their elementary reading curriculum. 
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Key informants in the scene were participants in a funded project aimed at both 
integrating children's literature into their curriculum and introducing childrens’ literature 
into their reading programs as the base for their reading instruction rather than the basal. 
Of particular interest were the statements, actions and interactions, and patterns of 
statements, actions and interactions, that the elementary teachers exhibited as colleagues 
within the culture of their schools. 
The study represents my attempt to use the ethnographic data to gain insights into 
the nature of the construction of collegial relationships and the functions of collegiality 
rather than identifying the acts and interactions of classroom teaching. It does not 
attempt to identify the specific mechanisms by which collegial relations benefit children 
directly. 
The analysis of data represents a systematic attempt to determine what theoretical 
orientations and conceptualizations of phenomena were appropriate and useful to guide 
my ongoing research and my reading of the literature. The analysis of data from the 
initial study guided the choice of methodology, data collection strategies, and 
determined researcher roles and relationships in the follow-up study. 
The Follow-up Study 
In this study the theoretical assertions that emerged from the analysis of the data 
from the initial study were examined through indepth ethnographic interviews. These 
were used to determine teachers' own notions of collegiality and to understand the extent 
to which teachers perceive nurturance to be manifested in their collegial interactions. 
The interviews further explored whether nurturing collegial relationships were perceived 
by the participating teachers to contribute to their role. The questions prompting the 
follow-up interviews were 
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1. What are teachers' own notions of collegiality? 
2. If teachers perceive nurturance as an element of their collegial interactions and 
relationships, what do teachers perceive nurturance to be? 
3. If dialogue and narrative have a role in collegial interactions and relationships, 
what do teachers perceive this role to be? 
Selection of Site and Participants 
The site for the study was selected on the basis of the relationship established 
between a program within a large state university's School of Education in the 
northeastern United States and a nearby urban school system, particularly with the city's 
reading coordinator. In 1987 the city reading coordinator, together with a group of 
elementary school teachers from the district, petitioned the elementary education 
department of the school of education for an off campus teacher development program. 
Subsequently a collaborative program was designed between the public school system 
and the elementary education department to enhance teachers' knowledge and 
appreciation of outstanding literature for children and its incorporation into a reading 
program that extended instruction beyond the basal texts. The program aimed to enable 
teachers to acquire new skills and strategies for the improvement of literacy, an 
increased sense of teacher efficacy, and a growing sense of professionalism. In addition 
it aimed to involve teachers learning to value collaborative effort and collegial support in 
their curriculum development and innovation efforts. 
During the Spring 1989 semester 40 elementary teachers accepted a district wide 
invitation to attend a series of introductory inservice workshops on Whole Language. 
This involved the study of childrens' literature and its integration of elementary and 
middle school curriculum. This was attended in full by the researcher as part of the 
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exploratory stage of the study. Most of the teachers attending this course expressed 
interest in registering for either masters or post-masters programs at the university, and 
arrangements were made for establishing an off-campus program through the 
university's department of Continuing Education. During this time teachers were invited 
to select a support partner with whom they would plan activities and educational events, 
and write joint proposals describing changes they would like to introduce to their 
classrooms, identifying the type of support they would like from university personnel, 
and the types of inservice workshops and programs that would be useful. These 
proposals further detailed how they would use the resources provided by the award, how 
they would apply their new knowledge in their classrooms, and how they would work 
with a peer partner to support their innovation. 
On the basis of these descriptions twelve teachers (ten classroom teachers and two 
reading teachers) were selected to be the recipients of 'Reading Awards' offered by a 
state bank. This provided a limited amount of money for literature in the selected 
classrooms. In addition the selected classrooms were assigned either a practicum (5 full 
days per week) or prepracticum (two full days per week) student teacher who would 
provide classroom assistance and a tuition waiver for the participating teacher from the 
university to assist with the payment for graduate courses. The award would also 
include the services of university personnel who would act as a resource to the 
classroom teacher as well as the student teacher. 
The selection of awardees was made by the city reading coordinator, the 
sponsoring professor from the university, and the researcher. The teachers selected 
represented classrooms from kindergarten through grade 6, ESL, bilingual and 
monolingual classrooms, in five city schools. 
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Access 
Access for the initial phase of the study was facilitated through the city reading 
coordinator who acted as 'gatekeeper' negotiating and facilitating my initial entry. Paul 
Collins (all names are fictitious) had worked in the Bedgrove system since 1972 first as 
a teacher and then as reading coordinator, and held the cultural knowledge necessary to 
complete the task. Permission was granted for the ethnography to be conducted during a 
visit to all teachers concerned with the initial phase in May 1989. During those early 
visits initial data were collected and I began to build upon our initial acquaintance during 
the semester long workshops to develop the sense of trust essential for ethnographic 
research. 
Paul's position was eliminated due to budget cuts in 1990 and he left the city , 
moving to the west coast. I continued to supervise student teachers at Staveley Middle 
School, working in the classrooms of Val, Ivy, Rose, Monica, and Oliver until the end of 
December 1990. When, in the summer of 1991, it was time to renegotiate entry for the 
follow-up interview study, it was Val Legray who became the gatekeeper and who 
facilitated my access. During the course of several phone calls and visits she informed 
me of the considerable changes in the school and the Bedgrove system due to the 
worsening financial climate. Later she introduced me to the new principal, and 
reintroduced me to the surviving 6th grade teachers, Monica, Rose, Larry, and the new 
bilingual teacher, Maria, as a 
friend who has worked with us at Staveley for many years, 
she is working on a study of teachers' relationships and 
wants to interview us. 
Later Val distributed and collected the consent letters and assisted with the 
scheduling of the interviews. 
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Participants in the Initial Study 
The City Reading Coordinator assisted with the identification of the subjects for 
the initial study. At the beginning of the study I selected two sets of peer partners 
limiting the ethnography to two sites in order to get the depth of description necessary 
for the research. Participants initially were two sets of peer partners in two school 
settings. I assumed the role of a 'participant observer' as the designated Resource Person 
in the bank funded Reading Award Program in three of the awardee classrooms: Those 
of Molly and Pauline at Grove Park and Nat at Harrington. The teachers who received 
this moderate funding were also those in the process of obtaining masters in education 
degrees in an off-campus program of the university. My role as Resource Person role 
was to consult, assist and guide the teachers in their endeavors to integrate literature into 
their curriculum in general, and in the reading program in particular. As each of the 
classroom teachers were assigned either a practicum or prepracticum student teacher 
each semester this Resource Person role, therefore, included the supervision of their 
student teacher. This dual role elicited the cooperation of the participants and facilitated 
a growing acceptance, rapport, and the openness necessary for the study of what were 
the elements occurring within teachers' relationships that may be considered collegial. At 
the conclusion of the first phase of the initial study the third, middle school, setting was 
adopted for a more intensive second phase of the initial research. 
Persons and sites included in the initial study were the following (all names are 
fictitious): 
Urban setting: Bedgrove 
School: Harrington. Teacher partners:Nat Blume and Philipa Green, reading 
specialist 
School: Grove Park ,Teacher partners: Molly Gibbons and Pauline 
Deveraux 
School: Staveley Middle School Teacher partners: Val LeGrey, Ivy Brown 
and Millicent Holmes 
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Participants in the Follow-up Study 
Five six grade teachers who were either participants, or the colleagues of 
participants, in the initial study in Staveley (the urban middle school) were selected for 
the focussed follow-up interview study. The choice of this site was guided by the fact 
that my re-entry into Staveley was easily facilitated by the collegial relationship I had 
established with Val. The was also combined with her on-going close relationship with a 
member of my doctoral committee, the university professor who was director, and 
primary instructor of the continuing graduate courses held on site for Bedgrove 
teachers. Val received her masters degree through this program in 1991. 
It was felt that there was a sufficiently "rich mix" (Marshall and Rossman, 1989, p. 
54) of the teachers and structures within the sixth grade at Staveley to enable the 
exploration of the teachers' own perceptions of collegiality in general, and in particular 
their perceptions of nurturance as an element of their collegial interactions and 
relationships. All the teachers had been transferred to Stavely from the sixth grade at the 
Malloy elementary school in 1989 when the middle school was first formed. This was a 
site where my interest in teachers' relationships and my activities as an observer and 
supervisor were known. I felt I could build upon this to develop a new role as indepth 
interviewer for as long as it was necessary to accumulate the necessary data. The Grade 
6 teachers included in the follow-up interview study were: 
Site: Staveley Middle School: Val Legray, Rose Updike, Monica Sawyer, 
Oliver LaMontaine and Idalia Ramirez, the sixth grade bilingual teacher. 
Idalia Ramirez replaced Maria Colon at the end of October, only two months after 
beginning her work at Staveley. Val, as gatekeeper, had informed me tof her belief that 
Maria was "not ready" to be interviewed as she was experiencing difficulties with the 
management of her class. Val was reluctant to facilitate access to one "who was 
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struggling". When Idalia took over access was immediately facilitatedby Val. This data 
and its implications is discussed in Chapter Five. 
The Stages and Phases of the Research 
The stages and phases of the research process are described below in Figure 1. 
Dates Sites Participants Researcher Role 
September - Harrington Nat Blume (Gr.4) Participant Observation 
December 1989 Philipa Green as Resource Person to 
(Reading Specialist) teacher, supervisor of 
student teacher. 
Grove Park Molly Gibbons (Gr.l) 
Pauline Deveraux (Gr.2) 
January 1990 Staveley Val. Legray (Gr.6) Participant Observation 
January - 
May 1990 
Harrington Nat Blume Participant Observation 
as Resource Person to 
Philipa Green teacher, supervisor of 
student teacher. 
Grove Park Molly Gibbons 
Pauline Deveraux 
Staveley Val. Legray Participant Observation 
Supervision of student 
Ivy Brown (Gr.6) teacher 
Monica Sawyer (Gr.6) 
Millicent Holmes (Gr.6) 
May 1990 Staveley Val. Legray Participant Observation 
September - Staveley Val. Legray Participant Observation 
December 1990 
Rose Updike(Gr.6) 
Supervision of student 
teacher 
September 1991 Staveley Val Legray Interviews 
-January 1992 Rose Updike 
Monica Sawyer 
Oliver LaMontaine 
Idalia Ramirez 
Figure I 
STAGES AND PHASES OF THE RESEARCH 
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The Community Setting 
Bedgrove is an Industrial city located in a valley in the western part of a 
northeastern state. The area was traded and purchased from the original Native 
American inhabitants and settled by the English who farmed the land. The area became 
the first planned industrial city in the United States, attracting predominantly Irish 
immigrants, in fact its name until 1850 was Ireland. The Irish were joined later by 
French Canadians, Germans and Polish, all of whom came to work in the textile and 
paper mills that represented its industrial strength. The decline of the textile mills in the 
mid twentieth century precipitated some urban decline: white residents left the central 
city and Hispanic, African American, and other ethnic groups entered the area to take 
advantage of the available low cost factory housing. Most settled in the 'flats' or 'lower 
wards', where there were five schools, comprising those districts where workers housing 
was constructed closer to down town and the industrial areas of the city adjacent to the 
canal. The six 'upper ward' schools, situated on the higher and more middle and upper 
suburban parts of the city, remained white. Harrington, an upper ward school, had been 
partially integrated early on since it was close to a federal housing project. While Rose 
Updike spent fifteen years teaching at Malloy, a lower ward school, Val LeGrey taught 
in upper ward schools before desegregation occurred in 1981: 
I started working in Bedgrove in September 1972, there were no 
Hispanics in Bedgrove for the first five years of my teaching here. 
I can still remember the first black boy that was in my class. 
Desegregation came at the beginning of the eighties - that's when I 
noticed big changes. 
Teachers at Staveley were heard to express regret at the changes in Bedgrove - 
reminiscing about times "thirty five years ago, when Bedgrove was a beautiful city". 
Historical records, however, provide evidence that the cultural dissonance between 
teachers and taught, associated with waves of immigration, is not a recent phenomenon 
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to the city. In 1855 two women teachers were found unable to manage the "reprehensible 
conduct" of some "wayward" immigrant children 
..whose example and influence, for want of proper and salutary 
home restraints and discipline were injurious to the school 
(DiCarlo, 1982, p.168) 
In 1860 it took $3,491 to educate the 730 Bedgrove school children. This high cost 
was stated to be due to the fact that 
..there were mostly men teachers who required higher salaries. 
Men were needed for schools with many foreign children they said 
(sic) were not well disciplined. 
(ibid p.175) 
Paul Collins, the city reading coordinator and 'gatekeeper' for the initial stage of 
this research was a primary informant regarding the city's recent past. Like Val, he also 
began working for the system in 1972. In 1981 the city implemented a desegregation 
plan, in his view "quite successfully". There was "some fuss but it was not destructive". 
The system planned it in such a a way that enabled all sections of the community - down 
and up town - opportunity to participate. In 1990 there were more than 7,000 students 
enrolled in the city's fifteen schools - 12 elementary and two middle schools, one high 
school. The racial balance for the system was 56% Hispanic, 39% white, 4% African 
American, and 1% Asian. The isolation of ethnic peoples, combined with deteriorating 
social conditions prompting the rise of drugs and crime, has created increasing tensions 
within the community and the schools. 
The fiscal problems currently experienced by the northeastern state has created 
pressing problems within the community in general and the school system of the city of 
Bedgrove in particular. There was a 6% reduction in teachers at the start of the 1989-90 
school year, which reduced the teaching force from 740 to 628. The 87 'pink slips' 
issued in May 1989 created uncertainties in teachers as to whether they could make 
commitments to either attend workshops during the fall semester or participate in the 
peer partner program. The remainder of the 102 fewer positions were realized through 
retirements, early retirements, leaves of absence and cuts in the music, art and physical 
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education programs city-wide. The ratio decided upon was 1:25, which impacted upon 
the size of the classes and the services in the bilingual program. 
The 1990-91 school budget was similar to that of 1988, which translated to cutting 
back a further 60-70 teachers. At the commencement of the 1991 -1992 school year the 
system's teaching staff was reduced by one third. The number of teachers at Staveley 
were reduced from 50 to 30. Throughout the school system the city's school 
administration, in negotiation with the teachers' union, have laid off and relocated 
administrators and teachers depending on their years of service. The entire seventh grade 
staff at Staveley were replaced by more senior teachers from the high school and 
personnel previously holding positions in the central office. One social studies position 
was filled by the city PE coordinator, who had never actually taught but held social 
studies certification. The sixth grade Chapter One math teacher, who had worked 
collaboratively with Val during my initial study, Mrs. Ronald, was replaced by a male 
administrator from the central office. 
The reorganization of Bedgrove schools in light of these continued budget cuts 
meant teachers were compelled to increase their class sizes, have less ancillary support, 
and less money for supplies. Money was 'bonded' to finance a school building plan 
which has created more classrooms but there is lack of funds to pay for additional 
teachers to use the new available space. Feasibility rather than desirability appeared to 
characterize the constraints; under which the teachers were working during the period of 
the research. While Chapter One and desegregation position monies remained intact, the 
city's reading program was officially dismantled. Immediately prior to the 
commencement of the interview study all 'activities' (music, art, computers and physical 
education) were eliminated. The sixth grade cluster meeting time, together with the 
position of cluster leader, made available for the first time during the 1990-1991 school 
year was eliminated in September 1992. The proposal by the school committee to extend 
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the school day and reduce the school week to four days together with a month's winter 
recess was threatened with legal action by the state. I had a second interview with 
Oliver after the tax cap, known as 'Proposition 2 1/2' failed to receive the hoped for over¬ 
ride vote by the city's electorate in November 1991. He explained 
If you put all the kids who go to school in this city in one 
large playground you would see that there are almost equal 
numbers of white and Hispanic kids. But you don't see that in this 
school. The reality of the school system in Bedgrove is that there 
are several parochial schools where most of the white kids go. 
The parents of the kids who go to the parochial schools are the 
ones with the property and they are not about voting for more 
money for the city schools. 
School Profiles 
Grove Park Elementary School (Initial Study) 
Built in the early nineteenth century, Grove Park is slated for demolition in the 
long range plans of the city. It is a school that fits the image of the old neighborhood 
school, a large three story, square building with a twenty year old addition containing an 
auditorium. It is surrounded by streets on three sides. Many floors and all stair cases are 
highly polished wood, presenting an extreme fire and safety hazard. At the time of the 
initial study the school contained grades K, 1 and 2, both mainstream and bilingual. The 
school has no special education classrooms, but does have a resource room. Most special 
needs children are integrated into the classroom. Mainstream teachers are predominantly 
veteran, bilingual teachers are more transient in nature - most staff turnover occurs 
within this group. Though Grove Park was desegregated in 1981, along with other city 
schools, the socioeconomic status of the parents is low. Only two out of the twenty-nine 
children in Pauline Deveraux's class paid for their own lunches. The climate in the 
school is relaxed and friendly to visitors. At a brief meeting with the principal, Mr. 
Mcllree, I declared my perception of the place to be 'user friendly': 
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Ah. That's very good, yes, and true, 'user 
friendly’ 
I like that! I know I am lucky to have 
been transfered here! 
There is only one entrance available to Grove Park school; all the side doors were 
locked in January to prevent unwelcome, and possible potentially troublesome visitors. 
The school offices are to the right of the entrance, the library straight ahead. The walls 
of the school are generally bare, except for a notice board outside the principal's office 
with announcements in English and Spanish, published 'esteem' posters sporting Kadeem 
Harris, and a colorful collage of all the hands of each child in the school with the words 
'We are a family'. 
Harrington Elementary School (Initial Study) 
Situated on the hill that sweeps down into the city, the approach to Harrington 
takes you past well maintained suburban houses, a retirement complex and, adjacent to 
the school, some redbrick, low cost housing. 
Set back from the road is a single story brick structure with ironwork porticos 
painted pale green, typical of schools built in the early 1960's. There is extension 
building work in progress, and the front of the playground is full of dump trucks, 
excavators and workmen in hard hats. Graffiti adorns some of the school walls, 
accompanied by the usual posted anti-vandalism ordinance. The double doors into the 
school are heavy, the cafeteria/school hall immediately to the right with its usual 
pervasive smell of disinfectant and school lunch. The office is ahead on the left. On the 
wall opposite the office entrance is a tapestry entitled Puerto Rico, and information 
about a supermarket computer drive. 
At the time of the initial study the school had a capacity for 450 children, though 
when the present extension is complete it will increase its capacity to 600. The 
population is intermediate - 3rd, 4th and 5th grade with a non integrated special 
education program for emotionally disturbed and developmentally retarded children. 
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The mainstream staff was described as "stable, with a traditional approach to curriculum 
and instruction. The bilingual staff has recently become more open to less traditional 
educational innovation." (Interview notes:9/89) The administrator, during this phase of 
the research, Mr. Johnson, was a substitute for the permanent principal who was chair of 
the group responsible for managing school building, renovations and the remodelling of 
the old vocational school into the new teachers' center down-town. Mr. Johnson was 
previously a vice-principal and was with the desegregation teacher support team. He 
began teaching at a lower ward school in the early 70's along with the city reading 
coordinator and several other participants. 
Stavelev Middle School (Initial and Follow-up Interview Study) 
Sixth grade was new to Staveley. At the commencement of the initial study in 
September 1989 the sixth grade teachers moved from a lower ward school to create the 
Middle School from the existing Junior High. Situated at the intersection of the long 
ramp to a State Highway and another major route, the large square, three story redbrick 
building is accessible from the road through a narrow roadway that leads into a concrete 
playground. The school field, adjacent to the highway ramp was unused for play other 
than after school soccer games until the new principal assumed duties in September 
1991. The concrete playground where lunch recess is spent is sectioned off into a 
parking lot. There is a vandalism ordinance on the wall, and a dumpster outside the 
entrance with a poster which says 'Drugs are Garbage'. Inside the halls are wide and 
bright, and most classroom doors are always open. During the initial study there was a 
strong odor of polish inside the school, this was noticeably absent at the commencement 
of the 1991-2 school year. When I mentioned on this to Val she commented "no-one is 
polishing now". A large percentage of the school's population (70%) are Hispanic. The 
low socio-economic status of the families is reflected in the fact that 90% of Staveley's 
children do not pay for their own school lunches. 
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Data Collection 
The Initial Study 
The intention of the initial study was to accumulate "Thick description" (Geertz, 
1973, 1983) in context (Mishler, 1979, 1986) of the aspects of the culture of teaching 
that primarily relate to teachers working with each other as colleagues. The research 
involved the exploration of the culture of collegiality through the observation of features 
of the various social situations of the teachers (Spradley, 1980). Data were collected as 
anecdotal and verbatim written field notes of incidents and conversations between all 
concerned in the various scenes of three elementary and one middle school over the 
course of one school year. These field notes represented my attempt to identify a full 
range of actions, comments and dialogue that would convey the meaning of the 
participants. The field notes included my own observations and reactions to situations as 
data. Videotapes and audiotapes provided supplementary data in specific circumstances. 
Data collection for the initial study originally centered around teachers Nat, Molly 
and Pauline, all of whom had student teachers. Data collection later included and 
intensified around Val, her Bank Reading Award partners and other of her colleagues at 
Stavely school. 
Weekly visits each extending for more than one hour were made to the 
participating teachers and their student teachers, over the course of two semesters of the 
academic year. Further data were obtained through the participants' reflective logs, 
which participants opted to maintain as part of an independent study for which they 
received university graduate credit, and informal conversations with school 
administrators and the district reading coordinator. As the first semester's weekly visits 
to the classrooms progressed I felt hard pressed to maintain the triple role of resource to 
both teacher and student, and of researcher. While the emerging evidence of limited 
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collegial joint enterprise between peer partners presented me with important data in 
itself, I was prompted by a member of my doctoral committee to ask Val Legray at 
Staveley Middle School, another recipient in the Bank Reading Award Program, if I 
could spend a series of prolonged periods with her in her middle school in a 'shadowing 
role' in order to gain deeper insight into the nature and function of her relationships with 
her colleagues. This move represented both an extension of the focus of the study and a 
shift in role since in this setting I was not a Resource Person but singularly engaged in 
observation. Val was most willing and expressed interest in the nature of the research, 
and negotiated entry to Staveley on my behalf with the school principal. I spent one 
week shadowing her at Staveley in January and again in May 1990 collecting anecdotal 
and verbatim records and audiotape. During the Spring semester 1990 I continued to 
make weekly visits to the three elementary classrooms, and made additional biweekly 
visits to Val as Resource Person to her student teacher. In addition I observed and met 
all teachers at their weekly graduate workshops. 
Primary sources of data (field notes and interview transcripts) were triangulated for 
credibility with secondary data sources (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984) including informal 
interviews with the City Reading Coordinator, Paul Collins, questionnaires completed by 
teachers attending the workshops, and access to phenomenological interviews with Nat 
and Pauline (Pach, 1990). 
The Follow-up Study 
Guided by the emergent theoretical assertions from the initial study, the follow-up 
study continued to employ research methodology from the ethnographic tradition 
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983; Seidman,1991) of valuing the insider's, or emic, 
perspective. Three indepth ethnographic interviews were conducted with five teachers 
who were either participants, or the colleagues of participants, in the pilot study at 
Staveley. The participating teachers as informants (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983) 
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were interviewed to provide insight and perspective into their collegial relationships, to 
place their actions in context, and to check the assertions about nurturing relationships 
which came from the initial study. 
The interviews extended over one semester. The major task of the interviews was 
to build upon and explore responses to broad open ended questions aimed to facilitate 
the expression of the teachers' experiential knowledge and perspective gained from their 
collegial interactions and experiences with colleagues (Seidman, 1991). Particularly my 
intention was to explore whether teachers' perceive nurturance as an element of their 
collegial interactions and relationships. 
The three-interview structure was used to enhance the accomplishment of internal 
consistency: interviews were held at least one week apart to account for idiosyncratic 
days (Seidman, 1991). 
Each interview was held as a cultural event, with meaning jointly 
constructed by the interviewer and the participant (Mishler, 1986). 
The form of the interviews was shaped by the view of interviewing 
as a form of discourse between speakers and that the 'ordinary 
language' competence shared by researcher and respondent is a 
'critical but unrecognized precondition for effective research 
practice' Questioning and answering are ways of speaking that are 
grounded in and depend on culturally shared and often tacit 
assumptions about how to express and understand beliefs, 
experiences, feelings, and intentions. (Mishler, 1986. p.7). 
As a cultural event both questions and responses were "formulated in, developed 
through, and shaped by the discourse" between the interviewer and participants. 
(Mishler, ibid, p. 52). The teachers were invited to recollect and describe their 
experiences as part of a collegial group and to recount their own stories with regard to 
their collegial experiences and relationships. 
The aim was to listen to the voices of the teachers through discourse in a sustained 
account, rather than be interupted by separate questions. There were no formal scripted 
questions to be asked in the interview setting (Mishler, 1986; Seidman 1991, p.113). 
Broad open ended questions were presented at the beginning of each interview (see 
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below) which established the interview's purpose and focus. My questions were to build 
upon participants' previous statements as much as was possible moving the interview 
forward by building upon what the participant had to share. The mutual reformulation 
and specification of questions has been referred to as a "circular process" 
...through which its (the questions) meaning and that of its answer 
are created in the discourse between interviewer and respondent as 
they try to make continual sense of what they make to each other. 
(Mishler, 1986, p.46) 
Structure and meaning were to be jointly constructed by the interviewer and the 
respondent as questions were asked, responses made, and experiences of the interviewer 
shared, when deemed appropriate, with the respondent. In this way ambiguities of 
meaning were resolved through the discourse. The interviews were seen as a reflexive 
act: the discourse being analyzed and interpreted in process. I recognized, however, that 
there might be positive advantages gained from subjecting participants to "verbal 
stimuli" (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1986, p. 119) in the form of a pre-planned interview 
outline to guide the "speech events" (Gumperz, 1982 in Mishler, ibid). This was 
designed to assist in maintaining the delicate balance between sufficient openness for the 
teachers to recount their experience and tell their stories, and enough focus to allow the 
interview to work (Seidman, 1991, p. 13). Variations in how this strategy proceeded 
across interviews and participants were to be seen as data for analysis rather than errors 
in methodology to be eliminated. 
The Three-Interview Series 
Guided by the interview strategies of phenomenological research (Seidman, 1991), 
the interview process was conducted in three stages to allow myself as interviewer and 
the teachers as participants to "plumb" their experience as colleagues and "place it in 
context" (ibid, p.ll). Each session lasted between 45 minutes to an hour to respect the 
time constraints of the teachers. I was very conscious that they were affording me either 
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the only 'free' periods available to them during the course of their school day or their 
limited preparation time after school. 
Listening to the teachers involved my attention to their voices at the three levels 
suggested by Seidman (ibid, p.56). At the first level this was attention to the substance 
of their discourse and my assessment of whether this was in sufficient detail and 
complete enough for the purposes of the research. At the second level attention was to 
the inner or private voice rather than the more guarded public voice. Probing questions 
were used to invite participants to elucidate public statements and render their private or 
inner meaning explicit 
On the third level attention was to the dynamic of the interview itself. This 
involved the attention to time both by myself and the participant, my sense of what had 
been covered, the energy level of the teachers and any non verbal signals being offered 
to clue me in. 
All interviews were audiotaped. Brief anecdotal notes were also taken throughout, 
particularly of statements, phrases, and words that would form the basis for future 
questions. Listening to the audiotapes and reading transcriptions between interviews 
enabled me to develop questions for individual participants for their subsequent sessions. 
Interview One. This established the context of each teacher's experience as a 
colleague. The interview commenced with the broad open ended question: 
"Please tell me as much as you can about yourself as part of a collegial group of 
teachers up to the present time?" 
Interview Two . The second interview allowed teachers to reconstruct the details 
of their experience as a colleague within the context in which it presently occurs: 
"In this interview I would like to focus on the present and ask you to reconstruct as 
much as possible about your present experience as part of a collegial group?" 
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Interview Three. The third interview encouraged each teacher to reflect on the 
meaning their experience as a colleague holds for them: 
"Given what you have said about your life as a teacher in our first two meetings 
how do you understand collegiality in your life ? What meaning does it have to you?" 
The interview schedules can be referred to in Appendix A. 
Data Analysis 
The analysis of the data accumulated through both the initial study and the follow¬ 
up study was guided by the belief that the process of analysis is an interpretive and 
inductive act that integrates a variety of perspectives rather than ignoring them in the 
name of a single objective view of the world (Geertz, 1972, Maher, 1985). The data 
collected were therefore interpreted in the context in which they were produced 
(Mishler, 1986) to find meaning in the accounts and actions of the subjects. The aim of 
this study was not to collect "pure data" that were "free from potential bias" 
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). The goal was to interpret the data according to my 
understanding of how the data were shaped. 
Informal analysis of data occurred simultaneously with field work in both the 
initial study and in the follow-up study as theories emerged through processes of 
induction, abstraction, and redefinition mentioned previously. 
The post data collection analysis of both the initial and follow-up studies involved 
multiple readings of the data to enable the identification and interpretation of emergent 
meanings (Peacock, 1986) and the process of induction towards the tentative formulation 
of theory (Erickson, 1987; Mishler, 1986). This process of data analysis enabled the 
connection of the experience of one participant in the same setting with that of another 
or others and with my own held knowledge. 
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Analysis across events over time and across participants derived from the multiple 
readings of the data were guided by analytic strategies suggested by Erickson (1987) and 
Hammersley and Atkinson (1983). Inductive bchavior/pcrspective-category coding, or 
the identification of emergent themes, derived from the constant comparative method 
(Glazer & Strauss, 1967) were used in the formal analysis of the data. Multiple readings 
of the entire set of field notes and transcriptions allowed me to circle and code instances 
representing categories of actions and comments. These represented either instances of a 
whole event or a constituent episode or phrase within an event or a transaction between 
focal individuals within the initial study. A similar process was employed in the follow¬ 
up study to code instances of actions and comments reflecting teachers"plumb” notions. 
Instances were then transcribed onto color coded index cards. These cards were 
then organized according to the categories and subsequently around the emergent theory. 
Following this stage of particular description adapted from Erickson (1986b), the stages 
of general description and interpretation were organized according to themes pertaining 
to the identified notions and functions of collegiality. A series of theoretical memos was 
generated to facilitate the organization of the data and my thinking around the emergent 
theoretical assertions. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INITIAL STUDY: PRESENTATION OF DATA, INTERPRETATION , 
AND ASSERTIONS 
Introduction 
This chapter reports the findings of a year long ethnographic study designed to 
determine the nature of collegial relationships within three sets of peer partners in 
elementary and middle schools. My original intention was to understand the nature of 
the collegial relationship between two sets of peer partners in two urban elementary 
schools. The teachers had either elected, or had been selected, to work together in a 
process of curriculum development My initial question reflected an interest in what 
exactly occurred within collegial relationships that was helpful to teachers - especially 
as they worked towards teaching reading through the use of childrens' literature-based 
program. As the study developed and refocussed it included a third group of teachers in 
a 'middle school' setting. 
Researcher Role and Data Collection 
As Resource Person to the Bank Reading Award Program and to the student 
teachers in the awardees' classrooms I assumed the role of a 'participant observer' one 
who would collect data whilst engaged in a role in the setting. My goal was to use a 
primarily cognitive anthropological approach to the study of collegiality among 
teachers, that is to obtain the emic, or insiders, perspectives. 
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Over time I developed degrees of intimacy in the social construction of 
relationships with the teachers involved in the study that were themselves collegial. The 
depth of the relationships appeared to vary across participants from cordial to close. 
Data from interactions with Val at Staveley, where more prolonged periods of 
interactions were available, suggest that the collegial relationship that developed with 
her was the most open and close. Our discourse was initiated with interactions that 
focussed on the lives of the children in her class, our families and moved towards the 
discussion of beliefs. By the morning of the second day Val appeared to consider me 
part of her teaching world: 
Vignette # 1 
Val sets the class math assignments, and turns to me and says: I 
don't know where Mrs. Ronald is this morning. 
A few minutes later Mrs. Ronald enters the classroom. 
Val: We thought you had got lost! 
NOTE: (what does that "we" mean? Are we already a team?) 
Actions recorded in the corpus of the data in which Val is seen to use the word 
"we", together with actions in which she conferred with me regarding the class routine 
or instruction of the day, is interpreted as evidence of our developing collegial 
relationship. My easy access to and involvement in faculty lounge discourse provides 
further data regarding this aspect of my participation. Interactions with other faculty 
members were similarly indications of my growing acceptance as a colleague to the 
group: 
Vignette # 2 
10.35 Time for activity period. Enroute we meet Mrs. Ronald. Val tells her 
that she thinks Alphonso is going to be a leader. 
Mrs. Ronald: I think you are right - he's settling down already, I think. 
Mrs. Ronald turns to me and smiles: I'll see you this afternoon (during prep 
period when Val and I go to the faculty lounge) 
I'm free 6th with you. 
Interactions at Grove Park were also construed as a developing collegiality. Molly 
shared materials acquired at sessions at the Teachers' Center that she thought would be 
helpful to me in my university work, and offered to negotiate my attendance at some 
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school district inservice workshops. Pauline readily 'came down' to Molly's room to 
assist me when I had technical problems with the video camera and offered to share any 
of her materials developed by her for workshops that might be helpful to my work with 
students. Molly shared news of her mother's hospitalization, and photographs of "her 
boys" - puppies recently fathered by her dog. Pauline talked about her vacations, her 
work for the church, her children, and disclosed her concerns about, and attitude 
towards, her husband’s redundancy from work just before Christmas. Analysis of the 
data indicates I both initiated and reciprocated all discourse with genuine interest in their 
lives and demonstrated a willingness to disclose the appropriate concerns and events in 
my own. 
Nat's willingness to discuss his philosophy and apparent frustrations with his 
current teaching situation was construed to be part of his understanding of my role as a 
university support person. He readily disclosed some of his personal life with regard to 
his pressing responsibilities as a father and talked about his vacation to Washington, but 
did not ask any questions regarding my work or life beyond my work in his room. 
Presentation of Data 
The primary assertion that emerged from the informal and formal data analysis of 
the initial phase of this ethnography was that teachers turn to their colleagues to sustain 
nurturing roles based on personal-social considerations and that norms for collegial 
interactions sustain those defined roles. In spite of institutional influences which might 
force teachers to act otherwise, many of the teachers observed in this study were seen to 
reflect an orientation towards interdependence. This orientation expressed itself in the 
creation of affiliation and a sense of connectedness. An important aspect of this creation 
of a 'society of teachers' was the expression of the personal care and knowledge of 
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children and peers that was found to be a frequent basis for teacher collegial 
interactions. 
The categories developed to support the major assertion answer the question: What 
are the functions of collegiality as nurturing within the culture of the schools represented 
in this initial study? They include the following: 
1. Collegial interactions create and sustain a network, or an interdependent 
community, within the culture of the school. 
a. Teachers create the sense of connectedness through the expression of the 
personal knowledge of, and care for children and colleagues. 
b. Teachers use ’down time' to sustain a sense of connectedness. 
2. Teachers use their developed connections or networks with colleagues to 
sustain their professional work in schools. 
a. To manage the illogicalities and dilemmas of teaching. 
b. To manage the frustrations that are present within school culture. 
c. To circumvent systems within school culture. 
d. To promote professional growth of self and others. 
The following section contains descriptions of the above assertions, using data in 
the form of excerpts from field notes, vignettes from transcripts and other triangulated 
sources. 
1. Teachers use collegial interactions to create and sustain a network or an 
interdependent community within the culture of the school. 
a. Teachers create a sense of connectedness through the expression of the 
personal knowledge of, and care for, (i) children and (ii) colleagues. 
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(i) Creating A Sense Of ConnectednessThrough The Expression To 
Colleagues of Their Personal Knowledge Of. And Care For. Children. The teachers 
in this study were found to readily disclose concerns regarding the nonacademic 
problems faced by their students, particularly incidents of abuse and teenage pregnancy 
which appeared to reflect their perceptions regarding the increasing evidence of 
dysfunctional families in this urban setting. 
At Grove Park school, Molly and Pauline were designated peer partners. Evidence 
in the data suggests that both found it impossible to collaborate on their reading 
programs. As a first grade teacher Molly preferred to work with Joyce and Florence the 
two Chapter I teachers who spent two hours each day providing service to children in 
her room. She had worked with Joyce for four years, and had worked with Florence for 
fourteen. Pauline reports that her second grade schedule and Molly's were completely 
different, and that she had a working relationship with her own Chapter 1 person. 
During the entire Bank Reading Award Program only two meetings occurred, one in 
which as 'partners' they discussed what their university requirements were and one to 
which they invited their Resource Person to clarify their responsibilities, discuss the 
requirements and form regarding their Independent Studies (Reflective Logs), to 
ascertain when the award money would be available and how they could spend it. 
Whilst not overtly involved in the tasks of planning and collaborating on the academic 
work of their respective pupils, there was evidence of their shared knowledge of and 
concern for their pupils' welfare as reflected in verbal actions. 
Vignette # 3 
As we are talking Molly also passes and comes in to join us.... 
Molly declares that it has "been another terrible time with P. - who 
came in this morning looking very shaken up. She was obviously 
abused - bruised, hair uncombed and clothes dirty. Molly said "so 
I called (the principal), who came, saw the situation and then called 
upon Social Services to intervene". Pauline nods.. It looks as 
though she knows all about the story, (I wonder what time they 
have had to share this?), and recounts other incidents that involved 
the authorities. Molly sounds as though she knows all the stories 
and children involved in Pauline's stories too. 
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I asked both whether they had noticed the abuse situation in 
Bedgrove becoming worse. Both responded together with a 
definite "yes". Molly said she felt it corresponded to the increase 
in the use of, or selling of, drugs by the parents; Pauline that it had 
become noticeably worse during the past 2 years. She said that 
many kids that were in her class now lived in shelters, and that was 
a new phenomena. 
Molly says: "I breaks your heart, it breaks your heart, it breaks 
your heart!". 
"Social Services are really doing nothing. Now we have to be in 
contact with (a neighboring city) regarding P.". I asked if they 
could help me understand why - since P. lived in Bedgrove I would 
think that Bedgrove would deal with the situation. Molly said she 
couldn't tell why - that's just what they were told this morning. 
Pauline then says to Molly, do you remember that one year she 
spent half of the year in court? (Molly nods emphatically) Pauline 
declares: "I hate it. I hate it and won't get into it again." I ask what 
happened for her to hate it. Pauline says that she "spent all that 
time giving evidence, and then the judge said to me at the end of it 
all that he thought teachers were doing a great job, and then said 
that he couldn't do anything about it." 
Molly agrees and then says she will probably have to go to court 
with P.. It will break her heart if nothing happens to help her. 
The preceding vignette include instances of the knowledge that both Pauline and 
Molly had of their concerns for the care of their pupils and the support they were able to 
give each other for this aspect of their nurturing role. It also reflects the emerging 
awareness of the researcher that time is made available by teachers to support this role, 
even though time for collaboration in the academic tasks of teaching may be a scarce 
commodity. It was an aspect of the personal relationship amongst teachers that was in 
evidence throughout the data. 
Characteristic of the opening all interactions of Molly with the researcher were 
statements reflecting her care for her children: 
Vignette # 4 
Molly comes in to Miss Pringle's (practicum student) second Three 
Way Conference exclaiming that "it has been quite a week!! I 
think its all that sugar from the Halloween candy.... Mark, poor 
thing...you know how HE started the year...he has been doing so 
well lately, and has been in such a good mood, and then yesterday 
out he went to play...and fell off the swing backwards!" 
I asked if he was seriously hurt. 
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We called the mother to take him home after the nurse checked 
him out - I thought he may have had a concussion...he's back in 
school today. 
Pauline and Molly both disclosed how they brought warm winter clothing into 
school for children who needed them and bought books "like crazy" to supplement their 
class libraries. 
Similar expressions of personal knowledge and care were evident from the 
interactions with teachers at Harrington. The Bank Award teachers at this school were 
pleased with their success achieved through the Pizza Hut reading program, though made 
special arrangements for them to eat their pizzas in school rather than in the restaurant, 
feeling "they couldn't behave well enough to go out and eat them". Nat expresses his care 
for children "who basically will be the statistical drop outs in a few years" by describing 
the personal connections he endeavors to make with his kids and their families: 
Vignette # 5 
I try to teach them to resolve problems and use cooperation....try to 
stem the tide of fierce competition that seems to go along with this 
age and this time of their lives.Well, the teacher doesn't become 
this statue in front of the room, just filled with math facts and 
reading skills They can call me....about their homework or other 
stuff, and the parents know there is a teacher that cares. 
At Staveley school instances of comments and actions between teachers and 
colleagues in field notes and transcriptions reflect that similar consistent patterns of 
expressions of care were evident. The first full week spent 'shadowing' Val was 
dominated by her concern for D., twelve years old, who suspected to be newly pregnant, 
had left "a mother who did not care" to live with a known drug dealer. Six prolonged 
collegial interactions out of thirty two recorded in one day involved Val sharing her 
concern or seeking further information about the child (Appendix B). The following is a 
verbatim account transcribed from tape three days later: 
Vignette #6 
Enter Guidance counsellor to compliment Val on_'s (Val's 
pupil) conduct and contribution at the Mediation Training 
Workshop held the previous day. 
Val: Thanks. Any news about my D.? 
(Val asks (Guidance) to "talk over here" (in a quiet comer) 
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Val:I was telling my husband, and my husband says the name TC 
(the 22 year old with whom D. is living with) rings a bell. He said 
last year he had a kid who ran away - and he went with_to 
get her out. There were drugs, guns, the whole scene. 
Guidance: The grandmother said '"go look for her on Park Street", 
how come if they (the family) know where she is they don't go and 
beat down the doors and get her themselves. 
I.T.: If they know there are drugs and guns there, they might be 
afraid to go in. 
Val: If it were my kid I'd walk in - I'm too stupid to be afraid. 
Val's expression of care for D. had extended to her husband, a school counsellor 
himself. Impatient and without understanding for the lack of action on behalf of D.'s 
own family, she seeks support for her own concern. 
Lunch, the time when all sixth grade teachers are together, was observed to be the 
time when expressions of personal care were heard. Val's Bank Reading Award partner 
Millicent talks about one of her boys in her ESL program: 
Vignette # 7 
_was late today, I don't know why....I still call him every 
morning to get him out of bed.the mother is out of it...takes 
pills....the little brother was molested, the big brother is in jail...the 
kid lives in a drug infested building 
Instances of comment and interaction of all teachers evidenced concern and 
attention extended to children within the milieu of the school, and their disclosure of this 
care to their colleagues. Trading stories about students with problems was not 
interpreted as an expression of enjoyment in gossip, or to engage in a spirit of 
camaraderie (Smith, 1987) or the reflection of engagement in subcultural activity that 
works against the students to increase teachers level of job satisfaction (Silver, 1967). 
Rather it was interpreted as caring for other people's children (Grumet, 1988), within 
the world of teaching. The disclosure of this care and nurturance to colleagues was 
further interpreted as an eliciting of accessible support from those engaged in similar 
nurturing practices within the school setting, to sustain the personal demands that such 
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nurturing elicited, manage the frustrations it presented, and seek further knowledge to 
increase the teachers' own understanding of the processes involved. 
(ii) Creating A Sense Of Connectedness Through The Expression To 
Colleagues Of The Personal Knowledge Of .And Care .For. Each Other. The 
following vignette illustrates the care and interest shown by the teachers in this study for 
their colleagues: 
Vignette # 8 
I walked into school at 2.00 for my prearranged meeting with Ms 
Goode, the Practicum Student in Molly's first grade. I checked in 
as usual at the office. (The secretary) greeted me with "Molly has 
gone home, she fell." I walked through the library, the librarian - 
who usually never speaks, said,"you won't find Molly - she's gone 
home after falling down the stairs." Then I met Pauline, "Did you 
hear - Molly fell down the stairs - just half an hour ago - they must 
have been well polished over the weekend, and she slipped and 
fell." I asked if she was badly hurt. "No, thank goodness, she 
doesn't seem to have broken anything - but they are going to have 
her checked for concussion." Before I entered the classroom I met 
teachers CK and MF - who told me the same news. When I 
entered the classroom Ms. Goode rightly remarked "I guess by now 
you have heard - Molly fell down the stairs a little while ago ! 
Thank goodness I was there - she fell on her head, I hope she's OK, 
I'll call tonight and find out." 
Within three or four minutes of my entering Grove Park school six of Molly's 
colleagues had informed me of her fall. This type of exchange represented multiple 
incidents contained in the data reflecting the attachment for colleagues that teachers 
appeared to value within the culture of the school. My observations suggest that while 
Molly and Pauline did not establish a relationship that enabled the development of their 
reading programs, notwithstanding the wish of the city reading coordinator that they do 
so, it did not mean that the pair did not sustain a relationship beyond the task of 
teaching. Pauline knew how many puppies were bom to Molly's dog, and the result of 
her mother's biopsy. Molly knew about Pauline's husband's redundancy from work the 
morning after he was laid off. Nat, though apparently not part of Philipa's close 
collegial network, understood about her need not to arrange meetings after school: 
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Vignette # 9 
We both have mother and father commitments, 
Philipa is a working mother, and I'm a working 
father you know! 
Care for each other not only found expression in interest and understanding about 
the personal life of colleagues and their families, but was demonstrated in deeds that 
included bringing in food such as cake, cookies, and donuts: 
Vignette # 10 
Leslie must have hit the daily numbers on the lottery or something. 
Every so often there are little treats in there (the staffroom). At 
Christmas it's terrible!! 
Other evidence included the collection of money for a gift of cash and flowers to a 
colleague who was injured when a large boy tumbled down the stairs and fell on top of 
her, Val's regularly sharing dinner with Elaine, an 8th grade math teacher whose kitchen 
was being remodelled, sharing samples presented by the fund-raising chocolate 
salesman, and a full catered luncheon presented to the Grove Park staff by a departing 
student teacher. The function of such personal knowledge and care as both the creation 
and expression of connectedness is discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter. 
Apparently associated with the knowledge of and care for each other within the 
social construction of collegiality amongst the teachers in this study, was the operation 
of a norm of openness or disclosure. Selected aspects of the teachers' personal 
experiences - Information regarding vacation plans,local and national party political 
opinions, visits to ailing family members or elderly parents, headaches, bad days, an 
upcoming mammogram, difficulties selling a house, choosing a kitchen design, 
operations, children's accidents, and challenges associated with being "a single father 
this week", were examples of actions construed as invitations to be nurtured and thus 
become connected. The following vignette, in which Rose talks about, and is supported 
around, her sick sister illustrates disclosure and its associated invitation to be nurtured: 
Vignette #11 
Mrs Ronald shows Rose a picture (in the issue of 'Good 
Housekeeping’ she is reading). It is of a actress who has lost 
weight using 'Slimfast'. Rose responds with: Slimfast is 
expensive. 
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I.T.: My daughter has just started on Shaklee. 
Lynn (Guidance Counsellor) enters eating a salad. 
Rose: I know about Shaklee. My sister takes mouthfuls of 
Shaklee vitamins.She thinks its helps her M.S.... Still she must 
think they are doing her good - or that while she takes them she has 
the chance to get better. 
Mrs. Ronald: We can't knock that Rose..it's a glimmer of hope. 
Rose: Yes, you're right. Lynn - you've seen my_"s (sister's) 
rows of vitamins? 
Lynn: Yes. 
This norm of openness became evident in a negative case - when Nora, Pauline's 
prepracticum student during the second semester, declined to disclose the health 
difficulties that were preoccupying both her mind and her time. This caused a lack of 
attention to the tasks of teaching and the work of classroom. When finally the causes 
were known, Pauline expressed her disappointment at the lack of disclosure - she had 
expected the "same openness as Ken", her previous prepracticum student, from Nora. 
She interpreted Nora's lack of openness as demonstration of an unwillingness to "work 
as a team". 
The above interpretation of the expression of personal knowledge and care for both 
children and colleagues indicates that the identity of the teacher in elementary settings is 
defined in context of relationship, and judged by a standard of responsibility, 
compassion and care (Gilligan, 1982). The prominence of the expression of such 
nurturance in the discourse of teachers suggests that nurturance is an attribute valued as 
a strength to those studied. The sharing, through such discourse, of the expression of 
personal knowledge and care creates and sustains a sense of connectedness, itself an 
attribute of nurturance. 
b. Teachers Use 'Down Time' To Sustain A Sense Of Connectedness, For the 
purpose of this study the term 'down time' is constructed to describe times - designated 
or otherwise - when teachers are able to take time to socialize with each other. 
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Designated times refer to scheduled lunch and coffee breaks. Other times include brief 
encounters in the hallways, unofficial breaks, talk not related to the instruction of 
children during visits to classrooms, during team teaching activities and visits to school 
offices. 
A network of colleagues was observed to be important to Val, and as a new 
associate, I was introduced to those with whom she had worked in the past or with 
whom she currently worked either by her own narrative or in person. During the first 
moments of my week in her class she describes connections between herself and Philipa, 
Nat's Bank Reading Award partner: 
Vignette # 12 
I.T.: I have been working with Philipa a little this semester because 
she is partner to Nat Blume at Harrington. 
Val: She's a wonderful teacher. We used to switch....Sorry Ahmed, 
I don't have any pencils. Why don’t you go down to the office and 
see if Mrs _ will give you some... 
Philipa and I teamed up at Malloy. We taught our science together, 
that was when Rose was in 4th grade. Rose knew this move was 
coming, so when Philipa got the job up there (at Harrington) she 
applied for Philipa's 6th grade. Philipa and I used to teach science 
together - we put the Mimi unit together. We drew from each 
other. We worked well together. I had taught with Philipa at 
Harrington too - We started together at Harrington, and then I had 
Patti - our daughters are only a couple of weeks apart - that was her 
first pregnancy too - and then she transferred to Malloy - after 
being chosen as a Horace Mann. I've known her for 6 or 7 years. 
We still go out for dinner. There's a group of us - we meet for 
dinner - twice or three times a year. We are sort of spread out now 
- there's still some down at Malloy, Philipa up at Harrington. In 
fact we are due for another dinner soon - no husbands. Just 
us....Now I'm going to get them (the children) started. The bell is 
late today because of the snow. 
Val's connection with Philipa extends beyond the fact that they have worked 
together in two places over the past 8 years and have similar interests in teaching. It 
includes their shared experience as mothers. The above discourse is also interpreted as 
stating her intention to maintain the connection despite the changes in their places of 
teaching. 
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Val used the ground floor 'smoking' faculty lounge, a small, cluttered , popular 
and busy room, that contrasted with the less frequented 'non-smoking' lounge that was 
opposite the vice-principal's office upstairs. It was in this lounge that many interactions 
reflecting the maintenance of connections were heard to be made. Faculty room talk 
between Val, Bett.(the city health-education coordinator) and other teachers helped to 
inform the origin and ongoing nature of the network, as the following vignettes 
illustrate: 
Vignette # 13 
Someone says: Did anyone see the ad. by Bill Cosby on TV last 
night? He's plugging education - last night it was a plea on behalf 
of teachers! How well trained they are etc. 
The talk turns to certification standards. (The music teacher is 
trying to talk to me about the organ teacher he had at the 
University. I'm listening, but trying to write Bett's narrative.) 
Bett. If it wasn't for Val I wouldn't have got certification -1 would 
never have passed Math! 
Val: I love math! Elaine (8th grade math teacher) and I are both 
Mathematicians, and our husbands are both in sciences. Elaine's 
husband and I were in Kindergarten together in_. Elaine and 
I became friends later, but before we worked here. Bett. here 
helped me get through biology! 
Leslie asks Bett and Val if they intend to plan a party for_when 
he visits in March. 
Val(explains to me): He's a friend from college. 
(note: so Leslie must have attended the same College) 
Val explains to the group what her family is planning to do for_, 
then speaks to Bett: 
I think we should plan a bigger party. By the way, have you heard 
from_for a while? 
Bett: She was in the epicenter of the earthquake but was OK! 
Val: (to me) That was our class president We had a great year. A 
great biology class- all girls - and then there was Bett! 
Bett: What does that mean - was I a mutant? 
Val: Yes! You really kept us going! 
Bett: I'd go to math class and couldn't add one on one. Val 
would do all her work in big letters so that I could copy, she knew I 
couldn’t understand. 
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Val: They knew we were elementary teachers! (laughter) 
Bett: I think my father made a big donation to the church to get 
me out of school. 
I.T: So, when did you graduate? 
Bett: 1972. 
Val: Let me tell you about when the whole bunch of us got jobs. 
7 of us from_(State College) were hired by Bedgrove that 
year. They gave a big party for us at the_restaurant to 
welcome us into the school system. 
Beyond the convivial teasing, the humor, and the mild deprecation of self within 
the safety of a known group, analysis of the above discourse provides a description of 
the depth of the association of this group of teachers and their interest in sustaining this 
connection. Constant references in hall-ways, and lunch room were made to 
connections with other teachers in the system that were maintained either informally or 
formally by planned reunions, shared vacations and get togethers. 
At Grove Park school, where most of my data were grounded in classroom talk, 
conferences and brief interactions in hallways, frequent references were made to social 
events outside school involving teachers and their colleagues. In addition Pauline often 
referred to those teachers from both Bedgrove and elsewhere that she was in contact 
with through the numerous science inservice courses she has taken. 
Nat, teaching at Harrington, appears to be a negative case in both the development 
or maintenance of connections. Interactions with him in the corpus of transcripts did not 
reveal him to be part of any named network. Though his peer partner for the Bank 
Reading Award Program was Philipa, her long standing associations appear to be more 
with the city reading coordinator and the acting principal at Harrington. All three began 
teaching in Bedgrove together in 1972. Nat having only have worked in the Bedgrove 
system for five years is interpreted as a possible reason for his unnamed connections. 
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Discourse that includes reference to his interest in political activism discloses, however, 
that he is part of a network with a similar focus as himself: 
Vignette # 14 
A person from the state is coming in because some of us are getting 
together and there is the possibility of filing a civil suit against the 
system here .... she will be getting an earful when she comes! 
You know ,a lot of my post 8 pm time is political. Preparing and 
making statements....contacting.we are approaching a touchy 
situation here in Bedgrove.. 
Disappointed at not being selected for a position at a new magnet school within the 
system he declares: 
Vignette # 15 
I know people (grins), but not the right ones! And of course, you 
know, I ruffled a few feathers. When I first got here when I took them 
(the system) to court and won. 
Though Nat talks about connections with other people he does not name them, nor 
does the analysis of the data provide any evidence of patterns or incidents in which he 
interacts in a collegial manner with any person directly, other than the researcher in her 
participatory role. 
Not all connections remain within the educational community. In Val's normal 
discourse she not only positions herself within a network of teachers, but with other 
groups, which include parents, within the 'Right to Life' movement, where she is active 
alongside her colleague Elaine. She also associates with those with whom she continues 
to play sports. Pauline is active in her small non traditional church. Molly, at Grove 
Park, has connection with fellow animal lovers and dog breeders. .She animatedly 
describes these as she talks about the planning of her student teacher's master teaching 
unit: 
Vignette # 16 
I have many connections that will be helpful - and we have 
arranged for a visiting rabbit,the adoption of a fish, a visiting cat, 
and a special dog will come into school. Other years we might 
have been able to make a trip to an obedience class, but this year 
there is no money, so we'll just have to bring the pets into the 
classroom! 
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Interactions during down time were observed in this study to both construct and 
maintain a network of collegiality. At Staveley the teachers' lounge and lunch room 
were significant sites for this construction and maintenance. Hallways and team taught 
activity periods, such as that shared with Val and Elaine in their role as 'school store' 
teachers and fund-raisers, were also used as places where periods of 'down time' were 
used to construct and reinforce networks and relationships. 
The maintenance and sustenance of a network of teachers through the engagement 
in informal discourse during periods of 'down time' may be interpreted as a phenomenon 
other than as trivial gossip or the mere sharing of news.lt is rather a construction of the 
adult domain where the world of relationships publicly emerges and becomes the focus 
of attention and concern (Gilligan, 1982). It further suggests that the teachers' sense of 
self becomes very much organized around being able to make, then maintain and speak 
of, affiliations and relationships (Miller, 1976) within the otherwise tightly organized 
and structure of the culture of the school. 
Teachers Use Their Developed Connections With Colleagues To Sustain Their 
Professional Work In Schools, 
The connections between teachers, constructed through collegial interactions, were 
observed in this ethnography to have four distinct, yet interrelated, functions that 
sustained their professional work in schools. These are: 
a. To manage the illogicalities and dilemmas of teaching. 
b. To manage the frustrations that are present within school culture. 
c. To circumvent systems within school culture. 
d. To promote professional growth of self and others. 
The interrelatedness of major categories is illustrated in the following theoretical 
memo constructed during analysis (Figure 2). 
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FUNCTION 1 
Managing illogicalities 
and dilemmas 
"Between the glue and the gun" 
FUNCTION 2 
Managing frustrations 
within school culture 
"It's crazy" 
COLLEGEALHW 
AMONG TEAGHHEIRS 
Creating and sustaining interdependence 
and connectedness 
a. The expression of personal knowledge and care of 
b The expression of personal knowledge and care of each other 
Utilizing: 'Norm of Openness 
'Down Time' 
FUNCTION 4 
Promoting professional 
growth of self and others 
(Norm of subtle influence) 
"If you like" 
FUNCTION 3 
circumventing systems 
within the culture of 
the school 
"Trading off' 
Figure 2 
THE FUNCTIONS OF COLLEGIALITY 
a. To Manage The Illogicalities And Dilemmas Of Teaching. Data constructed 
from discourse between participants in the observed settings suggest that teachers used 
collegial interactions to assist their accommodation and management of illogicalities and 
dilemmas present in their work in schools. These illogicalities and dilemmas appeared to 
occur due to the multifaceted roles and relationships teachers have in classrooms. 
Teachers' expression of care for children - which is the individual personal and relational 
aspects of their teaching, is to be accommodated with the academic, task oriented, social 
organizational responsibilities which derive from the function and role of schools in 
society. The on-going accommodation between and integration among elements of the 
two roles is made by using the "self' as an instrument of practice (Lampert, 1981). As 
this occurs conflict appears to arise between teachers' autonomous desire for children to 
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be be participating in school activities that meet their individual social and learning 
needs, and external measurement of skills, task and control. 
At Staveley, Val's discourse constructs a view of the dilemma between the care and 
task function. 
Vignette # 17 
You would think that all the science teachers with their science 
backgrounds would be able to do something 'hands on'. Its a real 
problem with some teachers with teaching methods in this 
building. With 7th and 8th grade teachers - lecturing just doesn't 
work with these kids. They got us the other week (laughs). Said 
we weren't teaching the kids how to take tests. We told them we 
didn't feel it was important. It's ongoing evaluation in 6th grade! 
Newly transferred to the newly constituted middle school from their lower ward 
elementary school, Val and her colleagues appear impatient with the teachers of 7th and 
8th grade who seem unable to fully engage children in activities that are appropriate, 
interesting, and meaningful. Val sees such teaching to occur in a 'building' rather than a 
'school'. Teachers in the upper grades counter censure the 6th grade teachers for their 
lack of attention to the task of formal testing, essential to the external function of the 
school. Further, Val's disclosure of this dialogue between teachers from the more caring 
and nurturing environment of the elementary school and those of the task focussed high 
school, represents more than the conflict between the task and care functions of the 
school. It is interpreted to support the notion, referred to previously, of the creation of an 
informal place or space within the culture of the school that allows such dialogue to 
occur. 
The illogicalities presented by this dilemma of practice was apparent in a meeting 
between Nat, Philipa and myself in the role of resource person to the Bank Reading 
Award Program. The meeting began by my asking the teachers if they would like to talk 
about the class and the reading program as it currently was and as they would like to see 
it. 
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Vignette# 18 
Philipa began: This is a room with three levels.it is difficult in 
the sense that one group are kids who are almost illiterate....Four 
kids out of the 9 in the lowest group are almost illiterate in that 
they are 4 grades below in their own language and illiterate in 
English. 
These kids lost a year; came from a chaotic environment where 
there were virtually no rules.... Not to blame .... Others came from 
a learning environment. 
Nat: They can do basic math stuff (Houghton Mifflin) but it has 
been absolute chaos. The class that had chaos last year had no 
idea, others knew process. It was as if they had never had a 4th 
grade - but rather a negative (4th grade). Because of this situation 
it is so difficult for me to see learning centers going on. 
Philipa: .Because they can't follow the general rules of behavior. 
For me part of having learning centers is that children have inner 
self control to enable them to sit and work on their own. 
Nat: What I want to figure out is how to help these kids. The kids 
are physically here, but emotionally they have dropped out already. 
They will be drop outs in the future. They can't work, but must 
listen when they get to (middle school). 
I.T.:Tell me what are some of your goals for this class and these 
kids? 
Nat: For them to see school as something that might be valuable. 
At the present I feel I have a police state structure here - its "no 
talking!","sit down!","hands raised!" Next year I just don't want to 
teach in a situation like this. You have got to give the kids the 
tools so they will make it. I am pulled so many ways 
philosophically - the kids need help. They have writing skills that 
need working on. Can I do Whole Language all year when they 
need so much work with skills? 
Philipa: But Nat the structure is necessary. You must get them 
back! 
Nat: I know this, and will do this - but, behavior wise, I don't 
know whether I'll make it. I go two steps forward and one and a 
half back. They are on a Reading Incentive Program, which was 
Philipa's idea, and which seems to be working, and there arc a 
couple of things that are consistent - we have ten minutes SSR 
(sustained silent reading) each day and I read to them a lot. They 
like that. 
Philipa: Yes, they do. And the Pizza Hut thing really took off! 
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In this interaction, Nat's dilemma was evident in his reaction to Philipa's statement 
that kids must be taught inner self control before being able to engage in learning 
activities that were self-directed and which permitted individual choice. His expression 
of care was interpreted by his desire to figure out how to connect with the emotions of 
the children, to help them find personal value in school and meaning in learning. There 
appears to be conflict with this preferred personal caring role and the recognition that he 
needs to present the class with the skills they will need to help them survive next year at 
the middle school. These are social skills that Nat is obviously uncomfortable imposing. 
Philipa’s response acts to assist Nat to manage the conflict: she reminds him of the 
purpose and necessity of structure. Nat agrees, though wonders if he will make it 
through his dilemma, and they are able to move on to consider what is actually working 
in Nat's difficult situation. 
At Staveley Middle School interactions were observed to assist colleagues manage 
the dilemma of accommodating their personal knowledge and care for children and the 
expectations of the system when it came time to grade children's academic tasks. This is 
illustrated by the following Vignette: 
Vignette # 19 
Ivy: I don't know what to do with_'s grades. When I was 
doing grades this weekend,I really couldn't do hers. I gave her a C 
out of kindness first marking period because she took two tests, but 
then I thought 'what about participation?' I really don't want her to 
flunk, but she’ll flunk anyway. 
Val: Well, mark her incomplete. 
Ivy: I can't do that, even though it is what I want to do. 
Monica: You'll have to give an F. 
Rose: It averages out to an F. 
Ivy: She has the court case Thursday, but now I hear she has 
pneumonia. 
Oliver: I can find out about that. Her sister is in my class. 
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Analysis of this discourse presents an interpretation of the dilemma observed 
between the personal knowledge and care that the sixth grade teachers had for the 
children and the need to participate in the task focus of the system represented by 
grades. Ivy is reluctant to grade her pupil, knowing as she does the the circumstances of 
the child life, while Monica's remark both reminds her colleague and reflects 
subscription to the task and grading function of schools. Rose’s comment is interpreted 
as an expression of the inevitability of the system's victory over any personal knowledge 
and care the teacher might have. Val's suggestion of an incomplete reflects her faith that 
somehow the students can be assisted to pull through the system. Oliver offers to 
support Ivy in her dilemma by providing more evidence from his own knowledge of the 
family. 
Collegial support at Staveley around the teacher-child caring role appeared to be 
evident in a collaboration with the purpose of protecting the children from the vice¬ 
principal. The administration represented a control external to the teacher's own 
authority, and was seen itself to represent a dilemma in practice. 
Vignette # 20 
It is 8.00am (fifteen minutes after school has started.) Elaine enters 
Val's room with with pupil Annetta. 
Elaine: Look who I have brought up (aside to Val) I found her 
wandering in the halls. Have you heard any more about D.? Any 
more news.( Elaine is hugging Annetta) 
Val: Annetta, you owe me big now!! (Annetta grins) 
Elaine leaves and Annetta goes to her seat. Val turns to me and 
says: 
Val: Annetta was told that if she was found wandering in the halls 
she would be sent to Mr.Howard. 
I.T.: Who is Mr.Howard? 
Val: He's the vice-principal - the one with the real loud voice - his 
idea of solving a problem is to throw the kid out. I don't want that 
to happen to Annetta, especially now that I have just got her to 
come to school. 
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Elaine, an 8th grade Math teacher, knows of her colleague's care for Annetta. Val 
"had to take Annetta to court" in the fall semester for absence from school and had 
expressed pleasure to her colleagues in subsequently observing considerable 
improvement in her class and homework assignments. Using her understanding of the 
consequences of being found in the wrong place in the school, Elaine escorts Annetta up 
to Val's classroom. She knows that Val would not want her work with Annetta 
sabotaged by the administration's suspension of her from school: it would not "make 
sense" for a child who had been ordered by the court to return to school, and who was 
now doing better, to be sent home. A similar strategy was seen to be in operation on 
behalf of Alphonso, the son of a convicted drug dealer transfered into Staveley and 
Rose's class from the other Bedrove middle school. Rose and Val's intention to give 
Alphonso "a chance" is seen to play out in continual checking-in between them and 
other colleagues, in the lunch and faculty lounge, as to how he was doing. This involved 
ensuring that he "keep his jacket turned around" or either away in a cupboard. His 
wearing of this jacket constantly during his first days in school stated his affiliation to 
one of the toughest city gangs, and to be caught wearing it by the vice-principal meant 
instant suspension. Suspension would not help Alphonso, already apparently unwanted 
at he other middle school be successful at Staveley. Perhaps significant as to the success 
of this strategy was the fact that on my last day in school Alphonso came in dressed, in 
his own words,"like a lawyer" and the jacket was absent during all my subsequent 
weekly visits to the school. 
The management of the dilemma between personal knowledge and care and the 
demands of the system was perhaps captured most succinctly in the following Vignette 
taken from the discourse between Philipa and Nat at Harrington. 
Vignette #21 
When I arrived in the classroom (for the conference with Philipa 
and Nat) the two teachers were finishing off rearrangment of the 
furniture to enable Nat to separate the disruptive children from one 
another. Nat looks satisfied with the new arrangement (the desks 
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are in broken rows of two and three desks together with some 
singles): 
Nat: Now all I need is glue to keep them in their seats! 
Philipa: (laughs) And a gun ! 
Philipa, the reading specialist, is interpreted to represent at that moment, the 
external task focussed authority: the gun becomes a metaphor for the control and 
separation she sees as essential to the structure of his room. Nat, as the classroom 
teacher with most personal knowledge and care for each member of his class, suggests 
the intimate and complex web of interpersonal relationships to be the glue which binds 
him together with his class, and uncertainly to his colleague. In this study colleagues 
were seen to assist one another manage and accommodate the illogicalities and 
dilemmas of the "glue and the gun" present in their practice as teachers. 
b. To Manage The Frustrations Present Within School Culture. Providing 
space in the discourse to vent frustrations as a result of the illogicalities and dilemmas 
between the individual caring role associated with a need for teacher autonomy, and the 
task, control and authority role within the culture of the school also appeared from the 
data to be a function of collegial interactions. 
Pauline expresses such frustrations to the researcher in her role of resource person 
and new colleague during an informal meeting to discuss the beliefs and practices of an 
integrated, literature-based, interdisciplinary curriculum: 
Vignette #22 
Pauline: Yes, I hear all these things, and I know in my heart they 
are right, but its hard to plan a program using these ideas and 
learning centers when half the kids are pulled out at any time. They 
are taken during the only times in the day that we have to do more 
interesting science or other work. This year also the kids have 
more discipline problems than my class last year - even the 
brightest fool around - its so bad.I also have a larger class this 
year. The size last year was 20, this year it's 29. 
We talk about the fact that she does have one less - in that Ceasar 
had moved to_(another school). 
Pauline: He came in yesterday and I said "Oh you're back - he said 
"No I'm clearing my desk, I'm going to_now". 
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Pauline speaks more about her frustrations at having kids pulled 
out from the class at odd times: - we do language and math and 
then there's no time or continuity to do anything else. The Chapter 
One people do what they want with the kids whether they need it or 
not. I would like to be able to say what skills I have found the kids 
need to work on, and have the chapter teachers work on those 
rather than giving the kids all the same type of program, - they all 
need different help with different skills. Mr. Mclllree. was angry 
with me when I spoke up about this at a staff meeting last year.I 
told him "you say we are in charge but that's not really how it is - 
you make all the decisions - who goes out, when, and what they do. 
We have no say. (Pauline is tearful) I'm sorry. I've been feeling 
frustrated with things lately - but I wrote down how I was feeling 
in the log - and then felt better! 
I.T.: That is largely what the log is for - would you like to walk 
down to the staff room for lunch? (where another student the state 
college) had organized a catered lunch for the teachers) 
Pauline: O.K. Come on. Let me show you Ken’s (her student 
teacher's) cake... I really appreciated him making it himself... So 
did the others. 
The complexity of the conflict between autonomy and authority within the culture 
of the school is evident in this vignette. Pauline was interpreted to be using the 
researcher as a colleague to vent her frustration regarding her feeling of powerlessness 
and lack of autonomy in her role as teacher. She has no control over what to teach, 
when to teach, and to whom she teaches, despite her knowledge of what curriculum is 
best suited to the class as a whole and the individuals within it, nor can she share her 
love of science with all the children. The class size, over which she has no say, renders 
control difficult. She learns about the transfer of a student from the seven year old child 
himself rather than being informed of the details of such a move by the parent or 
administration of the school (assuming they were informed). Moreover, when she uses 
the public forum of a teachers' meeting to express her dismay at such a lack of 
autonomy, she earns the "anger" of her principal. The above interaction further reveals 
the function of the colleague in the venting process. The colleague permits the discourse 
- gives it space and allows it to be fully expressed, but seems unable or unwilling to 
problem solve, rather suggesting a walk, a change of place and the nurturance of food. 
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Pauline complies with the suggestion to change the subject, expresses her pleasure at the 
care of her student teacher, and the venting is finished. 
Similar discourse at Harrington presents narrative which supports the venting 
function of collegiality. Nat’s declarations that "it's April and we have to provide end of 
the year evaluations already - it's nuts!", "this scheduling of the school day for the 
convenience of bussing is crazy" and "I'm looking in the papers - bidding for 
mainstream jobs", represent incidents that were listened to without comment. 
At Staveley the staff room is the acknowledged place for frustrations to be vented. A 
money jar is available on the window ledge for those who wish to "pay for a vent". The 
label on the jar says the money will be used for the teachers’ party at the end of the school 
year. 
Vignette # 23 
Val talks about shovelling snow on Sunday - then turns to 
Millicent: 
Val: Did you get new kids today? 
Millicent: It's a mess! An awful mess! I get new kids, but the 
bilinguals come today too. They don't change. I'd rather not talk 
about it. I get a headache. The worse thing is, I talk about it but 
they don't understand. 
(There's silence for a while) 
Librarian: I did something to my back shovelling all that snow... 
(I jump in with my tale of woe re:a long snow delay experienced 
travelling back from Chicago the previous day) 
Val: A friend of mine couldn't get out of Bradley to get to Florida 
to catch her cruise ship. What usually happens in those 
situations?. 
A conflict between the external influences and those in authority, represented by 
the word "they", and the teacher's autonomy is reflected in the above vignette. 
Colleagues in the faculty lounge allow space to the teacher to express her sense of 
powerlessness. Silence, interpreted as absence of solution, again characterizes the 
interaction. 
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Analysis of the discourse did not disclose patterns of group 'griping', though it is 
acknowledged that in this function my presence as a participant in the scene may have 
distorted the discourse regarding this function. Patterns of interactions regarding the 
venting function were characterized more by the construction of space for venting, or 
"letting off steam” (Lieberman & Miller, 1979) with a recourse to physical sustenance 
(food, or in some instances medication) as part of the nurturing role around this specific 
function. 
c. To Circumvent Systems Wthin School Culture.. Elaine's understanding of 
Val's care for and commitment to Annetta's success in her class was interpreted as a 
function of collegiality. This function assisted teachers' management of the illogicalities 
and dilemmas of teaching between the seemingly contradictory values of student and 
teacher autonomy, and the social, organizational requirements and expectations 
represented by tests and external authority and control. Continued interpretation of the 
data of this ethnography further 'unpacked' this function to define a function of the 
collegial connection or network which enables the circumvention of the task focussed 
systems within the culture of the school. 
Sharing and locating of resources, always important but more so at a time of 
budget cuts and financial restraint, was an important function of the collegial network 
present in the data across participants. Lack of resources whether in terms of Chapter 
One help or materials were identified in the data as causes of negative collegial 
interactions. As Val and I pass by on the stairwell, Monica is heard complaining to two 
8th grade teachers about the lack of Chapter One services to her room for math, whilst 
Val has these services in Mrs Ronald.'s visits four days each week Unasked, Val 
readily explains: 
Vignette # 24 
Monica is upset - she has no help in her room during math, 
but I have Mildred (Mrs Ronald). That's because I have the 
the lowest group for math - mostly Chapter One. 
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Philipa gave Nat her university tuition waiver and provided him with materials for 
reading incentives acquired from a sister who worked at Disney World. Pauline saw 
herself as an informal resource for science units to other colleagues, student teachers and 
teachers in both the Bedgrove system and beyond. Val and Rose constantly exchanged 
childrens' literature and shared the teaching of science and social studies as an informal 
arrangement accepted by the school administration. Val's sixth grade colleagues shared 
computer programs,'Weekly Readers', rented and then recorded video programs for each 
other and located books for each others projects. Val also utilized her connections with 
other colleagues within the school: 
Vignette # 25 
At 12.30 we walk down to the library anteroom to run off 
something on the mimeograph machine. 
Val : It's good to have a jack of all trades around. Here's a 
librarian who changes the ink! 
Bert: I only do it for people I like! 
Val : I got a book from Ivy - it contains the latest list of 
endangered species, (she hands it to Bert who looks at the lists) 
Bert: I'm going to start your class off with the almanac - Oh this is 
good!- (He gives reasons and also talks about extinction as a 
natural process.) What's that noise? 
Val: Sounds like 7th grade to me! I'll see you when I bring the 
class down to the library then. At the end of the day. 
This vignette demonstrates Val's employment of connections to expedite her own 
work, and the reciprocity involved in the connection. Val appreciates the librarian, he 
appreciates her. Ivy has shared a resource with Val, Val shares this with the librarian, 
who values the book, and later (when he teaches Val's class in the library) uses it to meet 
his own instructional objectives. 
Val also uses her network to work with the principal and the school secretary. 
When she needs to make an unofficial phone call during the school day she walks 
directly into the principal's office. Rose is already there conferencing with him. 
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Vignette # 26 
Val joins in the conference (I feel awkward as the 'shadow' in 
here). The discussion concerns a group of 6th grade teachers from 
a neighboring school district who will be visiting the following 
day. 
Principal: They are coming to talk to us about grouping - they are 
in a dither about it. They have come to see a good group. 
Val: Well, we are working on it.... Can I use the phone? 
Val goes to the phone, and passing the secretary says: How are 
you doing Guilda, how's the arm? Do you have the phone book? 
Guilda:(passing the book) I still can't lift it ...If I want to lift it like 
this, I have to lift it with the other one. 
After using the phone (to call Continuing Ed.) Val speaks again to 
the principal, who is now in the outer office. 
Val: How is Melanie (principal's wife) doing? I want to phone 
her, but when I think of it it is ten at night. 
Principal: Well, we are asleep then! 
Val proceeds to tell him about the teacher from Springfield who 
ripped the siding off her house the previous night with a "you know 
how_is when he's angry (note; principal must know Val's 
husband too) 
As we leave the office Val explains: 
We (ie Melanie and Val) worked together at Harrington - and at 
other places. Got on really well. Now she teaches 6th at_(other 
city middle school) it's a shame - can't work here if her husband is 
the principal - she'd like to -1 would like it too. 
Val benefits from her relationship with the principal and school secretary. Later in 
the week when she gets "as many grease pencils" as she wants, and quickly gets 
worksheets for her 'Voyage of the Mimi' unit laminated for the class. At that time the 
secretary remarks to her,"Not everyone gets their work back that quickly" 
She benefits from her relationship with the principal later in the semester when she 
"walks in to his office" and asks to be included on a list of teachers, already identified 
and posted, to be sent to a state middle school conference. 
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Molly at Grove Park constantly used her interactions with Joyce and Florence to 
meet the objectives of her reading program, while Pauline referred to the usefulness of 
her "good relationship" with the school janitor to arrange for three inservice workshops 
to be held in their school library. 
Collegial networks were further interpreted to circumvent limits of time, another 
limited resource within the culture of the school. At Staveley teachers "covered for each 
other" when brief absences were necessary - Millicent unofficially covered for Ivy to 
enable her to attend a funeral, Philipa covered for Val so that she and Rose could go for 
lunch at the vocational school, and Val would check every morning if Rose had arrived 
on time, supervising her children should she be late. Val had negotiated with her 
colleagues for an "unofficial coffee break" each day during math. On the days when 
Mrs Ronald, the Chapter One math teacher, came into the room, she would give Val 10 - 
15 minutes for coffee and a cigarette. On the days when she did not teach in the 6th 
grade, Rose would cover Val's room during the same time for the same purpose. 
The social construction of connections created and sustained in collegiality 
functioned to expedite interactions efficiently within the limited resource of the time 
available to teachers for discourse. A multiple task focus emerged from the corpus of the 
data - one interaction in any setting would combine any number of collegial functions: 
Vignette #27 
(We are in the staff room during prep, period) 
Val looks up and asks_, the guidance counsellor, if she has 
sold her house yet 
Guidance: We have had a second visit. Please everyone, say 
prayers, say a rosary, anything!!. 
Mrs Ronald is now looking at grades. 
There's some talk about projective testing. 
Val says to me: I think I'll change my science tomorrow with 
those people looking in. Rose what do you think? I think I'll 
switch library times and go Thursday instead of Wednesday. 
Rose: Sure. 
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Rose: (turning to talk to the school psychologist). Now when we 
do tests in schools do still they measure the IQ? 
Psych.: Well, we do a battery of tests - one of which is IQ - but we 
don't give those scores out to parents. 
Rose: Doesn't IQ have a bearing on the childrens' performance? It 
tells me a story about a problem -if someone has a high IQ and is 
struggling, it says something. 
(There's a lot of nodding heads.) 
Guidance: So, if you know anyone looking for a nice house - tell 
them I have one. Did you see what _paid for his house, 
$349,000! 
Someone says: Where is it? 
Guidance: On the way to the (docks). 
Val: This is a real good book on endangered species. 
Rose: Val, I can't look at another book right now! 
Val: Did you know that the howler monkey. 
Bett: Thank you! That's information you can keep with you for the 
rest of your life! (everyone laughs) 
Within a few moments a colleague has appealed for support around the sale of her 
home, information is sought regarding educational testing and its application to teachers' 
work with children discussed, a new resource is identified, a feeling of exhaustion 
communicated and information is shared to release tension and promote laughter, 
though not necessarily sequentially. The multiple incidences of such multiple task foci 
throughout the data suggest that teachers use the connections of collegiality to 
circumvent the culture of the school which appears to deny time to teachers to interact 
substantially with adults. Such a function of collegiality raises questions about the 
identification of isolation as a fact of school life. Teachers may be confined to their 
classrooms for the purpose of teaching children but appear to use collegial connections, 
created as an expression of interdependence, to overcome the isolation that is imposed 
upon them within the culture of the school. 
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Analysis across events over time and across participants suggest that all teachers in 
the study in general, and Val and her colleagues in particular, saw themselves as 
"resource locators" (Sarason, 1971). Social relationships were used to locate books, 
videotapes and media within the school, access facilities and manage the limitations of 
time within the culture of the school. The interactions constructed around sharing 
resources indicate that teachers were aware of, and ready to assist, each other with their 
instructional goals. The following section will probe further how the teachers, as 
resource locators, used collegial networks as a function to promote their professional 
growth in the schools in which the study occurred. 
d. To Promote The Professional Growth Of Self And Others. Sharing and 
locating resources amongst the participants in this ethnography appeared to be behaviors 
that characterized the nature of collegial interactions within the culture of the school. 
What also emerged from the interpretation of teachers' actions and comments was a 
function of collegiality which acted to sustain professional growth. Access was not 
available to formal, city organized, staff development activities held in schools: data for 
this analysis are confined to informal interactions. The informal incidents of this 
function varied across participants and included shared curriculum planning and lesson 
preparation, collective agreement about instruction or management, developing and 
sharing technical knowledge, and direct exchange of strategies for curriculum, 
instruction and management. 
Constraints presented by time and differing schedules were identified by both 
Molly and Pauline as factors inhibiting their joint collaboration around curriculum. 
Molly worked with Joyce and Florence on the planning of curriculum, weekly programs 
and daily lessons throughout the year. This planning included the design of an morning 
during which their curriculum was integrated around a literature theme. This was a 
requirement of their Bank Reading Award Program. Pauline collaborated with her 
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prepracticum student on a Bee Unit. Similarly, Nat and Philipa worked together on the 
pizza incentive program and planned two mini units including their required integrated 
morning. 
At Staveley the frequent interchanges between Bank Reading Award Teachers and 
other 6th grade colleagues, including the sharing of resources, present in the data 
suggest informal coordinated activity. In addition Val talks specifically about her work 
developing science units with Philipa when they both taught at the same school, and in 
working with Rose on a Whole Language approach to teaching reading. Val uses the 
expression "draw from each other" to describe the dynamic of the interaction with both 
colleagues. The following Vignette illustrates this function of collegiality: 
Vignette # 28 
(Val and I are enroute to the classroom before school) 
Val :I have decided to change science today - do a whole class 
activity as the (nearby school district) teachers are coming in. I'll 
take Rose's group tomorrow - its so easy to work with her, we just 
trade off." 
I.T.: Does Rose have a literature-based reading program? 
Val : Yes, we started it together, which is great. We try ideas and 
can say "I tried this today and it worked "- or otherwise - we feed 
off each other. Mary Gorden-Brown is a real help - though she 
doesn't even work work in our rooms. 
I.T.: A good relationship like that sounds the same as a great 
marriage! 
Val: TRUE! - and then there's Elaine. She has no kitchen, so she 
comes at least three times a week for supper. 
(By this time we have reached the classroom, taken off our coats 
and are at Val's desk) 
Millicent comes in for computer disks. 
Val: If you ever want to bring your class in 6 period. 
Nancy: No, I'm bilingual so we don't have them 6th. 
Millicent leaves. 
Val :(to me) I fought so hard for these computers (she has 8) its so 
hard to give them up - but I don't mind sharing. 
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Enter Rose 
Rose: Are you staying after school today? 
Val: Yes. Shall we switch science tomorrow? 
Rose: OK! 
Val: Robbie has come a long way 
Rose: He lacks confidence. I hope_will give him a boost 
(Val turns to me: This kid was ESL and has been mainstreamed 
into Rose's room) 
Rose: He's doing really well, started on low books but now doing 
really well. Makes you think should have done it before. 
Val:(to me) I can tell you I was really leery of Whole Language at 
first thought it wouldn't work but now wouldn't teach reading any 
other way. 
Val and Rose are using their collegial relationship to develop and share curriculum 
in reading, and use other available resources within the school to assist them. In 
addition they "switch off'. Through an informal arrangement Val teaches science to 
Rose's class while Rose, who does not care to teach science, teaches the social studies 
curriculum, which Val "hates" to teach. Though the discourse between Val and Rose is 
brief (and includes taking time to include and inform me) they are able to arrange their 
program and evaluate the general and specific usefulness their reading program in a 
short interaction. Of interest in the context of this ethnography is Val's association of 
meaning regarding her work with Rose and her relationship with Elaine, the 8th grade 
math teacher: collegiality to improve instruction and providing food for a friend without 
a kitchen can be interpreted as aspects of the same caring and nurturing process. 
Val also works with three Chapter One teachers at different times during the 
week and day. Planning and preparation for such team teaching efforts were seen in the 
data to occur during informal times - at lunch and in the faculty room as well as in the 
classroom: 
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Vignette # 29 
(it's 9.45) Mrs Ronald comes in for Math - nothing said, both she 
and Val immediately get on with their own groups. 
(10.00) Mrs. Ronald calls across to Val : This activity is working 
really well! 
Val: Good to know. Then let's continue it for the rest of the week. 
Mrs Ronald and Val showed me the simple record keeping scheme they had 
developed together. The purpose of this was to keep them both informed as to "where 
the kids were". Val also collaborates informally with a Chapter One reading teacher: 
Vignette #30 
Gwen comes in to work with Chapter One children. She and Val 
talk about the work planned for the lesson - they had discussed it 
yesterday at lunch - Val tells Gwen to go around the room with her 
assisting individuals with their work - replacing pronouns with 
proper nouns....After a while Val asks children to turn to a partner 
and read their work to each other... 
Val turns to Gwen: I don't want partners to rewrite the paragraph - 
I want them to read it to each other and try and replace the nouns 
with the pronouns. 
Gwen: Oh. OK 
Giving direction appears to be part of this effort - willingly accepted by a colleague 
who seems to respect Val's understanding of the needs of her own class. 
Developing a informal shared technical knowledge was also identified as a 
function of collegiality in the settings observed. Elaine shares computer software and 
teaches Val new computer skills. Val shares computers and software with 6th grade 
colleagues and gives over part of her preparation period to teach Oliver's class how to 
use the computer science program. Ivy and Millicent spent four hours one weekend 
trying to find a whale on the Mimi computer program before teaching it to their 
respective classes. Mary Gorden-Brown, herself a part time doctoral candidate in the 
university's reading program, shares books, videotapes and ideas with Val and Rose. Val 
values her collegial support: 
Vignette # 31 
Its good when someone comes in and says you are on the on the 
right track - doing a good job - it makes a difference. 
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She also values her expertise: 
Vignette # 32 
Mary Gorden-Brown: Val, I have two more books for you - unless 
you are overwhelmed with reading. There are 2, 'Lessons from a 
Child' and another by Graves - links writing with science and 
social studies. The other one is a dissertation on Whole Language. 
Val: I'll take them. I do my work in bed from 9-llpm. Mary, 
I have a couple of concerns that I'd like to talk to you about. One 
is Tim (Val describes what she has discovered about his reading 
and seeks Mary's opinion) 
Mary: Have you found conferencing/interviews - use a 
questionnaire - interest inventory, then look at books that may 
capture his interest - introduce it to the whole class 
and then see if the child picks it up.get to see themselves as 
readers. 
Val: Tim doesn't seem to see himself as a reader -1 think I'll bring 
in some of my son's 'Matt. Christopher' books.... 
Val turns to_(counsellor): This is where you come in. 
(Counsellor) says she had done work with Tims's brother, Mathew. 
When the report card comes out, if you want me to, I'll call the 
mother. 
Val: I'll call her. We need her cooperation...If she is doing his 
homework for him she's doing the kid a grave disservice. 
(Counsellor): He's the baby of the family.so little too. 
Val: Lynn (another colleague) is their neighbor. 
(Counsellor): Val, do you give homework? 
Val: Yes I do. He does his and its pretty good, but he's not getting 
anything out of what I am doing in class. He's not reading a thing. 
Mary: Sometimes .. hope.. I can spend more time in your room. 
Val: That would be great. For now I'm going to try him on my 
son's 'Matt. Christopher' books. 
This vignette illustrates the professional growth function emerging from Val's 
interaction with a colleague. Mary's interest in literacy is congruent with Val's and the 
offer she makes to share resources precipitates a direct exchange of instructional 
strategies. Val uses her discourse with Mary to confirm her own next steps in an 
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educational process with a child experiencing difficulties. The vignette also illustrates 
the assertion that the care and task function of the teacher are accommodated in the act 
of teaching. Val turns to the school counsellor to gain further insight into the whole 
child. She uses the social/professional forum of ’down time' in the teachers' room to gain 
that insight. In addition Val is interpreted as asserting her own autonomy in taking the 
primary responsibility for the care; she will make the phone call to the parent at the time 
she deems appropriate, and will select his reading materials. 
Emergent from the data on the professional development functions of collegiality 
is a norm I choose to describe as 'the norm of subtle influence’. This norm appears to 
operate through the collegial network both positively and negatively. It involves 
teachers affecting the curriculum development and instructional methods of their 
colleagues without explicit direction or influence unless directly asked as the above 
vignette illustrates. Val uses the term "seeing it work" to describe the operation of this 
norm: 
Vignette # 33 
It is 8.20 am. Val is sitting at her front desk - Marcia Grey 
(Chapter One) continues to walk around working with children at 
their desks. 
Marcia: Let me take a few minutes and go down to the office to 
copy this list. 
Val: OK 
Marcia leaves to Xerox Whole Language log ideas she has 
borrowed from Val. 
Val: The neat thing about this is that Marcia is the Chapter 1 
teacher, and a stickler for the basal reader. She's reading teacher 
for 7th grade - but she's been seeing the work I do in here even 
though she only comes in once a week - and today she asked for a 
list of the reading log activities - who knows this might be a way of 
her changing things for 7th grade so that they won't have to go 
back to the basal. 
Val appears pleased to be able to share her Whole Language ideas with Marcia. 
She cares about what type of reading experience her class will have in the 7th grade 
when Marcia will be their teacher for reading, but cannot, within the culture of the 
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school as it is, openly state the concerns she has. Rather she hopes that, by seeing the 
work that she does and the way the children respond to it, her colleague will be intrigued 
into trying it herself. Similarly Val and her 6th grade colleagues appear to use subtle 
influence to get Oliver to try the Mimi software with his class: 
Vignette # 34 
(We arc in the faculty lunchroom 
Val asks Oliver: Would you like to use the computers and disks 
after Nancy? We can plan ahead and then you can use it anytime. 
Ivy: The disks are still free this Friday - I'm doing 'Rescue 
Mission' this week. 
Val: 'Ecosystems' is also real nice - the kids have to find plants and 
animals that support each other, and live all year on the island. 
Oliver: So when can I use it? 
Val: How about tomorrow, 6th. I'll stay and help you set it up, 
if you like. 
The norm of subtle influence appeared to work negatively in the case of Molly 
when she heard "on the grapevine" that children in the other first grade classrooms were 
ahead of hers at the end of the fall semester in the reading program because of their 
constant attention to phonics: 
Vignette # 35 
The other evening Joyce and I went out for coffee and discussed 
this. I feel that down the road my children will be fine. I am glad 
that I have chosen a literature approach. The children are excited 
about reading and are very interested in books. I feel that those 
children who are on a programmed skill based approach will, in my 
experience, never want to pick up a book for pleasure after they 
have finished the book that is required of them. I hope my kids will 
be life long readers - and love books! 
Despite her strong conviction in the educational appropriateness of the literature 
approach to teaching reading, and her care for the life long reading habits of her class, 
Molly eventually succumbed to the subtle influence exerted by critics of her teaching. 
She began her next (spring) semester with a basal, skills based program to "get them up 
to scratch" and then designed, with Joyce and Florence, a combined basal and Whole 
Language program for the remainder of the year. 
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When Nat talks about his integrated unit, based on the novel 'Sadako and the 
Thousand Paper Cranes', he reflects a desire to show his colleagues the value of 
integrating curriculum around literature. A full day spent in learning centers has worked 
very well: 
Vignette # 36 
This has been my most exciting day since I began teaching - what a 
contrast to all this year has so far brought me....I estimate that 75% 
of the class were 'on task' throughout....everyone wanted to work - 
it was great - did you see the other teachers pass the door and look 
in? They were amazed to see the kids so involved in their learning. 
This statement may further reveal a vindication that Nat felt regarding the 
comments made by teachers at other times regarding the lack of structure and discipline 
in his room. He had demonstrated that with this integrated, interdisciplinary, Whole 
Language instructional approach his children were, at last, involved in their learning, 
and he earned in the process the approval of his colleagues. 
Philipa, in her role as reading coordinator, talked to me about her position with 
regard to Nat as one in which not being "an administrator..I don't have any authority to 
make changes". Continuing to have doubts about the feasibility of having Nat's kids 
work in centers she says: 
Vignette # 37 
Philipa: I am not in a position to tell Nat what to do. 
I.T.: You and Nat are working as partners. 
Philipa: Yes. But I told Nat when I filled out the application for 
the Bank Award funding that I do have responsibility for the rest of 
the school and the principal has asked me to focus on the writing 
process. 
The above vignette again suggests Nat as being a negative case in terms of 
benefitting from a collegial network for professional support. Notwithstanding the 
collaboration he and Philipa undertook at the beginning of the semester, Philipa used her 
responsibility towards other teachers and programs to reduce her involvement in his 
room, gave up teaching his 'low' group after two months, and being his peer partner 
altogether in the spring semester. There was little reciprocity in their work together and 
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the connection between them appeared not to be developed sufficiently to have 
survived: in the Spring semester, Nat asked another teacher in the system to be his peer 
partner for the remainder of the school year. 
Conclusions and Implications 
The preliminary findings of this study suggest that the personal care and 
knowledge of children and peers is found to be a frequent basis for teacher collegial 
interactions. Though the qualities of care and nurturance are traditionally perceived to be 
the domestic function of the family, it appears that the expression of the attribute of 
caring in collegial interactions creates and sustains a system of connection among 
teachers which purports to support their work within the school culture. As such my 
work tentatively defines collegiality and collaboration among teachers as a 
manifestation of care. This, in turn, is interpreted to be an expression of the nurturing 
role. In the context of this study, therefore, it suggests that the cultural definition of the 
role of women as nurturers may be an important part of the cultural knowledge of 
collegiality, especially in elementary schools where women represent over eighty 
percent of the teaching population. 
Schools are societal institutions which provide a place of passage for children from 
domestic and maternal nurturance to the public milieu (Grumet,1988). As such places 
of passage they are traditionally identified with those societal expectations associated 
more with the values of achievement, independence and task orientation traditionally 
associated with adult men (Gilligan,1982). The women teachers in Lampert's (1981) 
study understood the seeming conflict between the tasks and the less tangible personal 
aspects of their teaching in part as an expression of the differences between a masculine 
attitude towards work and their own feminine perspective. While the masculine attitude 
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had a strong emphasis on task accomplishment and impersonal measures of 
achievement, their own feminine perspective defined satisfaction in teaching children in 
interpersonal terms, valuing the child as a whole person: their response to the 
contradictions of teaching was to adopt an accommodating manner using the "self' as 
instrument to manage the dilemmas of practice. 
The findings of this initial ethnography suggest that the actively constructed 
relationships that sustain the caring and nurturing role of collegiality is an expression of 
a similar orientation between the adults within the culture of the school. Analysis of 
data suggests an orientation of colleagues towards the whole person - expressed in care 
for both the personal and the professional. Such nurturance also involves a commitment 
to connections which works to accommodate and support teachers lives in school and 
out of it. 
The complexity of interactions that exist within the adult culture of the school are 
managed by the teacher’s identity, or sense of "self', as part of a collegial group, just as 
the "self becomes the instrument of pedagogical practice (Lampert,1981). This appears 
to reinforce what Miller recognizes as the propensity of women to "stay with, build on 
and develop in a context of attachment and affiliation to others," and to to be very much 
organized around being able to create and then sustain connections and relationships 
(Miller, 1976). These connections and relationships were interpreted in the initial study 
to be present, valued, and utilized within the culture of the school. 
The findings of this study raised critical questions concerning ways gender 
influences the construction of collegiality. It prompted the review of literature beyond 
research studies that have considered the notions and manifested norms of isolation and 
collegiality within the culture of schools, and focussed my attention on the historical, 
philosophic and critical perspectives of women in teaching. Additionally, the findings 
of the initial study prompted my further research into the scholarship on the intellectual, 
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moral and social development of women in the context of their own and socially 
constructed growth. This research was particularly concerned with notions of nurturance 
and care, and how aspects of the culture of teachers' lives may reflect these notions in 
practice. 
The study further prompted the follow-up inquiry to explore the tentative 
theoretical assertions which emerged from the analysis of the data. An in-depth 
interviewing process was determined as an appropriate methodology to gain deeper 
insight into the extent to which the culture of collegiality manifests the intellectual and 
social constructions made by women. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The actively constructed relationships of the women teachers observed in the 
initial study were interpreted as the manifestation of the caring relationship and an 
expression of the nurturing role of women in society. These interpretations raised 
questions regarding the nature and function of teacher collegial relationships and, more 
pertinently, whether gender actively influences the construction of collegiality. An 
important aspect of this latter consideration therefore involved understanding and 
applying the insights and theories from the scholarship on women to the way teachers 
construct, maintain and utilize collegial relationships. 
Three bodies of literature were studied to inform this interpretation. The first two 
concern the culture of schools: Research studies from both the United States and Great 
Britain have considered the notions, manifested norms and implementation of collegial 
practice and provide insight into the processes and outcomes of teachers' involvement 
with each other as colleagues (Ellet and Masters, 1977; Little, 1982, 1989, 1990;Little 
and Bird, 1984; Rozenholtz, 1985; Scott and Smith, 1987; Sellar and Hannay, 1988; 
Stallings 1989). Secondly, the historical, philosophic and critical perspectives on women 
in teaching, including recent ethnographic studies of the experience of women teachers, 
provided historical and cultural background on the ways women teachers establish and 
utilize collegiality. Insights from such research enable understanding of the present 
organization and patriarchal structure of the culture of schools that has implications for 
present teacher development within collegial settings (Apple, 1983; Biklin, 1983; The 
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Boston Women Teachers’, 1983; Lampert, 1984; Clifford, 1987; King, 1987; Joyce, 
1987;Morris, 1990). 
The third body of research represents what has been referred to as the 'new' 
scholarship on women (Miller, 1978, 1984; Ruddick, 1985; Gilligan, 1982, 1988; Martin, 
1982, 1985; Lyons, 1983; Gilligan and Lyons, 1988; Noddings, 1984; Belenky et al., 
1985, 1986; Maher, 1987). Such research has been considered 'new' because it is a 
scholarship which, for the first time, does not consider women relative to men but rather 
is concerned with the intellectual, moral and social development of women in the context 
of both their own and socially constructed growth. Inferred in the work of past scholars is 
that conclusions and theories reached from studies directed or conducted largely by men 
upon male subjects can be applied to women. This inference, together with the position 
that there are no differences between the male and female gender, is now recognized to be 
problematical on both empirical and theoretical grounds (Gilligan, 1988, Illich, 1986). 
Understanding the insights and theories contributed by this scholarship on women is 
central to the understanding of how women teachers establish relationships, know, and 
learn in school settings. 
The Notions. Forms, and Norms of Collegialitv 
Definitions and Manifested Norms 
Teacher collegiality is defined as the adult professional relationships in the 
workplace called school. The terms 'collegiality' and 'colleague' derive their definition 
from 'colligare': to bind together, become allied with, join and unite. This is a definition 
that has been historically assigned to an associate in a profession or civil and 
ecclesiastical office and more particularly to one in a college or other center of human 
learning (Webster, 1985). Its association with adult relationships in school is therefore 
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understandable - the organization and the culture of the school reflects both its 
ecclesiastical heritage and its professional and civil or public function in society (Grumet, 
1987). 
Recent work distinguishes between the content and the form of teacher cultures. 
Content may be considered as the attitudes, values, habits, assumptions, and ways of 
doing things that are shared within any group of teachers, while the form represents the 
characteristic patterns of relationships and forms of association between members of 
those cultures (Hargreaves, in press, a). It is through the forms of teacher culture that the 
contents of those different cultures are "realized, reproduced and redefined" (ibid, p.219). 
An examination of the form and content of teacher cultures in schools which 
fostered continuous improvement in teaching revealed that some school staffs comprised 
teachers who were colleagues in name only, working out of the sight and hearing of one 
another (Little, 1982 p.491). This picture of professional isolation contrasted strikingly 
with schools which fostered professional relations among teachers and which were 
organized to promote professional collaboration (ibid p.492). Investigations into what 
made the difference in these latter schools resulted in the identification of some 
distinctive norms - notably that of the norm of collegiality. The emerging broad 
definition of the norm of collegiality was that teachers trusted each other as professionals; 
they pursued with greater frequency a wider range of professional interactions, 
discussing instructional issues and preparing materials together; they visited each other's 
classrooms and gave feedback on instruction (Little, 1982). This definition of collegiality 
in its most specific sense to teaching became that of "work", both "joint" and "close" 
(Little, 1987, p.492 &p.494). Other norms were identified as associated with the norm of 
collegiality: the norm of continuous improvement, experimentation and the willingness 
and ability to engage n dialogue about teaching practices using a precise and specific 
technical and, therefore, professional language (ibid). 
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The terms 'teacher collaboration' and 'collaborative school’ occur frequently and 
are used interchangeably in the literature which reflects this construction of collegiality 
being joint and close work. These terms appear synonymous with collegiality and 
collegial school. The collaborative school (Scott and Smith, 1987) is defined as one 
which has an organizational context that encourages teachers and administrators to 
cooperate together for school improvement, replacing the typical school's norms and 
practices which isolate teachers from one another. The literature characterizes this 
collaboration as a culture that allows frequent teacher interaction with respect to teaching 
methods and problems, frequent observation and feedback between teachers, joint 
planning and preparation, peer training and support. This collaborative or collegial 
activity is deemed desirable for the creation of a climate that promotes reflection in action 
(Little, 1982: Schon, 1983; Gore, 1987; Cruickshank, 1987; Liston and Zeichner, 1987; 
Shanker, 1990). This reflection involves teacher examination of the phenomena that 
occur in practice with respect to the prior understandings that have been implicit in their 
behavior. It enables the initiation of experimentation which will generate new 
understandings of the phenomena and subsequent change in teaching behavior (Schon, 
1983). 
Three kinds of joint action were subsequently identified in the literature as 
characteristic of collegiality: coordinated activity, conducted individually but similarly; 
accommodating activity, involving the adjustments of individuals in response to others' 
needs; and cooperative activity, defined as the mutual face to face interaction of teachers 
to achieve a joint goal (Little and Bird, 1984). Later work (Little, 1989, 1990) pushes 
towards a more "robust" definition of the form and content of collegiality as a ranking or 
delineation of at least four types of collegial relationship placed along an independence - 
interdependence continuum: storytelling and scanning for ideas, aid and assistance, 
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mutual sharing, and joint work. The four types represent weak to strong ties between 
teachers (1990, p.511). 
At the "weakest" end of the continuum are storytelling and the scanning for ideas 
between teachers. These are activities which occur under conditions of nearly complete 
independence or autonomy and which both characterize and reinforce the culture of 
individualism, presentism and conservatism within schools (ibid, p.513). In such settings 
an image of teachers as "tinkering artisans" has been suggested (Huberman, 1988 in 
Little, 1990, p.513). Teachers who tell stories and scan for ideas enjoy collegial 
interactions which are opportunistic, sporadic and informal. While such teachers might 
gain assurance and information from the quick exchange of stories with each other, 
acquiring knowledge is not procedural in this manner: there is no organized systematic, 
ongoing process to the sharing of expertise (ibid). The casual camaraderie and bonhomie 
of the staffroom or enduring friendships among teachers remain at some distance from the 
classroom and this type of collegiality is viewed as having scant effect upon teaching 
practice. 
This conception of collegiality is consonant with the traditional description of 
teachers' work lives (Jackson, 1968; Lortie, 1975). While there may be "large doses" 
(ibid p.513) of camaraderie, sympathy and moral support, descriptions of such collegial 
relations are considered to be based upon social and interpersonal concerns rather than 
professional interests. In such a culture teacher competence is achieved through trial and 
error. Autonomy is identified as the desire for freedom from scrutiny and the largely 
unexamined right of teachers to exercise personal preference. There is skepticism about 
the of storytelling as an activity among teachers: It is seen as an activity that sustains 
rather than alters independent teaching practice (Little, ibid). 
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The second conception of collegiality along Little's continuum equates the notion 
with the ready availability of mutual aid or helping. This usually occurs via one-to-one 
interactions among peers or as part of a mentoring relationship. As with storytelling and 
scanning for ideas, this "unsystematic" and "idiosyncratic" manifestation of collegiality 
also appears to sustain individualism, presentism and conservatism, since within 
institutional settings that value privacy and non-interference as norms of behavior, there 
is a limit to how much teachers can possess a shared technical culture (Little, ibid). 
The third conception of collegiality on Little's continuum describes conditions in 
which there is routine sharing of materials and methods or the open exchange of ideas 
(ibid, p.519). Such sharing, however, rarely extends to direct interaction regarding 
curriculum and instruction. Additionally it is often suppressed by teachers' commitments 
to traditional occupational norms of non-interference, and constrained by the limited 
availability of resources themselves - including that of time. 
Collegiality at its "strongest", or most "robust", construction remains defined as 
"joint work" (Little, ibid). This represents interdependence among teachers, their 
collective action within schools, and collective conceptions of autonomy. Group 
affiliations are grounded in professional work rather than social concerns, joint work 
being dependent on the structural organization of the task, the time allocated to 
accomplish it, and other resources in ways uncharacteristic of other forms of collegiality. 
Teachers engaged in joint work displace the norm of non-interference with one that 
enables the individual and collective reflection upon their moral, intellectual and 
technical practices and their consequences. 
Change is viewed as an inherent outcome of collegiality as joint work since 
collegiality moves teachers forward from their positions of individualism and autonomy, 
conservatism and presentism. Joint work is, however, seen to be dependent upon a 
supportive structural organization and is more demanding than private work both on the 
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individual teachers involved and on the institution. Hence, its sustained presence within 
the present structure of schools is identified as rare (Little, ibid, p.521). 
A typology of collegiality suggested by Hargreaves (in press, a) extends beyond 
Little's notion of joint work. Hargreaves defines four forms constituting the dominant 
patterns of collegial relationships which are one of the "main regulators" of teacher 
development (ibid, p. 231); individualized, Balkanized (a culture comprised of separate 
and sometimes competing groups), contrived, and collaborative. These forms may also 
be delineated upon a continuum representing weak to strong forms of collegial cultures. 
Further discussion of Hargreaves' typology and insights is included later in this chapter. 
The notion of collegiality as collaboration in joint work may be viewed as 
providing a benchmark, or as setting a standard, by which the literature separates more 
professional from less, or semi-professional, behaviors and encounters amongst teachers 
within the culture of the school (Etizioni, 1969). 
Feelings of isolation are claimed to abound at the lower end of the continuum. In 
a non-collaborative or non-collegial school the persisting norms of non-interference and 
privacy reinforce the helplessness of isolation. Teachers are offered scant support in the 
multiple decisions that need to be made daily, nor do they receive support to engage in 
reflection upon their meaning. It is a school where "teaching breeds loneliness" (Levine, 
in Evans, 1989). The teachers' lounge is presented as both a place of cautious 
conversation and non-disclosure (Waller, 1933). Taboos remain about confessing 
problems (Sikes et al, 1985) and there is rare acknowledgement and sharing of concerns 
about matters pertaining to the classroom. The staffroom is a setting for personal matters, 
and social conversation predominates. It is the place for gossip or the "occasional 
swapping of stories" about hopelessly uncooperative parents or students (Rozenholz, 
1985) and defensive laughter against the illogicalities of the administration and the pupils 
themselves (Silver, 1968; Woods, 1984). Such trading of stories is considered useful 
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only insofar as it enables teachers to enjoy a sense of bonhomie and camaraderie (Smith, 
1987). 
In its most negative manifestation, this form of semi-professional teacher 
interaction has been described as representing the development of a defensive subculture 
in schools which helps teachers adapt to personally and professionally difficult situations 
and which actually works against students (Silver, 1968). In such a context teachers are 
seen to have "peers but no colleagues" (ibid, p.8). The minimization of work-related 
interaction and shared work experiences among teachers, caused by their isolation in the 
classroom, creates a situation in which teachers' job satisfaction becomes personal and 
emotional rather than "professionally based" (ibid, p.10). The general conclusion from 
this body of literature is that teacher's interpersonal relations have little or no formal or 
informal function in coping with work related problems central to the achievement of the 
goals of the school. 
Collegialitv As Professional Collaboration 
Three major descriptions of collegiality as professional collaboration useful to the 
task of staff development have been identified from the literature. These describe 
collegiality as a precondition for teacher development practices; the utilization of 
established collegiality for changing teaching practice such as teaming, peer supervision, 
peer coaching, and support among teachers; and collegiality as an outcome of 
collaborative practices. The interrelatedness of all three areas renders distinct 
categorization problematic - a situation that may have prompted the use of the term 
"amorphous" to describe the literature on collegiality (Little, 1990). 
Pre-existing climates of collegiality have been found to be prerequisite in 
determining the success of staff development initiatives (Seller and Hannay, 1988). 
Viewed as essential elements in bringing about valued educational improvements 
(Murray, 1989), collegial working relationships in which teachers can share their 
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problems and successes have been described as reducing isolation and being supportive 
of teacher learning (Stallings, 1989; Hopfengandner and Leahy, 1988). 
Collegial supervision and one-to-one consultation between colleagues, where 
teachers visit each other's classrooms and share data regarding their observation of each 
other's teaching practice in a supportive way, is well documented as a means for both 
professional development and the promotion of teacher collegiality (Acheson & Gall, 
1980; Bramer, 1985; Elliot & Chidley, 1985; Glickman, 1985; Goldhammer, 1980; 
Hunter, 1980; Joyce & Showers, 1982; Showers, 1985). This research stresses the key 
function of collegiality in promoting the practice of examining the phenomena that occur 
in teaching referred to earlier in this chapter as reflection in action. Through this 
structured conversation with colleagues, teachers are found to discuss teaching, receive 
support and help each other improve classroom teaching. 
The identification of 'peers' within a supportive, collegial environment as best able 
to engage in the coaching of new teaching models subsequent to their introduction 
through teacher inservice programs, has emerged as a dominant collegial strategy in the 
literature (Joyce and Showers, 1983). Such peer interaction is seen to enhance the 
creation of a collegial environment that provides the setting for other forms of 
collaboration around the tasks of teaching (Bird and Little, 1983; Chase and Wolf, 1989; 
Glatthom, 1987; Gillman and Schmuck, 1988; Heller, 1988; Showers, 1987; Scallan, 
1987; Sparkes and Bruder,). This form of collegial interaction has additionally been cited 
as a source of intrinsic rewards in teaching (Alfonso and Goldsberry, 1982; Bang-Jenson, 
1986; Coe, 1985; Ellis et Al., 1987; Glatthom, 1984; Heller, 1989 Meuller and Lee, 
1989; Ponzio, 1987; Roper and Hoffman, 1986; Smythe, 1984, 1989; Zahorick, 1987). 
Teaming, where teachers work together in the same classroom or part of the 
building, sharing students, similar schedules, planning times, common resources and 
supplies, results in teachers’ expressing and exhibiting higher levels of confidence in their 
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teaching compared with those in more isolated settings (Ahar et Al., 1988; Ashton Webb 
and Doda, 1987; Bredo, 1978; Charters, 1980; Cohen, 1976; Erb and Doda, 1989). 
Collegial study groups (Suddarth, 1989), and collegial support groups (Johnson and 
Johnson, 1987) are part of this literature on the benefits of collegiality as shared work 
(Little and Bird, 1984; Biddle et Al.,1989). 
Formally constructed collegial support groups are identified as a strategy to build 
upon the "tendency" of teachers to assist each other informally in their procedural 
learning (Johnson and Johnson, 1987): feedback is received about performance and 
implementation strategies subsequently modified until errors are eliminated. Such 
formally structured interdependent support groups are posited as important learning 
mechanisms by and between colleagues and as a "complement to informal on-the-job 
learning" (ibid p.27). Greater productivity and expertise, more positive interpersonal 
relationships and cohesion as a staff, increased social support within faculty and enhanced 
self esteem are claimed to ensue from the formal organization of teachers into such 
collegial support groups. 
Teachers' joint ventures within schools are also seen to create conditions of 
collegiality. As isolation is reduced, enhanced teacher interactions become a mechanism 
for transforming the school to enable further school improvement (Ellet and Masters, 
1977; Estes et Al. 1989; Lieberman, 1988; Lucey, 1986; McClure, 1988; Murray, 1989; 
Rossman, 1985; Smith, 1987, 1990). Interactions among teachers about the tasks of 
teaching also give rise to greater experimentation, thereby promoting ongoing 
professional development (Cohen, 1981; Little, 1982; Rozenholz, 1985). 
Terms such as "principles of collegiality" designate the beliefs and characteristics 
underpinning reciprocal teacher relationships described above (Roper and Hoffman, 
1986). A "major step towards professionalism" is anticipated to occur when schools are 
restructured to allow this collegial support for professional improvement (Smith, 1986). 
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Recent concern in the literature (Little, 1990; Hargreaves, in Fullan, 1990; 
Hargreaves, 1990, 1991 and in press) is that much that has passed for teacher collegiality 
does not reflect significant, nor necessarily desirable, development within schools. The 
assumed links between increased collegial contact and teacher professional development, 
and between collegial contact and improvement oriented change in schools is challenged 
as unwarranted: 
The term collegiality has remained conceptually amorphous and 
ideologically sanguine. Advocates have imbued it with a sense of 
virtue - the expectation that any interaction that breaks the isolation 
of teachers will contribute in some fashion to the knowledge, skill, 
judgement or commitment that individuals bring to their work, and 
will enhance the collective capacity of groups or institutions. 
(Little, 1990, p.509) 
Little (ibid) sees collegial groups as either "instruments to promote change or 
preserve the status quo". As such, improperly conceived and carelessly implemented 
collaborative efforts, notably those that do not carefully structure and support 
interdependence, may be counterproductive by reinforcing norms of privacy, 
conservatism and isolation: 
The conditions of individualism, presentism and conservatism 
persist, nourished in part by the very forms of "collegiality" that 
enthusiasts admire for their ability to penetrate the walls of privacy. 
(Little, 1990, p.531) 
Hargreaves’ research (1990, 1991, in press a, in press b) discerns deeper 
implications. Teacher collegiality is often "contrived", with structured collegial contact 
based on too narrow, short-term and technical a focus (Hargreaves in Fullan, 1990 p. 15). 
If, when engaged in contrived collegial activities such as coaching, teachers employ skills 
and strategies that either are instinctive rather than critically understood or have been 
uncertainly or imperfectly mastered, coaching becomes a 
...mechanism designed to facilitate the smooth and uncritical 
adoption of preferred forms of action (new teaching styles) 
introduced and imposed by experts from elsewhere, in which 
teachers become technicians rather than professionals exercising 
discretionary judgment. 
(Hargreaves and Dawe, p.7 in Fullan 1990) 
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Hargreaves' insight presents a micropolitical perspective towards collegiality and 
collaboration, raising critical issues regarding power and control. Contrived collegiality 
results from the exercise of organizational power by control conscious administrators. 
This micropolitical perspective draws attention to the possible development of processes 
within the construction of collegiality that substitute more "evolutionary, spontaneous, 
and unpredictable" forms of teacher collaboration with forms that are administratively 
controlled or contrived (Hargreaves,in press a). This reconstitutes 
...the cooperative principles of human association among teachers 
in administratively regulated and predictable forms. In contrived 
collegiality, collaboration among teachers was compulsory, not 
voluntary; was bounded and fixed in time and space; was 
implementation oriented rather than development oriented; and was 
meant to be predictable rather than unpredictable in its outcomes. 
(Hargreaves, 1991, p.68) 
Hargreaves’ work raises important issues relevant to the present study of 
collegiality: Norms of collegiality are sometimes presented as if "administrative laws of 
collegiality" (ibid, p.51) . Further, centralized, standardized or "from the top" collegial 
initiatives are cautioned to be less than serious about teacher empowerment (ibid, p.69). 
While Hargreaves references these concerns particularly to notions of teacher 
independence and individuality (ibid, and in press b), seeing those who prefer to work 
alone, either some or part of the time, as being unfairly treated, the issues he raises have 
important implications for the culture of collegiality that is constructed by women within 
the organization of the school. 
Despite Little's detailed analysis of the present state of collegiality (1990), the 
notion that the most robust conception of collegiality is "joint work" appears to have 
many of the characteristics of "contrived" forms of collegiality, and is, in itself a 
definition that appears unfortunately limited. Collegiality has its roots in a definition that 
is synonymous with unity and the binding of people together it calls for a definition that 
extends beyond work and the restructuring of both schools and the tasks of teachers. 
However desirable, important, necessary, and beneficial the tasks of schooling and 
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education are, education is more than a public project to change pupils into 
knowledgeable adults and productive members of society.. It represents the way people, 
including teachers as colleagues, nurture and care for each other (Grumet, 1990). 
Limiting the notion of collegiality in its highest and most "robust" form to "joint work", 
as Little (1990) does, endangers the construction of the notion of collegiality and its best 
forms. Such limitations perpetuates the historical hierarchical relationships within the 
culture of schools. The notion of joint work connotes a valuing of the predominant 
patriarchal and masculine structure which places emphasis and value on work and its 
products, rather than by seeking a balance with affiliations based on care and concern for 
the well being of others. This construction also ignores, or at best devalues, the 
importance of less formally constructed opportunities for learning that have been 
developed by teachers within the constrained culture of schools. 
Conspicuously lacking from the critical analysis of Little (1990) is any 
consideration or depth of understanding of the intellectual, emotional and social 
contribution by and development of women, who comprise over 80 percent of the 
workforce in school. Recent work by Hargreaves characterizes true collegial and 
collaborative cultures as "deep, personal and enduring" and absolutely central to teachers' 
work: 
...bringing colleagues and their expertise together to generate 
critical, yet also practically grounded reflection on what they do as 
a basis for wiser, more skilled action. 
(Hargreaves, in Fullan, 1990) 
These collaborative cultures are seen from the micropolitical perspective to have: 
...deeply 'feminine' characteristics. They are spontaneous, 
evolutionary and unpredictable. They intermix the private and 
public, openly placing teachers' work in the context of their wider 
lives, biographies and purposes. Such cultures do not mesh well 
with the control-centered, accountability inclined interests of 
(mainly) male administrators... 
Contrived collegiality is more strikingly 'masculine' in its 
characteristics... It superimposes the public on the private ... 
preserves the hierarchical separation between development and 
implementation, creating a system whereby teachers can deliver 
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others' purposes instead of developing their own. And, in doing so, 
retains a system whereby (mainly) female teachers remain the 
technical servants of predominantly male administrators and their 
purposes. (Hargreaves, in press, a). 
Further consideration of the development of women in schools might provide 
insight into how collegiality is constructed and sustained in the personal, enduring and 
central way called for in the literature. Those "certain omnipresent features of teachers" 
work lives that have been beyond the grasp of educators" (Little, 1990, p.515) might just 
be rendered explicable through the application of the scholarship on women which 
includes both the experience of women in teaching and the intellectual and social 
development of women, beyond the spontaneity, the evolutionary, and the 
unpredictability. The application of the scholarship on women presents the possibility of 
extending the definition of collegiality beyond the construction of joint work, with its 
associated notion of task interdependence, to one that goes beyond work and productivity 
to include care and concern, affiliation, connection and nurturance among teachers. 
Research on Women in Teaching 
School teaching, particularly elementary school teaching, remains gendered labor 
(Apple, 1983, 1984). Much of the existing literature referencing women within teaching 
has held the female gender as somewhat problematic to the work commitment. Problems 
of privacy, conservatism and independence (Lortie, 1975; Little, 1990) are ascribed to 
this largely female workforce. This literature, beyond the scope of the present review, is 
well documented and reviewed in other sources (See Biklin, 1983; Grumet, 1987). 
For the purpose of this review, reference will be made to the major research 
conducted specifically to examine the issues of isolation and collegiality in the lives and 
experience of women teachers from their perspectives. This research represents a 
departure from the traditional form of enquiry about teachers which, like most research. 
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has been directed or undertaken by men and reflects the masculine viewpoint that has 
largely ignored the presence of women in the education system (Martin, 1982; Burstyn in 
Schmuck, 1987, p.90). This exclusion has worked against women by devaluing or 
misunderstanding both their development and perspectives. Since the gender relations 
and women's experience within male dominated, patriarchal structures and practices have 
received scant attention in educational research, this work represents a significant and 
new awareness in the study of teachers. 
The present review considers key studies in the growing body of literature which 
has focused on women teachers. It represents work by researchers and feminist theorists 
who have begun to analyze the roles and prospects of women teachers within the 
educational system and particularly addresses concerns about the exclusion of women 
from power (Maher, 1987). This research and scholarship may be considered as falling 
broadly into three categories. The first category examines women's present experience as 
gendered labor from an historical perspective,itself a fundamental characteristic of 
feminist studies (Clifford, 1987; King, 1987; Grumet, 1987; Schmuck, 1987; Boston 
Women Teachers' Group, 1983; Morris, 1990). The second category makes explicit and 
available the experience of women within the present occupation of teaching: how 
women organize their work, how they make decisions about children and the learning 
process, and how they see their commitments and careers in teaching (Biklin, 1983; 
Lampert, 1984) A third body of literature describes the experiences of women teachers 
as active feminists within the profession in terms of their commitment to 'feminize' the 
curricula and the issues surrounding their acceptance within the culture of the school 
(Joyce, 1987, Maher, 1985). Studies from all three categories have been considered for 
the purpose of this review to inform and provide insight into how and why women, in the 
past and present, built and build collegiality into their teaching lives. 
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Teaching As Gendered Labor - An Historical Perspective 
A gender consciousness in the historical reconstruction of education helps to 
account for individual and collective behavior within the educational systems of the 
United States and United Kingdom. The research provides insight into the place of 
teaching in women's participation in the labor force from the mid nineteenth century to 
the present, and analyzes the influence that women's numerical dominance has had in 
shaping the U.S. public education system (Clifford, 1987; King, 1987; Grumet, 1987; 
Schmuck, 1987). 
As opportunities for employment in industry and business attracted men away 
from work in schools, women fit the economic and social need by supplying the teachers 
in urban and rural areas (Schmuck, 1987, p.76). At no time between 1870 and 1980 did 
teaching drop below fifth place among the leading occupations for all women workers, 
attracting recruits from all social classes and backgrounds. Although most women sought 
employment for the same economic reasons that motivated men and filled the gap in the 
increasing industrialization of society, social moralists (including Harriet Beecher and 
Horace Mann) chose to ignore the economic reality that the services of women could be 
obtained in teaching for salaries as little as one third those of men. These moralists 
preferred to concentrate their claim on women's preordained and innate usefulness for the 
public raising of children, designating their teaching as a selfless social service 
(Clifford, 1987; Grumet, 1987). 
By 1895 women were reported to comprise 90.5% of all Massachusetts public 
school teachers, and by 1900 two-thirds of all US teachers were likewise women 
(Clifford, ibid, p.7). Engagement in teaching afforded women a limited economic and 
social independence. The lack of equality within teaching, however, was recognized 
early. This early feminist consciousness is present in the literature as recognition of the 
disparity in pay for equivalent work within the educational system and the differences in 
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academic expectations of, and curricula for, the male and female students. Clifford's 
research refers to the journal of one early teacher, Jesse Taft, who recognized these 
inequalities and turned to other women both within and without teaching for 
companionship "finding in them the sympathy and understanding, the bonds of similar 
standards and values" (ibid p.13). This represents an early instance of women teachers 
seeking and constructing both form and content of collegiality in the sense of professional 
caring and nurturing. 
Historical research reveals how the new sense of power felt by the individual 
teacher in the nineteenth century was due, in considerable measure, to joining and 
associating in what may be defined as collegial relationships with other women. Referred 
to as "the bonds of womanhood" (Cott, 1977, in Clifford, p.15), such affiliations appear 
significant to women teachers during this period. Teachers used peer, professional and 
personal friendships with other teachers as 'networks' beyond those of their families and 
neighborhoods of origin. These associations or networks, some of which were begun in 
the female seminaries and normal schools, are cited as being important to women 
teachers from the middle to late years of the nineteenth century onwards: 
Networks of teachers were also built through teachers' institutes 
('retreats' held periodically for teachers, under county or state 
auspices), in boarding places, even by the common practice of 
visiting the schools in neighboring districts on one's own half 
holidays. Friendship with other teachers provided moral support, 
the security of knowing that other teachers also let the 'Monday 
Morning Blues' ruin their Sunday afternoons; they shared their 
guilty secrets that they did not love all their students equally well - 
as they were told they should. Their sense of association as women 
was strengthened by their common bond as teachers. Fellow 
teachers were also sources of job information and references. This 
was always important, but never so important as in those times 
when the wish of too many young women to teach caused a glut on 
the market for teachers; then the informal and casual mechanism of 
hiring made personally communicated knowledge especially 
crucial. 
(ibid p.15) 
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Such alliances, networks and affiliations, stronger and more pervasive than those 
of their male counterparts, were also used to support male politicians who favored issues 
of women's rights and to provide the mechanism by which prominent feminists achieved 
political power and an ability to influence national policy. This research guides the 
present study in that it provides critical historical insight into the way women built 
networks and bonds within an economically based patriarchal system around common 
experiences, oppression, and common causes within teaching. Trusted support and 
understanding were generally not available to women teachers from the males within the 
hierarchical structure of schools since their administrative roles placed such males in 
positions of power over women. Trusted support was, however, available to women 
teachers from their female peers despite the diminished access to power. 
A vibrant network of women teachers operated in the U.K. from the early nineteen 
twenties despite a hostile social and political climate unfavorable to the rights of women 
(King, 1987). The National Union of Women Teachers saw itself as an educational body 
with a purpose to combine feminist activity with inspired work in the profession for the 
education of females. This network demonstrated a strong sense of shared women's 
culture through the conscious presentation of consolidated fronts and united action around 
issues of equal pay, their belief that economic independence would lead to self- 
determination in and out of the classroom, and the right of married women to teach, 
despite disagreements around other issues (ibid, p.33). King's work draws attention to the 
struggle of women within the structure of authority in schools as an aspect of the hidden 
curriculum that affects women. Its relevance to the present review is that it, like 
Clifford's work, generates understanding about women's ability to create strong 
affiliations around issues important to their work in schools. 
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Historical analysis also provides insight into why and how the isolating 
experiences of teachers in schools can alter attitudes of optimistic idealism to the near 
stultification of professional growth. (The Boston Women Teachers' Group, 1983). This 
research describes the creation and maintenance of a teaching work culture that was 
found to be overwhelmingly shared by all: 
...a system which has isolated individual teachers, granting each 
teacher autonomy to make and carry out the difficult decisions 
herself while the real agenda is determined outside the classroom. 
(Ibid p.296) 
The imbalance of roles within teaching, with women as 87 percent of the teachers 
and men as 83 percent of the administrators (NEA, 1978 in ibid, p.262) is seen as basic 
and significant to issues of power within schools: 
...as the result of the 19th-century structuring of the schools which 
separated the intellectual and managerial functions of the school as 
a whole - the pace and scope of curriculum, the allocation of 
budget, the hiring of staff - from the day to day running of 
individual classrooms. 
(ibid p.278) 
Historically, then, women accommodated individual differences among children 
in classrooms while men in management guided, regulated, and monitored curriculum 
materials and administrative procedures. The female teacher, alone in the classroom, was 
required to balance institutional demands with her own understanding of students' needs. 
The cost of this to the individual teacher was isolation: a situation in which the teacher 
could not influence those outside the classroom - whether pupils, parents, administrators 
or other teachers (ibid). 
The notion of professionalism as "a special expertise based on broad theoretical 
knowledge and specialized training"'(ibid, p. 282) that emerged in the mid twentieth 
century only added to the lonely position of the teacher. Teachers were, after this time, 
required to apply new understandings from sociology and psychology in their design of 
individual solutions to individual problems within their own classrooms. In addition they 
found their roles increasingly technical and mechanical, and were discouraged by the 
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structure of the institution from conferring with or assisting teachers in other classrooms. 
Study for advanced degrees did not increase the amount of real autonomy, decision 
making, and creativity a teacher could bring to her role, but rather made instruction more 
controlled and specific. The literature on teaching was also not helpful to women 
teachers' confidence as knowers, since it only revealed to teachers "meticulously 
documented studies of their own inability to cope" (ibid, p. 289). 
Early collegial activity among teachers comprised serving on curriculum 
committees which would decide system wide policies. These committees were 
established by administrators as part of the movement towards the democratization of 
teaching. This collaboration centered on and around policies that would provide a 
narrower focus to the committee members' and other teachers' work, increasing the 
mechanical and technical imposition on their teaching programs. These are processes 
Apple (1984) refers to as "intensification" and "deskilling". Put differently, teachers' own 
involvement in joint decision making or joint work situations actually works against their 
own development within the profession in what appears to be an unconscious collusion in 
their own oppression. 
Access to informal opportunities for professional growth emerge as pertinent data 
to the present study of collegiality : 
... their most reliable source for new techniques and strategies, as 
well as feedback for confirmation of their own solutions, are the 
discussions they hold with other teachers during breaktime, 
between speakers at an inservice workshop, at crosstown meetings 
with teachers of the same grade level, or by a frank request for help 
in the teachers' room. (ibid p.297) 
Structured forums to extend or formalize these discussions between colleagues 
were discouraged and resisted by those with power over the work lives of these women 
teachers. The teachers recognized that identifying concerns and issues without having 
opportunities to address them fully was counterproductive to their development and work 
in teaching. Nonetheless, the research found them apparently without power and voice to 
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effect change and influence upon those who held authority over their working lives 
(p.298). 
The lack of voice and an overemphasis on the task function of the teacher within 
a societal milieu that allows poverty, violence and neglect for students, has been 
identified as placing the emotional well being of the Boston veteran female teacher at risk 
(Morris, 1990). Morris' ethnography found the women teachers in her study to operate 
from an ethic of care which includes care of and responsibility to the self as well as to 
others within the culture of the school (ibid p.233). 
Despite the separation or physical isolation inherent within the culture of the 
school, collegial relationships were used to support the Boston women teachers' concern 
for their students' well being, their informal professional development and their work in 
teaching. This creation and use of collegiality is comparable to the lives of the women 
teachers of the late nineteenth century (Clifford, 1987) and those of the early twentieth 
century (King, 1987). Not obvious in the professional lives of these women teachers, 
however, is the feeling of empowerment, energy, and optimism endemic to the 
descriptions of the affiliations and networks of earlier decades. The Boston Women 
Teachers' Group advocates recognition by women teachers of how the structure of 
schools affects their relationships with their fellow teachers so that they can use this 
knowledge as a source of their own growth and to assist others to grow. Even so, the 
mechanism for this process of consciousness raising is unspoken. 
Women’s Own Experience As Teachers 
Independence and the opportunity for autonomous decision making, the quest for 
intellectually stimulating professional development, and community or "colleagueship" 
have been identified as three important values held by women teachers (Biklin, 1983). 
Professional identities were found to be closely represented by the degree of 
autonomy granted to them to allow them to make decisions about their work. Subjects 
interviewed in Biklin's study perceived their autonomy to be limited by the "bureaucratic 
problems of school life which forced teachers to contrast their ideal of service with its 
daily implementation" (ibid, p.55). 
This study further found that women teachers demand intellectually stimulating 
and rewarding professional development, and they maintain a strong career orientation — 
contrary to myths that they prefer intellectually untaxing work (Simpson & Simpson, 
1969, in Biklin, 1987, p.225) and that teaching has a low level of priority in their lives 
(Dreeben, 1970, in Biklin, ibid, p.226). 
Biklin employs the term "colleagueship" to describe the quest for community 
expressed by her participants. Colleagueship is defined as a psychological sense of 
community: 
When we talk about teachers experiencing a sense of community, we are talking 
about a psychological sense of community, that is 
the sense that one (is) part of a readily available, mutually 
supportive, network of relationships upon which one (can) depend 
and as a result of which one (does) not experience sustained 
feelings of loneliness" (Sarason,1974,in Biklin p.93) 
Teams and teachers' meetings were described as formal structures valued as 
community building mechanisms. To the teachers in Biklin's study, teams had the 
potential to cement teachers' relationships and provide this sense of community. These 
women teachers were realistic in their recognition that natural affinities and dislikes were 
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part of their society in school. They knew that collegial interactions were often 
complicated by the quality of the relationships teachers were able to build with each 
other. "Good teachers' meetings" (ibid, p.102), those which enabled bonding to occur, 
were found in general to be unavailable to these women teachers. 
On the other hand, the same teachers spoke of those informal mechanisms valued 
for their potential to build community or colleagueship: the teachers' room was identified 
as a place where community was built. 'Helping' was a sign of being connected within a 
network of support, and non-school or non-teaching related social talking, and the 
defense of colleagues' autonomy was cited as further evidence of women teachers' 
commitment to community building. 
Biklin's work represents an important early endeavor to apply the scholarship on 
women to the lives of women teachers - notably in her discussion on how teachers value 
their professional development and build a community in which collegiality and 
collaboration occur. The teachers in Biklin's study valued their autonomy and upheld the 
autonomy of their colleagues, actively sought activities that enabled bonding and 
affiliation to occur, and found the bureaucratic obstacles to such bonding frustrating. 
The tension that exists between the care and the task role and function of the 
teacher has been found to affect the multifaceted nature of collegial relationships 
(Lampert, 1984). Lampert's ethnographic study of female elementary teachers found that 
they managed the dilemmas between the care and task functions of teaching by 
accommodating seemingly contradictory values. By using the self as an instrument of 
practice they were able to accommodate the individual needs of others within the school 
community and bureaucratic, organizational requirements. Lampert attributes such 
accommodations to expressions of caring commitment to members of the school 
community, including children and other teachers. 
The women teachers in Lampert's study understood the apparent conflict between 
the tasks of teaching and the less tangible personal aspect of their teaching as an 
expression of the differences between masculine attitude towards work and their own 
feminine position. The first emphasized task accomplishment, impersonal measures of 
achievement and financial reward, while the second valued the whole person. The 
definition of satisfaction in interpersonal terms and the response to contradictions in an 
accommodating rather than a divisive manner, contribute to the understanding of the way 
women teachers both construct their knowledge within teaching and how they view their 
interpersonal relationships within the culture of the school. 
Women As Feminists Within The Culture Of The School 
The studies cited previously suggest that the desire for, and creation and 
maintenance of, either formal or informal affiliations is a characteristic of women within 
the culture of teaching. This assertion is supported by research conducted in the U.K. 
where being feminist in the British school system has been found to provide the impetus 
for the construction and maintenance of new networks (Joyce, 1987). The primary focus 
of this research is the feminizing of the curriculum: the content and process of the 
feminists' work — organizing children to work cooperatively and question intelligently; 
the searching for and preparing of anti-sexist materials and literature; and the inclusion of 
feminist perspectives in all curricula. This study also focuses in detail on the accounts of 
feminists' struggles within educational institutions to develop legitimate anti-sexist 
practices, describing the isolation of the feminist in a workplace defined as "patriarchal, 
capitalist, racist, sexist and saturated with hierarchies" (ibid p. 80). 
The need for support networks to counteract the sense of isolation and to share 
ideas and make resources available to each other (ibid, p.81) is highlighted in Joyce's 
work. Initiatives to establish networks, together with participation in such affiliations, 
were seen to require personal commitment and effort outside the institutionalized system 
of the school and beyond the contracted school day. Reminiscent of the effort made by 
teachers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, teachers prompted to make and 
sustain such commitments found these networks to be "enormously energizing". 
Studies such as those reviewed above represent the beginnings of a new body of 
literature within education that analyses the experience of women in teaching using 
theory contributed by the scholarship on women to frame the analysis of data. 
Nevertheless, the preceding sections of this review reveal the void still present in the 
existing literature on women and teaching. Although women constitute the great majority 
of teachers, their experiences as participants within the dominant patriarchal structures 
and practices of school have scarcely been researched and commented on. The modes of 
constructing collegial relationships and the implications of collegial relationships for 
women's professional development have yet to be explored. Such research may provide 
insight into how the notion of joint or shared work as an ideal might be extended and 
sustained as a positive feminist feature within school culture. The following review of 
literature on the scholarship on women is intended to provide a foundation upon which 
such further research can be built. 
The Scholarship on the Social and Intellectual Development of Women 
The scholarship on women, and the feminist pedagogy that has emerged from this 
scholarship (Belenky et al., 1985, 1986; Chodrow, 1978, 1985; Gilligan, 1982, 1988; 
Gilligan and Lyons, 1988; Lyons, 1983; Maher, 1987; Martin, 1982, 1985; Miller, 1978, 
1984; Noddings, 1984; Ruddick, 1980, 1985), have largely developed as a response to the 
traditional content and theory of knowledge - namely the dominant male Western 
European culture - which has claimed the validity and primacy for patrilineal thinking, 
moral reasoning, problem solving and experiences. This dominant patriarchal framework, 
described as "an ideological system" (Leek, 1990), holds as its central notion that there 
are two genders and that male persons and their activities are to be more highly valued 
than female persons and their activities (ibid p.383). Objectivity, individuality, 
rationalism and scientific reasoning are modes of thought and behavior more highly 
valued in this system. As the dominant system, both in past and present society, women 
were considered subordinate and inferior, and consequently subordinated and excluded 
from full participation and power, suppressed and oppressed by such a patriarchy. 
Not only have women and their activities been less valued; the 'voices' of women 
have rarely been heard among social scientists and psychologists studying development. 
Women have neither been involved in creating and generating theories of knowledge nor 
have they very often been included as primary research subjects. The experience, 
viewpoints, goals and development of Western European males became representative of 
all human experience and development (Maher, 1987), and the conclusions drawn from 
developmental studies based on male subjects have been generalized and applied to the 
lives of women (Belenky et al, 1985 p.10). This "consistent and evaluative bias" 
(Gilligan, 1982, p.6) measured ways in which women either conformed or deviated from 
the normative patterns identified in the study of men, marking women's place in 
development as either deficient, immature, or both - but always in relation to norms 
established by and for men. 
The recognition that the "parameters of the female"s development are not the 
same as male's and that the same terms do not apply" led to the construction of a "new 
psychology of women" that called for different starting points and patterns for 
understanding women's development (Miller, 1976, p.86). The researchers within the 
"new psychology" reexamined their academic disciplines to discover that concepts, 
frameworks, information and materials have reflected the dominant male experiences, 
ideas and values. This research has included the examination of caring (Noddings, 1984), 
affiliation and connection (Miller, 1978, 1984), notions of nurturance and the experience 
of mothering and domesticity (Chodorow, 1978, 1985; Ruddick, 1980, 1985), a 
responsibility orientation of morality (Gilligan, 1982; Lyons, 1983) and the 
epistemological orientations of women as knowers (Belenky et Al.,1985, 1986). The 
findings of this research have implications for the study of teacher collegiality in general, 
and women teachers in particular. 
An important outcome of such research has been the revelation of a 
multidimensional reality which includes both women's and men's experiences as equally 
valid sources for understanding human experiences and for constructing our knowledge 
of the world (Maher, 1985, p.52). Of additional importance is the recognition that ways of 
knowing and being are notions and behaviors derived and assigned, learned and 
developed in a social context in which domestic and public education contributes in no 
small measure to their development over time (Chodrow, 1978, 1985). 
Interdependence, Connection, and Affiliation. 
The term interdependence defines the more relational modes that women express. 
Traditional theories of personal growth have charted the development of a separate 
autonomous self. This male model of development (Erikson, in Miller, 1984) contributed 
the notion that dependence and independence were opposites. According to this model 
independence and individualism are the evidence and goal of maturity, although, 
paradoxically, the same qualities become problematical when applied to the working lives 
of the largely female work force in teaching. 
An extended view of development reveals a female identity with a capacity to 
gain strength and definition through connection with, rather than separation from others. 
It describes women as "being in relationship" (Miller, 1976,1984; Chodorow, 1978, 1985; 
Ruddick). This research recognizes several powerful concepts regarding how women's 
developmental patterns are grounded differently from those of men: 
Women stay with, build on, and develop in a context of attachment 
and affiliation with others....[Their] sense of self becomes very 
much organized around being able to make, and then maintain, 
affiliations and relationships.... [Further, for many women] the 
threat of disruption of an affiliation is perceived not just as a loss of 
a relationship but as something closer to a total loss of self. 
(Miller, 1976, in Gilligan, 1982, p.169) 
Women thus view power as "power with" rather than "power over" and regard the 
growth of others as an enhancement of self rather than a threat (ibid, 1976). 
Important insight into the creation and functioning of affiliations among women 
teachers in school is provided by this research. Efficacy and strength, definition and 
empowerment occur through bonds of connection with others rather than with the 
achievement of authority, control and "power over". Any disruption of affiliation due to 
the imposition of hierarchical structures among teachers implies more than a loss of 
relationship; It is more of a loss of the enhancement of self. Interdependence among 
women teachers thus is valued as an essential mode of being rather than a condition to be 
structured and encouraged as a desirable component of collaborative activity. 
Nurturance 
Nurturance as a manifestation of 'maternal thinking' is characterized as the set of 
distinctive concepts and cognitive styles that arise from the intimacy of mothering and the 
experience of the socially constructed, domestic work that mothers do (Chodrow, 1978, 
1985; Ruddick, 1980, 1985). While throughout the world's cultures child care has been 
and remains largely the work of women, this definition of 'maternal' is extended, when 
applicable, to include men, since most maternal work can be borne by both men and 
women, by biological and surrogate parents. 
Nurturance and maternal thinking involves interactive problem solving. As 
mothers undertake to meet the demands of preservation, nurturance, and training of 
children, they develop a way of thinking in and about their work in their domestic or 
private sphere that extends into the public domain (Ruddick, 1985). In its highest sense 
this mode of thinking is connective and adaptive rather than separate, procedural, and 
theoretical. Maternal thinking about child raising, although complex, does not tend 
towards abstract generalization or to future conclusions, but is rather rooted both in the 
present and in emotion: an empathetic potential to be able to imagine and be sensitive to 
the lives of others. 
Research on maternal thinking enables a reconceptualizing or reconstruction of 
the notions of 'presentism' (the concern for the moment) and 'conservatism' (the 
preservation of what exists) in teachers' work lives that is relevant to the present 
discussion of collegiality. Presentism and conservatism have been considered negative 
characteristics that work against collaboration, long term planning, the implementation of 
change and progress in schools (Little, 1990; Lortie, 1975). Within this traditional frame 
of reference, teacher development activities are ideally constructed to reduce presentism 
and conservatism. A reconceptualized notion of presentism and conservatism using the 
frame of reference provided by the scholarship on women regarding nurturance views the 
same characteristics as the positive contributions of women to teaching. To be present 
and a conservator reflects a way of thinking that is empathetic, nurturing, and adaptive to 
the needs and interests of others in a manner that is essential to the preservation of the 
individual and the group. 
Care and Responsibility 
Deeper insight and understanding of the nurturing role as caring by women in 
general and women teachers in particular has been provided in the research of Noddings 
(1984) and Gilligan (1982, 1988). Caring is defined as presence: 
...engrossment in the other, regard, desire for the other's well being. 
Caring is largely reactive and responsive. Perhaps it is even better 
characterized as receptive. The one caring is sufficiently engrossed 
in the other to listen to him and to take pleasure or pain in whatever 
he recounts. (Noddings, 1984, p. 19) 
An ethical orientation of responsibility and caring for others has been identified as 
integral to women's development in moral reasoning (Gilligan, 1982, 1988). This 
challenges the traditionally held notion of moral development which sets the male 
standard of rights and fairness as the highest point of moral development. Such a notion 
fits quite naturally into the dominant patriarchal view of society and human development. 
The "lens of developmental observation" (Gilligan, ibid p.170) has changed through this 
research from individual, separate achievement based on rights to one of responsibility in 
relationships rooted in care. Women are seen as depicting and manifesting attributes of 
ongoing attachment as the path towards, and evidence of, their maturity: 
The morality of rights is predicated on equality and centered on the 
understanding of fairness, while the ethic of responsibility relies on 
the concept of equity, the recognition of differences in need. While 
the ethics of rights is manifested in equal respect, balancing the 
claims of other and self, the ethic of responsibility rests on an 
understanding that gives rise to compassion and care. Thus the 
counterpoint of identity and intimacy that marks the time between 
childhood and adulthood is articulated through two different 
moralities whose complementarity is the discovery of maturity. 
(Gilligan, 1982, p.164-165) 
The 'responsibility orientation' to morality is identified as more central to women, 
whose conceptions of self are more perceived in a sense of connectedness. The rights 
orientation is more common to men, whose sense of self is as a separate, autonomous 
individual. While the conceptions of the connected and separate self are strongly tied to 
gender, this research demonstrates how both sexes may employ either system of 
reasoning, albeit differently. The term 'separate' refers to traditional reasoning styles and 
the term 'connected' to the styles observed among the women participants in this research 
(Gilligan,1982; Lyons,1983; Gilligan & Lyons, 1988, Belenky et al.,1985, 1987). 
Gender differences in moral perspectives have been extended to include the 
application of the ethic of care to cognitive functioning (ibid) and by research into the 
implications of the understanding of this intellectual development for education (Gilligan 
and Lyons, 1983, 1988). A mature orientation towards responsibility and care is 
described as thinking through inquiry and dialogue: conflict is resolved through trying to 
understand the contradictions in the context of each person's perspective, needs and goals 
rather than by evoking and employing a hierarchy of procedures or principles. Thus a 
capacity for 'question posing' becomes central to the ethic of care. 
Recent feminist theory (Noddings & Withered, 1991) together with studies from 
the fields of cognition ( Bruner, 1986; Buber, 1965 in Shabatay, 1991; Rogoff and Love, 
1984), linguistics (Rosen, 1985; Tannen, 1984, 1986), and cognitive anthropology 
(Erikson, 1986) presents compelling supporting insight regarding the function of 
dialogue, narrative, and storytelling as important to understanding the self, the other, and 
the cultural context. This research places dialogue at the heart of nurturing the ethical 
ideal and the caring relationship. Narrative and dialogue are seen by this research as 
powerful contributors to reflective awareness in that they provide springboards for new 
insights, ethical action, compassionate judgement, and the creation of shared knowledge 
and meanings. Narrative and dialogue between colleagues is posited by this research as 
facilitating reflection that can inform professional practice. 
By placing care and responsibility as essential attributes of maturity rather than as 
signs of cognitive weakness and immaturity in human relationships, this scholarship 
further challenges the notion of presentism, as concern for immediate needs, as negative 
or problematic characteristics of women teachers. Further, women's engagement in 
question posing and in dialogue as central to the ethic of care demonstrates their 
willingness to resolve conflict by endeavoring to see situations and problems in the 
context of the perspective, needs and goals of others. 
The understanding of the ethic of care additionally provides fresh insight into 
autonomy and independence as closely held values of women teachers. Autonomy and 
the appreciation of the diversity of beliefs, perspectives and practices of colleagues 
becomes a characteristic of mature behavior rather than qualities problematic to teacher 
development and school change. This literature supports the findings of Biklin's study 
that effort is exerted by women to value the autonomy of colleagues rather than to create 
sameness or establish uniformity. Valuing autonomy is a part of the ethic of care, and 
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rather than being associated with separateness and power, it is a quality necessary to be a 
responsible part of a connected whole. 
The Epistemological Orientations of Women as Knowers 
The extension and amplification of reasoning modes (Gilligan, 1982, 1988 and 
Lyons, 1983, 1988) to epistemological orientations has critical implications for 
understanding women as teachers and colleagues and for the design of professional 
development activities appropriate to them (Belenky, McVicker Clinchy, Goldberger and 
Tarule, 1985, 1986). This research strengthens the theory regarding the tendency for 
women to ground their ways of knowing in metaphors of speaking and listening. When 
the women research subjects (ibid) spoke of gaining a voice in this study it suggested the 
closely held value of dialogue and interaction referred to previously. The resultant 
delineation of five ways of knowing conceptualizes women's epistemological positions in 
terms of the emerging voice: Silence, Received Knowledge, Subjective Knowledge, 
Procedural Knowledge and Constructed Knowledge (ibid). The five epistemological 
positions are characterized by particular orientations to 'connected knowing' rather than 
'separate knowing'. The two modes can be summarized thus: 
Connected Knowing 
Gets right to the solution 
in a structured decontextualized 
way. 
Separate Knowing 
Tries to experience the problem, 
relate it to personal world 
Clarifies language, creates context, 
removes unambiguity. 
Uses a mode of thinking that Uses a mode of thinking that is 
is abstract and formal. contextual and narrative. 
Is geared to arriving at an 
objective, fair or just 
solution upon which all 
relational persons can agree. 
Involves the legal elaboration of 
rules and fair procedures. 
Is confident to judge. 
Is geared to looking at limitations 
of any particular solutions and 
describing the conflicts that remain. 
Is tolerant in attitude towards rules 
and more willing to make exceptions. 
Is reluctant to judge 
(adapted from Buerk, 1985) 
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At the highest level of connected knowing, knowledge is constructed by the self 
through its relationship with others. While procedures aid in the creation of knowledge, 
the construction is a function of the mind and not of procedures (ibid, p.20). Connected 
knowing is characterized (Belenky et al. ibid) in sharp contrast to separate knowing in 
that it is "cultivated in the context of interpersonal relationships, not in the academy" (ibid 
p.21). Although both separate and connected knowers at the highest level strive for 
objectivity, connected knowing rises out of the experiences of relationships and requires 
intimacy and equality between self and others rather than distance and impersonality, 
since the goal is understanding rather than proof. The activities of question posing and 
listening, central to maternal practice and at the heart of the ethic of care, leads to 
connected knowing at its highest levels. 
It is through listening to the narratives of others that the connected knower 
endeavors to understand how people think beyond the content of their thoughts. The 
endeavor to discover the experiential logic behind another's ideas renders the ideas less 
strange, and thus the owners of the ideas cease to be strangers. Through listening to the 
narrative of others the connected knower acquires vicarious experience, expands her 
knowledge, and develops the capacity for empathy. 
Constructed knowers integrate the objective and rational, with the subjective and 
emotional in their thinking: they draw out and listen to the voice of intuition as well as 
reason, and they are able to listen simultaneously for all the various kinds of voices that 
others may bring to conversations as well. Intimate understanding of the self both 
precedes and accompanies the understanding of contexts. Such research provides 
enhanced understanding of the need women have to balance intuition and analysis, the 
personal and the objective in the search for any truth. 
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Research into the epistemologies of women presents new insights into the nature 
of informal interchanges between teachers. Often referred to as 'gossip' in the literature, 
this type of informal interchange between teachers has been characterized as representing 
collegiality at its lowest and weakest level (Smith, 1987; Little 1990). Although gossip is 
defined as talk about other people Figure 2 that "concerns the person, the particular, and 
frequently the petty", it does not "follow that it is trivial activity" (Belenky et al. 1986, 
p.l 19). Rather, it represents a particular mode of knowing, since 
The explicit information gossipers share concerns the behavior of 
other people; but, implicitly, gossipers tell each other about 
themselves by showing how they interpret the information they 
share....As the gossiper observes her friends' responses she learns 
about the friend's way of making meaning. 
(ibid p.l 16) 
While the modes of thinking and knowing are not described as corresponding to 
gender differences, it is clear from the research that they are gender defined and related. 
Fathers were found to serve as models of separate knowing, while mother-daughter 
relationships model connected knowing. Although women can, if they are required or if 
they choose, achieve competence in a separate mode of knowing, many prefer connected 
knowing as their primary mode in approaching certain problems. 
The findings of this research also extend our understanding of collegial processes 
existing among teachers that have particular implications for the design of teacher 
development activities. The sharing, often relatively, of the narrative of experience, and 
the bringing to bear of intuitive feelings to the discussion of classroom practices may not 
involve the use of a precise technical language (Little, 1987). Such dialogue remains, 
nonetheless, an important feature of forms of collegiality constructed by women teachers. 
An approach to understanding collegiality and to teacher development conducted 
on the connected model would spare women in teaching the alienation and oppression 
occurring within a more separate approach. The connected model positions the 
acquisition and cultivation of knowledge within the context of personal relationships, 
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rather than by hierarchical imposition on women teachers of theories developed in the 
academy. The connected model locates all critical thinking and rational problem solving 
in a framework that is specific to the individual knower. It provides insight into the value 
of listening to the narrative of others as a means to grasp the thinking of others and into 
the ways such listening to others builds bonds of connection. It blasts the notion of 
'camaraderie' or 'bonhomie' as the manifestation of trivial collegial behavior at its weakest 
level. Such a connected model "could facilitate the development of women's minds and 
spirits rather than ... retarding, arresting, or even reversing their growth" (Belenky, 
Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule, 1986, p.228). 
Women and the Philosophy of Education 
Women have been equally excluded from the philosophy of education both as 
subjects who have written about education and as objects of educational study 
(Martin,1982,1985). Empirical studies in the philosophy of education support the studies 
in human development reviewed above. Like the work of schooling itself, the philosophy 
of education has been concerned with the productive processes of society in which the 
male role has been valued, rather than the reproductive role associated with women. 
The reproductive processes include not only biological reproduction of the 
species, but rearing of children to maturity and the related domestic activities based on 
serving the needs and interests of the family members. This is the world of domesticity; 
one of feeling and emotion, intimacy and connection, hence the world of non-rationality 
(Martin, ibid). 
Most educational philosophical work has defined education as preparation for 
carrying on the productive processes and tasks of society which include the political, 
social and cultural activities as well as economic ones. This is the world where analysis, 
critical thinking and self sufficiency are the dominant values. Separation and distance are 
valued as the "natural end point" of this "educational journey" since separation and 
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distance are integral to the "ideal of the educated person that has come down to us from 
Plato" (Martin, 1985, p.73). This notion of the educated person is one characterized as 
engaged in quiet reflection rather than noiseful activity, reasoned deliberation rather than 
spontaneous reaction, dispassionate inquiry rather than emotional response, analytic 
theorizing rather than concrete storytelling, and inner harmony emphasized at the expense 
of outward connection (ibid). 
The reproductive processes of society, in which the world of feeling and emotion, 
intimacy and connection are of central importance, are participated in by both male and 
female. The qualities of care, concern, connectedness and nurturance are as important for 
carrying on society's economic, political and social processes as its domestic/reproductive 
ones (ibid, p.77). As such the qualities associated with reproduction must have the 
broadest significance for the work of teachers in schools as institutions which broker the 
private and the public (Martin, ibid; Grumet, 1987). 
The productive processes of society and the strength and vigor accruing from joint 
work are dominant themes in the current literature on collegiality and collaboration 
among teachers (Little, 1982, 1990). Consideration of the philosophical assumptions 
underpinning notions of collegiality as a reproductive process is important if schools are 
to become places where nurturance and connection balance and embrace task and 
productivity. A lack of balance will only intensify separation and distance all involved 
from the experience. 
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Conclusions 
The gendered scholarship on women provides a theoretical basis for legitimizing 
the perspectives of women. It finds in women's experience of their socially constructed 
role as primary care-givers and nurturers of children a more participatory, subjective and 
expressive mode of learning, and strives for a complementary balance between the 
connected and separate modes of rationality. Recent writing reflects the application of 
this scholarship to contemporary issues, particularly those relevant to the processes and 
content of education. It appears clear that this scholarship has particular implications for 
the study of how women form and sustain collegial relations and how they may see forms 
of collegiality as important to their intellectual and social development as teachers. 
Insights from this scholarship also raise questions as to whether all notions of collegiality 
must reflect a patriarchal ideology that, by the standards and values set, may alienate 
many women from the collegial process itself. 
Much of the literature on collegiality describes the culture of the school as a 
complex organization very much part of the wider social milieu and ideology that impacts 
upon its structure, organization and the relationships within it. This literature frequently 
calls for a structuring or restructuring of schools to enhance teachers' opportunities for 
collegial interaction that will have a positive effect on teacher performance as well as 
improve the social climate of the school. Attention has been drawn to how specially 
constructed teacher collaborations may conflict with customary norms of interaction 
within teachers' natural reference groups and their psychological orientations (Smylie, 
1989). The literature recognizes the need to find congruence between specific forms of 
externally introduced, or contrived, collegiality - coaching, mentoring, peer observation, 
peer support, and other kinds of induced collaboration with internally generated norms of 
interaction and interpretation among colleagues (Hargreaves, in press, a; Little, 1990, 
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p.530). Yet the feminist scholarship has not been found to be seriously applied to the 
understanding of such norms of interaction nor the psychological orientations of women 
teachers. 
The research by scholars on the past and present experience of women teachers 
has provided insight into how teachers continued development often occurs through 
informal social activity (Clifford, 1987; King, 1987; Grumet, 1987; Schmuck, 1987). This 
occurs interpersonally with colleagues who support and stretch their understanding and 
skills despite a culture within schools that promotes isolation, controls their work, and 
affects their relationships. This research demonstrates that women have always built 
community within schools and have used such affiliations and networks to manage the 
dilemmas between the hierarchical, patriarchal expectations of the workplace and the 
very present realities and demands of their own classrooms and their own personal 
growth within the profession. 
This research also articulates an historical perspective on the social and gender 
divisions of labor, knowledge and power within the culture of the school (Apple, 1983; 
The Boston Women Teachers', 1983; Clifford, 1987; King, 1987; Grumet, 1987; 
Schmuck, 1987). The notion of "joint work" itself - characterized by a collegial 
environment in 'successful', 'effective', and 'professional' schools where teachers 
increasingly use social opportunities to discuss teaching strategies using a precise, 
technical language - may be construed as further evidence of an ideological orientation 
that is working to "intensify" (Apple,1983, p.618) performance. Such intensification, 
with its implied undermining of the value of teachers' present knowledge, way of 
knowing and interacting may only further alienate women teachers. 
The evolving scholarship on women has provided insights into the development of 
collaboration, connection, contextual thinking and notions of responsibility and care 
which have several implications for a deeper understanding of collegiality and autonomy 
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amongst women teachers (Miller, 1978, 1984; Ruddick, 1985; Gilligan, 1982, 1988; 
Martin, 1982, 1985; Lyons, 1983; Gilligan and Lyons, 1988; Noddings, 1984; Belenky et 
al., 1985, 1986; Maher, 1987). This scholarship implies that women teachers will 
continue to construct their lives around a concern for connections, relationships and 
responsibility towards others rather than a concern for separateness, individual 
achievement and competition. It implies that women value empowerment rather than 
'power over' and see the growth and autonomy of others as an enhancement of self as a 
most central and important part of their work as teachers. 
This scholarship also suggests that women teachers will learn best through acts of 
connected knowing, will engage in dialogue and narrative, pose questions, and 
acknowledge and value experience as relevant to their own learning. They will view their 
experience in the context of a particular framework and world view that reflects their 
maternal experience as nurturers and through a feeling component that comes from their 
own sense of purpose. The scholarship on women implies that the contributions of 
women may be intuitive as well as analytical, that the personal and subjective can 
accompany the impersonal and objective. It also implies that in a supportive environment 
women teachers will be able to grow towards the construction of their own knowledge 
rather than operate at lower levels of cognitive competence. The scholarship on women 
indicates how women are centrally concerned with interdependence as an important 
determinant of their sense of well being and efficacy. As such they are well poised for 
the deep and enduring collegial interactions described in the literature. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE FOLLOW-UP STUDY: PRESENTATION OF DATA, 
INTERPRETATION, AND ASSERTIONS 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the data collected in the follow-up study which represents an 
inquiry into the theoretical assertions emergent from the analysis and interpretation of the 
initial study presented in Chapter Three. It also builds upon the insights gained from the 
review of the literature pertaining to teacher collegiality and the intellectual and social 
constructions of women presented in Chapter Four. 
In the follow-up study indepth interviews were used to understand teachers' own 
notions of collegiality. The data collected in the process were analysed, interpreted, and 
are presented in this chapter as themes contributing to the formulation of theory. The 
intent is to display how collegial relationships contribute to the teachers' work in school, 
to what extent collegial interactions influences their work as teachers, and to provide 
insight into the extent to which the culture of collegiality manifests the intellectual and 
social constructions that women make. 
Participants 
Three indepth ethnographic interviews were undertaken with Five sixth grade 
teachers in one urban middle school to gain insight into teachers' own notions of 
collegiality. The interviews were conducted over the course of one semester, each lasting 
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approximately one hour. The intent of the interviews was to listen to the voices of the 
teachers, to plumb their past and present experience as colleagues and to place it in 
context. 
Four of the teachers interviewed were women. Three of them, Val Legray, Monica 
Sawyer, and Rose Updike had taught all their careers in Bedgrove for almost twenty years 
each. The fourth female teacher in the study, Idalia Ramirez, joined the staff at Staveley 
in November 1991. She had taught for five years at Harrington, then for a brief two 
month period at another Bedgrove school before being transferred in. The fifth teacher 
interviewed, Oliver La Montaine had most seniority. He had taught in the Bedgrove 
school system for twenty eight years. 
Presentation of the Data 
The findings from the collected data are presented in this chapter as key elements 
contributing to the formulation of a theory of how women construct a culture of 
collegiality in one middle school. The verbal statements of the teachers interviewed were 
interpreted by the researcher as their perceiving and valuing the creation, sustainance, and 
maintainence of a culture of collegiality. This culture of collegiality appears to represent 
an orientation towards interdependence and the caring relationship, based upon the 
expression of the personal knowledge and care for children and each other as colleagues. 
In the context of this follow-up study, then, collegiality will be examined as a 
process in which teachers journey through progressive phases of awareness and 
corresponding activity which leads them to closer work with other teachers. The journey 
begins from naive awareness of interdependence and interconnectedness. This phase will 
be characterized by teachers talking about their experiences as beginning teachers and 
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through their descriptions of the attitudes of collegiality of verteran teachers towards 
them. 
The next phase, is identified as the expression phase. This involves the teachers 
expressing to teachers their personal knowledge and care for children and for each other. 
This expression builds relationships of professional respect and leads teachers to 
professionally and personally support each other as well as informally contributing to 
their professional growth and development as teachers. 
The expression of the caring relationship forms the basis for the emergence of the 
phase of understanding the professional and the personal. This phase involves teachers 
gaining an understanding of their colleagues thinking. It includes sharing beliefs about 
children and teaching, having one's own perspective understood, and the gaining of 
insight into other teachers' perspectives. This includes recognizing and valuing the 
professional and personal autonomy of oneself and one's colleagues. 
Obtaining an understanding of the professional and personal enables teachers to 
enter into the next phase, that of the development of close professional relationships. This 
phase of close professional relationships is characterized by engagement in coordinated 
and cooperative activity, and reciprocity. 
The highest phase of collegial activity will be described that of conscious 
interdependence. Conscious interdependence involves self-directed and self-initiated 
participation in joint enterprise and a commitment to actively cultivating social 
relationships and community building. Joint enterprise evolves from teachers' caring 
relationships as a manifestation of their orientation towards interdependence at its 
highest level. Figure 3 describes the evolution of teachers collegial journey from naive 
awareness to conscious interdependence. Each section that follows will present the data 
that relates to each assertion. 
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Nurturance, central to the caring relationship, will be considered as facilitating this 
process of collegiality from naive to conscious interdependence. In the context of this 
study nurturance is expressed as engagement in dialogue and narrative. 
AND THE CARING RELATIONSHIP 
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Naive Awareness of Interdependence 
Data from the teacher interviews indicate an early orientation or socialization into a 
culture of interdependence within teaching. This was indicated by their appreciation of 
those who reached out to them as beginning teachers and by statements of early 
commitment to the formation and maintenance of affiliations within the culture of the 
school. Val talks about her first teaching appointment: 
...I was lucky enough to work, with some sixth grade teachers, 
who were very traditional as I look at them now, but they were 
very willing to share and listen to my ideas. So that helped.I 
became very attached to two of them, I'm still in contact with one 
of them, with them, one of them is retiring this year, another retired 
a few years ago, so that gives you an idea, they were my support at 
that time. 
Val indicates her appreciation of those teachers who expressed an openness to share 
and who were ready to nurture her by listening. The sharing comprised basic assistance 
with the state registers (attendance reports) and other official paperwork. It also involved 
advice on "how to deal with" the middle class parents of her first school, and for her to go 
to these teachers if she had "complaints and criticisms", and "talk it out" rather than 
approach the "drill sergeant" of a principal. Other teachers expressed similar valuing of 
those willing to share resources. Monica says: 
... there were two teachers, there were six teachers together on that 
floor, the man, I told you, I didn't communicate with too much, and 
then there were two women who were in their last year before they 
retired, they were in their sixties, and they were, you know, they 
were nice people, there was one in particular who was, she did 
come to me a few times, and she said if there's anything that you 
need let me know, and I really appreciated that, and I did go to her 
a few times....there was a nice feeling that if we needed to borrow 
something or if somebody had anything to share they would. 
Both Val and Monica, as beginning teachers were the receipients of the 
willingness of veteran teachers to nurture them into the school culture. Multiple 
instances in the data represent teachers'perceptions of this willingness to share as an 
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early indication of an openness to collegial relationships. Idalia, a newcomer to 
Staveley during the interview period, received this expression of care from other sixth 
grade teachers: 
...They were very nice and tell me [sic] the first time that they are 
willing to help [sic].... they come sometimes to me and Mrs. Sawyer 
bring me materials and say 'look at this' [sic] 
The willingness of veteran teachers to share with novices and newcomers, and the 
association, in the verbal statements of the teachers, of sharing with acts of listening is 
interpreted as an expression of nurturing. It is also interpreted as an naive awareness of 
the interdependence between teachers within the culture of the school rather than 
evidence of full and satisfying personal and professional relationships. Statements 
recorded in the corpus of the data indicate that many of the teachers interviewed 
perceived a sense of isolation due to limited access to relationships early in their 
teaching. Val describes one early co-worker as one with whom: 
there was no relationship ..., and a lot of the people I taught with were 
too involved with their own things that I felt like I was alone and I was 
alone at that time. I really didn't get a chance, I think of that, If I look 
back at that, to develop a lot of friendships, that people develop as 
teachers, that go on for years and years, in those early years of 
teaching, I never did, I never socialized with those people other than 
the two who were my mother's age. That wasn't really social, but we 
did go to dinner once in a while. 
Oliver, who began teaching in 1963, attributed the sense of isolation he felt in his 
beginning years to the fact that he "was the only guy in the building": 
A long time ago things were a lot different then so you still had a lot 
of, uh, older women who teaching had been their life, they had never 
gotton married and things like that, so, I felt like when I first went 
there, if I went into the teachers' room, and they'd sort of have to shift 
gears and change whatever it is that they're talking about, to change to 
something that was more agreeable to, you know, having a man in the 
room. 
Verbal statements from the interview with Oliver did not include early references 
to his being the receipient of sharing, participating in or benefitting from the nurturance 
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of dialogue. Rather he talks about his involvement with the Teachers' Association as 
representing his early experiences of relationships with other teachers: 
.. and then I got involved in the Teachers' Association - worked my 
way up to that. And then I was president of the Teachers' Association 
for four years, and that was an interesting experience because I had 
always been in elementary and as president I met people from the high 
school, junior highs, and other elementary schools, and uh, I got 
involved in that beyond Bedgrove as far as going like to state 
conventions, I went to an NEA convention in Dallas and leadership 
conferences and things like that, so I did that and met a lot of other 
people, different, you know, associations, so, that was a sort of 
expanded thing... 
In the above statement Oliver positions himself in his earlier years as a teacher 
with colleagues beyond the collegial contacts within school. This statement, together 
with other instances present in the data, may be further unpacked to reveal how Oliver’s 
sense of self as a teacher in relationship to colleagues is connected with his having 
'worked his way up' in the teachers' union and associated political activities. Later 
instances in the data place him with a larger number of other male teachers at Malloy, a 
school in the lower wards where he perceives closer collegial contact based on his 
interest in skiing. 
Rose's experience as a beginning teacher appeared quite different from those of her 
colleagues in Staveley's present sixth grade. Her first position was at Malloy, in the 
lower wards: 
Well, I started out in a school that, believe it or not, was probably even 
worse than what you see now. So back then, we were all pretty much 
new teachers, a few had been there a couple of years longer, but not 
many, and it was a lot of Blacks and Puerto Ricans and back then there 
was a lot of animosity between the two, and there was a lot of fighting, 
bats, chains, those kind of things, and um, to survive that, you really 
had to band together, and you had a very new faculty rate, you know, 
we did, we all helped each other in school, in the classroom, we 
volunteered when we had free time, we'd toss around ideas, but we 
also went out a lot together, pretty much the whole faculty, so I think I 
first developed this under— recognition of ahh, the need to, to, turn to, 
to have colleagues. 
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Rose's perception of her experience as a beginning teacher at Malloy provided this 
researcher with important insight into the culture of collegiality and its meaning to 
teachers. The above statement indicates how the professional and personal appear 
intimately connected in the process of collegiality. It further discloses how teachers 
'band' together for their own sense of w'ell being, to assist one another in the tasks of the 
school, and to share ideas and expertise. 
Four of the five teachers interviewed had spent time at Malloy. Later in this 
chapter further reference will be made to the insights gained into the culture of 
collegiality from the teachers' experiences at this school. 
The Expression of the. Caring Relationship 
The teachers in this study expressed their personal knowledge and care of the 
children, their valuing those colleagues who 'cared for kids', and their personal 
knowledge and care for each other. Such statements are interpreted as evidence of the 
importance of the caring relationship to the process of collegiality. 
Personal Knowledge and Care For Children 
The teachers interviewed expressed to the researcher their knowledge of and their 
care for the children they teach at Staveley. A statement made by Oliver provided insight 
into the importance of the personal knowledge and care of children as central to the 
caring relationship which facilitates the process of collegiality towards higher levels ot 
awareness of interdependence. Budget cuts reduced the number of faculty and 
eliminated the cluster. This meant he was now decompartmentalized, teaching math to 
all the sixth grade 
... Now you tend to be more responsible for more of a larger area, and 
you also know the kids, so you feel as if you can talk to somebody 
that's in the home room over there, and this room, because you, you 
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have them in your class at some point during the day, so you feel that 
they are part of your class too. 
In this statement Oliver indicates that his having personal knowledge of the children 
gives him permission to speak to other teachers. Further unpacked it reflects the 
separateness that pervades a school culture organized and administered by a patriarchal 
system. Multiple instances in the data refer to teachers being separated by grade levels, 
by floors, by schedules, working in separate buildings, with few formal opportunities 
for interaction. Having children they know and care about in common gives teachers 
reason to speak to one another, before other bases for interaction are discovered. 
When Rose talks about her perceptions of how Bedgrove has changed over the past 
twenty years she expresses her sense of sadness and fear regarding the many negative 
influences on her kids and their lack of opportunity to have positive role models: 
...you know, it’s not that we don't have high expectations for these kids, and it's 
not that we don't want them to achieve, but you also have to understand where 
they're coming from, and what they're dealing with, and if you think you're 
going to put them in these little rows five days a week and teach the way we 
did twenty years ago, it's not going to work.You also need to know that 
when they are not doing the thing you're requiring of them, its not always 
because they don't want to, it's because, you know, you say to them 'do this for 
homework', and they come in and haven't done it, who knows what went on in 
that house yesterday, you know, you've got to take these things into 
consideration and into account, and if you can't I don't think you're doing 
justice to these kids, you know, don't, don't necessarily throw your expectations 
out the window, but understand... 
This statement is interpreted as indicating Rose's care for and insight into the 
personal lives of her children that may affect their performance in school. Further it 
reveals the conflict that exists in schools between the task and care functions discussed 
in Chapter Three. The expectation of the administration, or those that hold explicit 
power and authority over teachers, is that the middle school children perform well in 
tests and conform with acceptable and traditional classroom behaviors. Rose's comments 
indicate her belief that such standards and expectations are unreasonable given what she 
knows to be the reality of the children's lives. 
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The following extract from the second interview with Monica represents another 
example of the expression of personal knowledge and care for the children. It is set in 
the context of our conversation regarding the budget cuts that have severely reduced 
services at Staveley and throughout the Bedgrove system: 
We're, we're dealing with what I call a double whammy because we 
not only have adolescence, which is a really tough ...[sic], anybody can 
tell you that this is the toughest age group to teach, but we also have 
kids who are coming from the most incredibly awful backgrounds, I 
mean sexual abuse amd drug abuse, and physical abuse are daily, or I 
should say are common to these kids. They come in a lot of times, I 
mean we had a kid that came in the other day, you know, and he was 
dressed in the same clothes from the day before, and it turns out that 
they don't have any heat in the apartment. I mean how do we expect, 
how can we teach kids who are overtired because they haven’t slept or 
who have been sexually molested during the night, or who have seen 
their parents shooting drugs, or who have been in all kinds of situations 
we have no control over, when they come in they come in with anger, 
and they come in with sadness, and just feel numb to everything, 
where they just don't want to do anything, and we're supposed to 
inspire...teach...stand on our heads! 
Both Monica's and Rose's statements provide an opportunity for the researcher to 
have a deeper understanding of their care for the students and their conflict between their 
caring and the task function of the school. Additionally, Rose states, "I still care about 
kids, I still try to develop individual relationships with each of my students". She goes 
on to express interest in workshops in special education "to know more about it for the 
kids in my room". Both Val and Monica express the need to "get to know again" and 
"get back to" their kids after they had spent a semester with student teachers.Such 
statements are interpreted as similar expressions of care. Oliver is interpreted as 
expressing his care for the children when he discusses his perception of the 
disadvantages of having had the time to have a daily cluster meeting the previous year. 
This was before budget cuts eliminated both the time and Val's position as cluster leader. 
Oliver says: 
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My personal feeling is I felt we had too much time off last year, okay. 
We had, um, my personal feeling was, we were allowed basically time 
every day.So, uh, as I say, I thought we had too much time off, or 
too much time away from teaching. 
Furthermore Oliver sees the advantage of being decompartmentalized over the 
previous self-contained and then the cluster arrangement (when sixth grade had two 
clusters of three classes each). In the self-contained situation Oliver knew only his one 
group of children, to whom he taught all subjects. In the cluster arrangement he knew 
three groups. He considers the the present arrangement to allow for better discipline. 
With this arrangement he can get to know all the kids in sixth grade, and they would in 
turn accept him, and his discipline. 
The teachers in this study value their colleagues for the way that they care for 
children. Rose expressed her appreciation of Val as "a good, caring person", of Monica 
as "sensitive and caring", and of a former close colleague at Malloy as "wonderful, great 
with kids, a great teacher", who "couldn't have been more feeling and caring". She 
refers to the 7th grade history teacher, bumped down from the high school by the budget 
cuts, as "great with kids, he really cares, and knows how to interact with kids". Val 
expresses her respect for Rose because "we think the same of kids", for her student 
teacher as one who "cares and they know", and for the reseacher herself who "is always 
so up with the kids". Oliver expresses appreciation for Rose as "one who is very good at 
getting to know kids in terms of their feelings and things like that", though, interestingly, 
Rose states that "I have no idea how Oliver views me". 
The women teachers participating in this study frequently were heard to use the 
collective pronoun "we" when describing their valuing of their colleagues' caring. Rose 
states how "we have developed a very caring attitude" and Val values how "we are on 
the same wave-length about kids". Val sees Rose "as a lot like me" and recalls how she 
and Phillipa decided to engage in joint enterprise because "we wanted more for our 
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kids". These expressions of "we" in the context of this study are interpreted as further 
representations of women's capacity to gain both strength and definition through 
connection with, rather than separation from, others. 
Important to the emergence of the assertion that collegiality is a process that 
develps in phases based on the expressions of personal knowledge and care for the 
children, is a statement made by Val. Her perception is that the Malloy school was the 
place where she had discovered the meaning of collegial relationships: 
...It wasn't until I went to Malloy, and when I went to Malloy, this is 
how many years later, 1985,1 went back in 1986, 1986, when I went to 
Malloy, we were all the same age, even though we were now veterans, 
we had a lot in common, and it was a tough situation and the teachers 
genuinely cared about the kids and that's when the connections started 
to be made. 
This statement indicates the development of relationships based on a professional 
respect that grows out of an apprecation of the genuine care by other teachers for 
children. Further analysis of the data reveals that teachers perceive genuine care to be 
reflected in the manner and degree of discipline and control of the children. Val speaks 
warmly of Idalia: 
... she is really working out very well.she has only been here for a 
few days but.boy has she got them under control...Right under 
control! 
A previous working relationship in the bilingual program was seen to work well 
for Val when the teacher had a similar way of interacting with the children: 
... I was working with this Juan_, and he was super, he was Hispanic, 
but he was a super, super teacher, and he demanded from the kids, 
what I as a teacher demanded from the kids, we needed to have that 
relationship. He expected from them what I expected. We worked a lot 
together, we did a science fair... 
In this statement Val's comments present her as one able to be in relationship with 
one who cares about the children in the same way as herself. This becomes a basis for 
joint enterprise. Instances of comments from several interviews across participants 
indicate that, conversely, relationships are not possible when teachers perceive lack of 
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care for kids in other teachers' inadequate control. When Val returned from leave after 
the adoption of her first child, she was placed in an ESL position 
... and had to work closely with a bilingual teacher, and that was 
impossible.There was no relationship there.We were supposed to 
plan lessons together, and I would do it in English, and he would do it 
in Spanish, but 1:00 in the afternoon would come, and someone would 
come into the room, and he'd carry on a conversation with this person 
in Spanish and I would be left with these 27 kids, and not know what 
to do with them. Discipline he had none. 
Monica expresses a similar perception she had as a beginning teacher: 
... I think my beginning years I felt very alone, the teacher that, the 
other sixth grade teacher was a male, and he was very um, I don't want 
to say aloof, but he kept to himself, and he was kind of loose with the 
kids as far as, you know, he didn't make them have bathroom passes 
whatever, they could just, I don't know, it was very loose, and I, I had a 
problem with that because, you know, you'd hear voices out in the 
halls, and my kids had to sign out, and I was a little more structured, 
you know, I like them to know what the boundaries were. He was very 
nice, but we didn't have a lot to share.... 
Despite finding a peer "nice", it was impossible for Monica to develop a 
professional relationship with one whose discipline was so contary to her own care for 
children. Expressions such as "pulling weight" reflect the notion of a valued 
professional relationship that is based on teachers' respect for the care and proper 
discipline of children. A colleague who is willing to 'pull their weight' is one with whom 
coordinated activity and joint enterprise can be undertaken. Val's statement exemplifies 
this assertion: 
Philipa and I wanted more for our kids, and it was the first time that 
both of us got to work with someone who was willing to put in a little 
extra time and a little extra effort, and to do things that were fun, and 
that, we had talked, the two of us had lunch together every day, just the 
two of us, and said, how boring it is for kids to be doing the same 
kinds of things and that's when we got together... 
For Val this was the first time that she had found a colleague who, like herself 
cared enough for their kids to want to do more for them. She uses the pronoun "we" to 
indicate that Philipa felt similarly about this relationship. Val and Philipa nurture this 
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caring relationship through talking and eating lunch together, and come up with a plan 
for joint enterprise. 
The above statements express how the teachers in this study care for children. In 
turn they value those of their colleagues who care for children in similar ways. This is 
interpreted as evidence of the importance of the personal knowledge and care for 
children to the process of collegiality. 
Personal Knowledge and Care For Each Other 
Closely interconnected with teachers' expression of their personal knowledge and 
care for students and the valuing of and professional respect for those colleagues who 
care for children is the personal knowledge and care for each other as colleagues. This 
is exemplified by Val when she describes the action she took on learning that Monica 
had had her wallet stolen from her desk in the classroom: 
....I think we truly care about each other, and sometimes more than on a 
professional...., like yesterday, Monica was so devastated. I couldn't let it ride 
that someone had stolen her wallet. Did she tell you that? 
Monica did speak about her stolen wallet: 
....I was out in the hall, and I was speaking to a teacher, speaking to Rose 
Updike. Her prepracticum teacher was doing a lesson and she had come out 
into the hall, so I was coming back from watching another teacher's classroom, 
and so I was out in the hall, and the student teacher from Val’s room came out 
and handed me a wallet, and said 'someone found this in my room'. So I was 
very upset and I happened to be there with Rose, and, she just gave me a hug, 
she was very supportive, and Val happened to come up, and she was really 
upset that it happened too, and actually she's the one that stayed on it all day 
and broke the investigation, she was really like Columbo, she did a good job.... 
When the theft occurred Monica benefited from the care felt for her by two of her 
sixth grade colleagues. Both Val and Rose recognize Monica's need and are responsive 
to it. Val becomes so engrossed so that she sets aside other activities and "stays on it" all 
day until the culprit is uncovered. This incident is interpreted as an example of the 
closely interrelated personal and professional support that will be referred to later in this 
section. 
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Personal care for each other as colleagues was expressed across all participants in 
the interview study. This care ranged in degrees of intimacy from appreciating those 
with whom teachers could start the day off with a humorous or interesting story, to 
people who show interest and concern about oneself or one's family, to those with whom 
teachers felt they could share the sensitive and painful details of a personal tragedy or 
the dilemma of a personal decision. The most developed professional relationships 
observed or referred to in this study were those that were based on a high degree of 
personal caring. Monica refers to her friendship with Ivy: 
...In a friendship you go beyond a certain professional level to share, some 
feelings you have in your own life, and let's say there's an illness in the family 
or there's, a decision, that you are trying to make, or something really just 
bugging you about, whatever, I mean, you just sort of go beyond the 
professional,You get to a more personal level.... 
I would say that the best friendships I've formed were people I have worked 
with professionally. 
Monica's expressed sense of isolation during the semester of the interviews was 
attributed by her in part to the sense of loss of relationship she felt when Ivy was 
bumped from her position at Staveley to another Bedgrove school. 
...Well I think in past years I have had closer friendships that I do this year. As 
I told you before I've been relocated into this school, this is my third year 
teaching here, and up to this year a very close friend was teaching next door to 
me, and it was more than just somebody to vent frustrations, it was just, finding 
out what she had done the weekend, or she'd be asking you what happened, and 
really seeming to care.... I am working right now with a lot of people that I 
worked with in the past, and we've always had a wonderful relationship, but it 
isn’t as close a friendship as I have had in the past. 
The personal knowledge and care for each other, together with the personal 
knowledge and care for children appears to be the foundation for all collegial activity. It 
enables the expression of the caring relationship and involves the development of 
relationships which support the teachers' work in school. In my conversations with the 
teachers at Staveley School this expression was facilitated through the nurturance of 
dialogue, through the activities of talking, listening, and narrative. 
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Three broad categories of this expression of caring emerged from the analysis of 
the data from the interview study: professional support, personal support, and 
professional growth. 
Professional Support. The teachers in this study were seen to both offer and 
receive professional support. The type of support available includes providing humor, 
unloading, backing each other up, and support around the uncertainties of teaching. 
Val, Monica, Rose and Oliver valued oportunities to share humor and have fun. 
Sharing humor is valued as "making the day that much better". It is perceived as 
enlivening the workplace. Oliver talks about missing having a home room partner this 
year because that was often time to "share a humorous story". Monica states her valuing 
opportunities to joke "in the halls between classes" as a way of sustaining the workday. 
The following extract from the conversation with Oliver is typical of statements 
regarding the faculty lounge as a place to enjoy the company of others: 
.... you go into the the teacher's room for lunch, and after a while to 
establish a, get an idea of what the conversation's going to be, like, 
some groups have more fun than others, some are not able to talk about 
anything except about school, and I have found that, usually the most 
fun has been when you can go to the teacher's room at lunch and 
completely forget about the classroom and the kids.... so I've always 
been sort of attracted to other people that can have fun, that can laugh 
at, there's a serious side to this, and work to be done, but a lot of it is 
laughable. And I think that I've enjoyed, I think of some people 
particularly, who worked at Malloy, that could really enjoy their life, 
putting teaching in perspective that has a part in it. 
Secondly, teachers readily appreciated having a colleague with whom to unload, 
vent, or "blow off a little steam", confirming the identification of the venting function ot 
collegiality discussed in Chapter Three. Rose says: 
(You have to) get some of the anxieties out by talking about them, and 
these people understand. I get home and talk to my husband and you 
know, something traumatic had happened, and he listens to me, and 
when I am all done, he goes on with what he’s going to do, you know I 
mean, like anything, if you don't live it you don’t feel it. It’s important 
to talk to your peers about what's happened and what happened and 
urn. I'll react to them, you know, what's got you upset, what 
disappointed you. 
Monica refers to Ivy as the colleague to whom she would turn for professional 
support: 
I’ve had to, you know, Ivy Brown was here last year, I don’t know if 
you remember that. She was, she still is a very close personal friend, 
but she was a great listener for me at times when I would just go, hm, 
you know, I'd go in and I'd say, 'can I borrow you for five minutes, I 
just need to unload, and get it off, and thank you very much, and I'd go 
back in... 
Val speaks of both Rose and Elaine as fulfilling those collegial functions for her: 
.... I can vent. I talk to Rose a lot on the phone, we spend lunchtimes 
together, I have a friend here and I think that makes a 
difference.even Elaine, I talk to her on the phone because I don't get 
to see her during the day, can't share stories. 
Statements in the data show that as well as being heard, teachers that care are also 
willing to listen. Monica expresses her willingness to to fulfil this function: 
.... I think teachers also, I might have a wonderful day, and I don't want 
anyone to burst my balloon, but there might be a teacher next door to 
me that's (been) absolutely tearing their hair out all day, and they just 
need somebody to just unload on, and you don't have to solve their 
problem, you don't have to offer them any words of comfort, you just 
have to be there, so when they want to say 'and THEN..! They did 
THIS and they did THAT...!' and I think that's all part of the whole 
dynamics that makes you, you don't have to be a friend, but just 
somebody who has been there themselves, because I have had days 
like that and I just need to get it out of my system, and then I can go 
home without feeling ready to kill... 
The verbal statements of Rose, Monica and Val indicate their having, or having 
had, close professional friends with whom they can unload. Their statements also reflect 
their willingness to listen to others. The colleague is represented in the data as one who 
permits discourse - gives it space and allows its full expression. Further unpacked, the 
above statement by Monica reveals the the inability within the culture of the school for 
the one listening to problem solve. The act of listening alone, by one who understands 
the complexities of school culture, appears sufficient to support the one venting. 
A third expression of professional support was identified teachers' backing each 
other up and providing 'moral support' (Rose 1:62) to one another in either the tasks of 
teaching or with problems that arise with the administration. Rose refers to the former: 
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....sometimes it's sitting in the lunch room and saying 'Oh god, I just, I 
just can't teach this afternoon. Does anyone have an an art idea? And 
six people will pop out with something and say, here, I've got these 
patterns, I've got these, you can do this, I did that, and the materials 
will be given to you. 
Statements from conversations with Oliver indicate he perceived his role in 
supporting other teachers to be fulfilled by his work with the Teachers' Association: 
....certainly that (sic) people knew how hard you were working, as far 
as trying to negotiate a contract and things like that and, so I mean if 
you, I taiow one time for example, that, ....that one time the contract 
had expired, and we were negotiating without much luck, and, we uh, 
really got the teachers together, and I was on television a couple of 
times, and we got the teachers to pack a school committee meeting, 
and put a lot of pressure on the school committee and um, we were 
eventually able to settle the contract. A lot of people seemed very 
appreciative of the work we were doing, so that was a little bit 
different situation, that was the union activity, that wasn't so much as a 
teacher. 
In this statement Oliver separates his life as a teacher from that as a union official 
even though his intent was to offer more support to the working lives of teachers in 
school. Further it indicates his intention to convey to the researcher a role separate from 
that of his sixth grade professional peers. Oliver's use of the pronoun "we" in this context 
places him in a position separate from his colleagues. 
In an earlier interview Oliver comments that he feels a male colleague, new to 8th 
grade after being bumped down from the High School, "is struggling". When asked how 
he is aware of this he mentions his role as substitute vice-principal and his noticing the 
number of boys sent out of this teacher's room: 
I don't go in and you know, try to figure out what the guy is doing, 
that's not my job. But, he'll make comments like ... if I say something 
like 'well, think you'll have a good day?' He'll say 'I doubt it, I haven't 
had a good day yet!' You know, that type of thing. You know what I 
mean? 
Oliver had not had any conversations with this teacher about his struggle. While 
his statement may reflect the unwillness of teachers to assist those colleagues who do not 
have discipline or control over their kids mentioned previously in the chapter, it appears 
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that Oliver saw his prescribed role when subsitute vice-principal as one to deal with the 
problems of kids, not to support a fellow teacher. 
For those who are perceived as not caring, support is apparently not available. In 
her early years of teaching Val was 'told' to let a teacher who was 'loose with the kids’ to 
'sink or swim and not bail him out' when he was having difficulty with lesson planning. 
Val disclosed the backing she received at Harrington when she filed a grievance 
against the principal because of his inconsideration to those teachers who were parents. 
He had planned faculty meetings that extended late after school, contary to the teachers' 
contracts. As a consequence the principal gave her an unfavorable annual evaluation 
which was eventually dropped after pressure from the Teachers' Union: 
He told me because we were one on one that it was because I had filed 
a grievance, and had I never filed the grievance it would have been 
fine. I couldn't prove anything. Well, needless to say, I left hysterical 
from there, and it was Melanie Bryant who took my class and said 'Go 
home, (if) he docks you the day, he docks you the day'. 
Val received immediate response from a colleague with whom she had a close 
relationship with at Harrington. Melanie was ready to combine her class with that of 
Val to enable her to leave the building, and encouraged her to stand up to an unfair 
situation. This statement also reveals the sense of powerlessness women feel within the 
culture of school when faced with those who have authority over their working lives. 
The principal was not willing to schedule meetings in such a way to accommodate those 
teachers who had small children requiring care after school and he had the power to 
take revenge when a grievance was filed against him. He was quite open in flaunting 
this sense of his own power over his teacher. 
Finally the data also reveal the availability of support among teachers regarding the 
uncertainties of teaching and the conflict between the task and care function of the 
school. Oliver talks about his appreciation of the cluster meetings as a forum to discuss 
the uncertainties he might feel when working with children: 
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.... you don't always know if it's you or whether it's them, but when 
you've got that cluster situation, and you can go to a meeting and say, 
'Boy, am I having a problem with so-and-so. And somebody can 
comment on how they are doing, and if everybody is having a 
problem, then it indicates you know, that maybe we all need to do 
something, and if I am having a problem and the others aren't, maybe 
they can, I say 'well, what are you doing that I'm not, that type of 
thing... 
Having the opportunity to disclose concerns openly with other teachers who know 
you care and are responsible for kids provides Oliver with feedback which supports his 
teaching. 
Other statements made by Rose, Celia, and Monica are construed as revealing 
similar support for the dilemma for the task and care function of teaching. This system 
of support around the frustrations and dilemmas of practice is perceived by the veteran 
teachers studied to enable them to remain teaching, particularly during the present fiscal 
difficulties. Monica believes this support "enhances your overall mental well-being", and 
Val as "making it not so alone". Rose recalls when the support she received as a 
beginning teacher at Malloy kept her going. There she experienced a strong sense of 
being supported and believes this to be true now for other teachers. Rose states: 
.... it's like back to where we were twenty years ago, but for the whole 
city now, rather than a few schools. Without that support, I, I, just, I 
think there are teachers that just never would have made it, would have 
stuck with it, they would have said 'forget it, this isn't for me', and left. 
Being able to find individuals or groups with whom to laugh, talk, and be 
supported by appears to be an essential factor in being able to remain as a teacher in 
Bedgrove. Banding or sticking together appears to support the teachers' work with 
children and enables them to vent frustrations experienced in a social milieu and school 
cultural system over which they have no personal control. Such banding does not act as a 
subculture that works against children but rather for them, by supporting those who 
teach. 
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Personal Support. The immediate response afforded Monica when her wallet 
was stolen from her desk together with the support given Val when she received an 
unreasonable evaluation at Harrington, suggests that the provision of personal support to 
teachers from colleagues who care is intimately connected to the availability of 
professional support. Teachers in this study readily disclosed notions of this 
interconnection: 
....Well, I know that there are some people that say that their job and 
their private life are two seaparate entities, and I guess on a rational 
level I would say that it is, but on an emotional level I don't see that 
they're separate pieces. 
Rose talks about those close colleagues at Malloy 'that would listen' and offer her 
support at a time of her father's death, her mother's accident and her brother’s addiction: 
....There were those who really did listen, and you know talk went back 
and forth, and that was important for me and if I didn't have them, I'm 
not saying I would have given up teaching, but you know, I, I, I don’t 
know what would have happened, you know I had that little group I 
could talk to, 
those were probably the only two, really and I've always loved 
teaching, and I've always enjoyed it. 
In the above statement Rose's juxtaposition of her receiving personal support and 
her loving and enjoying teaching is interpreted as evidence of the interconnectedness, or 
intimate connection, between the personal and the professional in the lives of women 
teachers. Similar statements exist in the transcripts from the conversation with Monica, 
and Val. Idalia, as a relative newcomer to the school system and to Staveley was not 
heard to speak of being a recipient of personal support, though she did speak to former 
colleagues at Harrington 'on the phone'. 
Although Oliver speaks of having friendships within school, they are always 
unnamed. He appears to be a negative case in terms of discussing any intense personal 
support received from or afforded by him to, other teachers. References in the discourse 
comprised statements of interest by other teachers in the well-being ot his tamily which 
he refers to as "general conversation": 
It’s son of a friendship thing as well, certainly friendships, you know, 
will develop out of it. Um we re quite friendly with people we have 
met through teaching in terms of out of school social things, and then 
there’s you know, because I live in the town, um, you get other things, 
like my kids play youth sports, so that becomes a topic, you know how 
did your son’s team do in the past week?' There’s a new guy down here 
teaching Chapter One, his son is in the same class as my tounger son, 
you know they are friends, so that’s son of a conversation son of thing. 
Analysis of the data across participants reveals that affiliation and intimate 
relationships are referred to more frequently among the women teachers in this study. 
This may be construed as supporting the assertion that interdependence exists w ithin the 
culture of the school as a preferred mode of being for many w omen teachers. 
Professional Growth. Teachers informally support the professional growth of 
colleagues within the culture of school. This was expressed as assisting to ’’shape 
strategies for dealing with kids", "tossing around” and "exchanging” ideas, and "sharing 
ideas and materials". 
Oliver talks about how' his observations of Rose have helped him strategize his 
own relationships w'ith the children he teaches: 
.... Rose was at the Malloy School before we all went down there, so 
most of her experience has been from the part of town that has a lot of 
poorer families, and a lot of the problems, and so she’s had more 
experience with this, and so I've taken from that, seeing how' she deals 
with this, and uh, I think sometimes too, that comes into play more if 
you are having a bad day...and it appears that someone else is just 
sailing along, and then you begin to look and see what they’re doing... 
This statement represents many others that indicate teachers valuing opportunities 
of observing and talking to their colleagues about ways to handle kids. In the above 
statement Oliver acknowledges Rose's deeper experience and expertise in meeting the 
needs of troubled children. While Oliver’s preference is to observe and listen, rather 
than talk, it indicates that he is readv to learn from his colleague. 
Rose and Val value the opportunity to share ideas. Talking is perceived as an 
important aspect of this function: Rose comments "one of things I've observed is we 
learn from just talking, you know". And Val's comment supports this perception: 
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.... Once you start talking about ideas, lots of things come out of 
everybody’s mouths. 
Analysis of the interview data reveals that, in collegial affiliations based on the 
professional respect that stems from the caring relationship, the sharing of ideas is 
closely associated with the sharing of materials. Val says: 
.And I don't mind sharing my things with the sixth grade. I know 
that they are well taken care of, and the kids are supervised. 
This statement is interpreted to reflect Val's knowledge that her colleagues have 
similar expectations of student behavior as herself. This enables her to share her 
materials with the confidence that they will be cared for. 
The sharing of materials at this phase in the process of collegiality is interpreted as 
facilitating the professional growth of colleagues. This function appears different from 
the early offering to share experienced by beginning teachers as part of their induction 
into the culture of the school. Rose talks about sharing with Val which she defines as 
"helping one another". She describes how they: 
We share ideas, share materials. In particular Val and I buy a lot of 
other materials, probably a lot more than other people, but we share 
you know, she'll come in and say 'I've got this', and I’ll say 'I've got 
that', you know we share. We're doing a lot of literature base now, and 
they are coming up with a lot of things and we are buying them and 
running them off and, you know, and, and, we both know what the 
other one has and we can borrow. 
The sixth grade teachers' desire to support each other is evidenced in their move 
towards a whole language approach to reading and language arts. Val states: 
You know, we found something, its just getting back to the sharing of 
ideas, if we found something that worked, Monica would borrow it or 
Oliver would borrow it, I think that's how they sort of slid into the 
novel approach, they didn't like the basal as a total bible for teachers, 
and this was our way out. 
Val began her work with Whole Language through her association with the 
university's on-site graduate program, through the Bank Reading Award Program, its 
resource person, and the university's students teachers. Rose had learned initially from 
Mary Gorden-Brown, a Chapter One reading teacher and a doctoral student in the 
writing program at the same university. The ideas gained from these encounters were 
then shared with Monica and Oliver and gradually adopted by them. Val uses the term 
'slid in' to describe this process of informal professional growth. The move towards 
Whole Language prompted their own creation of a 'reading lab'. Val reports: 
....we're all sharing, but we, anything new we get or buy on our own, 
materials, books, we put in the reading lab, that cupboard between the 
two large rooms over there. We had shelves built in there. All our 
novels are in there, and all the new things we've gotten are in there too, 
so you really have to spend five minutes to get in and see what's there. 
Where before we could say, 'wow, I did this book and I did this, and it 
was great', we don’t get to do that - unless it's in passing at lunch. 
In this statement Val refers to one of the benefits of the cluster time available to the 
teachers before the drastic budget cuts of the current academic year. This gave teachers 
more time to share good teaching ideas. The 'reading lab', set up by the teachers because 
of their continued commitment to whole language, remains a place where ideas and 
materials are shared. Sharing in this context is not interpreted to be a "weak" expression 
of collegiality as referred to in the literature (Little, 1990). Rather it is construed as an 
activity that promotes the professional growth of oneself and others in a collegial 
context. Its strength lies in the professional respect and caring relationship that exists 
between the teachers sharing. 
Statements in the transcript of conversations with Monica reveal her to value 
having student teachers as a means for her professional growth. She appreciates the adult 
conversation that they bring to the classroom and "feels very creative when with them": 
Having student teachers has made me do a lot of reflection, like 
sometimes when I watch a student teacher, I might get ideas from that, 
but it's not really that, it's kind of giving me the chance to observe the 
whole process, and things that, say for instance, if a student teacher is 
doing something that really has the kids excited, and I’ll think "what is 
it ?' It's not the lesson, but what is, what's the dynamic going on at this 
moment, is it because the kids are involved, so it's, I try to analyze 
what are the componants of successful teaching, .... and how can I 
make it work for me. 
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Monica uses her time with student teachers as opportunities to reflect on her own 
teaching enabling her to see the value of observing 'wonderful teachers' at work. Her 
loss of student teachers at the end of the first semester meant another loss of relationship 
for Monica, and she expressed a heightened sense of isolation at the beginning of the 
second semester. 
The activity of listening is clearly associated with the professional growth function 
of the caring relationship. This is exemplified in the following statement from Rose: 
.... I see people who have taken courses in literature-based, and 
cooperative learning, and are not doing, and I'm already doing it, 
because I listen you know, and I listen, and I read, and I watch, and 
I've got to change, and I'm willing to change all the time.... Val has 
told me a lot, I've read a lot, I've listened to people, so why take those 
courses, I'm doing the same thing those people are... 
Rose's emphasis on 'I' in this statement, her reinforcement of the word 'listen', and 
her reference to watching as well as reading reflects her own commitment to 
professional growth. This commitment was also stated by Val and Monica, both of 
whom have been teaching for twenty years. This type of statement represents multiple 
incidents, across participants in the data, reflecting nurturance expressed as engagement 
in dialogue. Such statements also reveal how women teachers ground ways of knowing 
in metaphors of listening and speaking. Oliver, though definately part of the sixth grade 
collegial network, engages in fewer supportive collegial interactions, and mentions how 
much of his informal learning at Malloy occurred 'through the walls': 
.... well, a lot of it is, and uh, not so much here, but Malloy, the walls 
are very thin, so I could stand and listen to somebody else, and so I 
used to tell one teacher next door that in her English period I wanted 
her to speak louder because I didn't get it straight the other day what 
she was doing. So that type of thing we've done. So there haven't been 
too many cases where I've gone to someone else and said 'explain what 
you're doing?' I think that it's something that you, you, it's probably 
people you work with, and you, you have an idea what they're doing, 
and you talk about it, and the teachers are, so you listen, and you 
know, you learn from that... 
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The above statements of the teachers in this study are interpreted as benefitting 
from the support of and learning from the expertise of colleagues they respect. This 
learning, however, occurs informally through the social activities of listening, talking, 
observing, and overt eavesdropping. This places teachers as being deeply involved in an 
interpersonal context. It indicates an orientation towards interdependence despite the fact 
that the open request for teachers' to explain what they are doing, represented in the 
literature as a norm of non-interferance, may be an unspoken norm within the culture of 
most schools. 
Understanding the Professional and the Personal 
We need to be able to talk to people who understand where you come from, 
both in school and outside of school, you know get together and sort of relate 
and, and, have people understand what you are talking about... (Rose) 
The willingness by the teachers interviewed in this study to listen, talk, and share 
stories and materials nurtures relationships within the culture of the school. It offers 
teachers continued professional and personal support and which promotes professional 
growth. Engagement in these activities moves the teachers' awareness of 
interdependence to a more advanced phase (see figure 3). This phase is identified as 
'understanding the professional and the personal'. This represents the teacher's endeavor 
to understand the thinking of their colleagues and to discover the experiential logic 
behind their thoughts. It involves sharing beliefs about children and teaching, having 
one's own perspective understood, and the understanding of other teachers' perspectives. 
This includes recognizing and valuing the professional and personal autonomy of 
oneself and one’s colleagues. 
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Multiple statements across the transcripts of Monica, Val and Rose refer to their 
perception of shared beliefs or being 'on the same wave-length', and having similar 
"ideals" with those with whom they had developed close collegial relationships. Monica 
describes her experience when she was transferred into the Malloy School. At this 
school, where the staff engaged in many social activities inside and outside the school 
building, a "comfortable spirit" of play, talking and telling stories earned over into the 
teaching lives of the faculty: 
We all talk about our philosophy, which, is not like we had to sit down 
and say what is our philosophy, but we knew what we all expected 
(from the children) from just knowing each other. 
Rose comments on her perception that a similar understanding exists among the 
sixth grade teachers at Staveley: 
.... again, we are fortunate, I can't speak for other grades, and other 
schools, or you know, we've worked together a lot, at Malloy and here, 
for years, and all sort of have the same philosophy. 
Knowing each other and working together at Malloy has meant the development of 
a shared understanding of each other. Talking and listening are important functions in 
the process of gaining understanding. This appears to be so even though the teachers 
may not always agree with one another, see another as cooperative, or always like what 
they do and say. In such situations they see themselves as "being able to talk it out and 
listen to each other's sides" (Val). 
Val speaks about her perception of the belief, shared by all the sixth grade 
teachers, that the middle school concept of an integrated, interdiciplinary curriculum 
makes most sense for middle school children: 
.I think we all believe that it HAS to be integrated! That there has to 
be some connection that these kids make, and that the only way to do 
that is by talking and getting together and talking and working 
together. 
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Val affirms her firm belief in the need for an interdisciplinary, integrated approach 
to teaching in the middle school. It is a conviction shared with her colleagues. This 
statement also reflects the value placed by her in interpersonal relationships and the 
importance to Val of dialogue in this process. 
Data from the conversation with Oliver accentuate the value placed on the shared 
understanding that comes from knowing each other. He talks about how the changes in 
faculty at Staveley due to the budget cuts have brought into the school those not known: 
.... so this year's kind of interesting, because there's a lot of new people 
here, and so you are testing out ideas, and in some cases just throwing 
out ideas, not knowing in some cases, you get sort of no response, and 
others, you know everybody agrees or whatever. 
Oliver's statement provides insight into the function of conversation between 
teachers; listening to the narrative of others and engagement in dialogue with others is 
perceived as a means to grasp the thinking of others, it is a means to understand their 
perspective and position. Having new members of the teaching faculty means that Oliver 
must throw out ideas, particularly about his political perspective on the current fiscal 
crisis and wait to see what the position of each of the new teachers is. Statements 
recorded in the transcripts of conversations with Val, Oliver, and Rose, however, reveal 
them to be able to see the positive side of the many transfers that occurred due to the 
laying off and bumping down of teachers. Val's husband, once a middle school 
counselor, now understands the importance of elementary education after his transfer to 
a Bedgrove elementary school. The high school teachers transferred to Staveley have a 
deeper appreciation of the turbulance associated with teaching 6th through eighth grade 
students. This is reflected in the following verbal statements from Rose: 
If nothing else, you know, the shake up has done wonders, because I 
know when the sixth grade came up and we started out self contained, 
the seventh and eighth grade teachers could not believe. For years you 
know, you kept getting this feedback from the junior high level that, 
what are we doing down there, we're not teaching them anything, we're 
not doing this, we're not doing that, uh, these kids are animals, so we're 
not teaching them self control, so things like that. When we came up 
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here, and they saw how much control we had, how much more control 
we had than they did, how much more, how much uh,more disciplined 
our kids were, I think they finally realized, that 'gee, it wasn't them, it 
must have been us!’.... So in one way I think the shake up is good 
because I think a lot of people are seeing things differently, they are 
realizing what other people have been doing, and that part of it I think 
is fun. 
In these statements Rose is construed to have received a validation of her 
professional and personal self by finally being understood by those teachers working at 
higher level schools. It also reveals the separation and distance perpetuated between 
elementary, junior and high schools, each separated institution having little knowledge 
of the goals and practices of the other. 
Evidence throughout the data points to the appreciation of each colleague's 
individual autonomy as essential to the process of understanding and knowing each other 
as colleagues. Rather than being a contradiction to the achievement of conscious 
interdependence, the valuing of autonomy is seen to enable its full realization. While 
sharing "the same philosphy", teachers in this study were heard to express an 
understanding that they all may not have the same approach to get there. In this way, 
while on the same wavelength, their teaching style and their awareness of their 
interdependence might be very different. This is reflected in the following verbal 
statements: 
.... We have a strong sixth grade.We're very different, yet very 
much the same. And, I think we will survive as a group regardless of 
the circumstances affecting the public schools right now.(Val) 
.... Val... has a lot of strengths as a teacher, okay, then you take Monica 
who’s totally different from Val. Val and I are more similar. But then 
there's a lot about Monica's teaching that's good too, you know (Rose) 
The teachers in this study clearly value and understand colleagues' needs for 
individual autonomy as far as teaching style and instructional methods are concerned. 
Although ideas may be shared regarding the materials used, the strategies to teach this 
material is understood a personal or idiosyncratic matter. Comparison of the verbal 
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statements of Val and Rose with that of Monica reveal the latter to value her autonomy 
closely: 
.... we'll have meetings on how, what resources we have, or what's the 
thrust of the lesson, and then.... we'll take our own approach on how 
we want to get it across. 
The norm of non-interference thus becomes defined in the context of this study as 
the appreciation and valuing of autonomy as far as instructional methods are concerned. 
The term 'shared understanding' becomes more pertinently related to the teachers caring 
for the discipline and behavior of their children, as reflected in the following statement 
from Monica: 
Sometimes just their sharing of experiences they have had with a child 
comes to me. I use that as a comparison and say, 'gee, I wonder if I am 
going to see the same behavior?' Or I wonder 'gee, if that's the 
approach the teacher took, and it was successful, maybe if I try that, 
that will help too', so it's definitely been a plus for shaping your 
strategies. 
Val apparently understands that Monica is not yet ready to engage in fuller 
coordinated activity this semester, although evidence in the data indicate that she did 
discuss the social studies curriculum with Rose the previous academic year and worked 
with her on some related activities. Val states: 
Monica tends to be a little rigid still; she doesn't want 
to be involved right yet, in this daily thing, but that's okay! 
In this statement Val reflects her personal knowledge and care of her colleague. 
Monica has lost both her close friend in Ivy, part of the cluster, and her two student 
teachers have finished their practica. Val is aware that Monica has had more absences 
than usual this year. She therefore understands when Monica is reluctant to participate in 
a daily sixth grade coordinated activity and acknowledges her right not to be involved 
unless she is ready. 
The analysis and interpretation of the data also reveals that these teachers value 
their own autonomy when it comes to their involvement in professional development 
activities. While there are references in the data to occasions when they have attended 
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inservice workshops and graduate courses together, each teacher was heard to express 
their own choices and own professional development path. Val is engaged in advanced 
graduate studies at the university, and Monica with university courses in supervision 
associated with her role as cooperating teachers. Oliver had completed his masters and 
certification as a principal several years earlier and makes no mention of current interest 
in seminars and workshops. Rose expresses her interest in courses in special education 
to give her more insight into the kids in her room , attends one or two day workshops 
regularly in Bedgrove and the neighboring city. She hears about the latter from her 
husband who works in the senator's office there. Rose is, however, unwilling, however 
to go into a formal graduate program after a negative experience with an instructor in an 
field-based masters program in Puerto Rican culture. This instructor penalised her for 
writing from her own experience, and gave the classes readings and 'sat back' rather 
than engage them in discussions. At the start of the next semester.. Rose says 
We were all supposed to speak Spanish and we couldn't, so after that 
one I said 'the hell with it', and after 12 credits, I never continued. That 
was the end of that story. But workshops I do. I love to go to 
workshops. 
Considering herself a 'not a good student' Rose prefers to engage in her own 
selection of inservice activities rather than partcipate in a graduate program. She 
remains, however, emphatic about her commitment to professional development and 
adds workshops to the vicarious knowledge she gains from the workplace. 
Through the activities of dialogue and narrative the teachers in this study are heard 
to understand and appreciate beliefs, perspectives, and behaviors that are both shared 
and different from their own. This understanding of the professional and the personal 
appears to be the basis upon which they are able to construct closer professional 
relationships. 
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The Development of Close Professional Relationships 
The teachers in this study were found to make statements regarding their 
development of close professional relationships. These were based on their 
understanding of each other's beliefs about children and teaching, the valuing of their 
autonomy, and the professional respect occurring from their personal knowledge and 
care of children and of each other. The phase of close professional relationships is 
characterized by engagement in coordinated and cooperative activity and reciprocity. It 
is identified in this study as a phase that precedes a fully conscious state of 
interdependence. 
Coordinated Activity 
The sixth grade teachers interviewed in this study engaged in coordinated and 
cooperative activity "for the sake of the kids". Monica described the coordination 
around rewards that occurred at the Malloy school in the early 1980's. Close collegial 
relationships with other teachers had grown out of social activities such as dinner parties, 
socials and hayrides. Monica describes how these relationships developed: 
.As a group the sixth grade teachers, I think there were five or six of 
us, and we, because we talked a lot to each other, and we had great 
communication, we devised a system of rewards for the kids, so we 
would have at the end of each month, we would have, say, a movie, 
and we'd get the candy or something, and we would have a demerit 
system so the that if the kids would come as quick as the flick of a 
switch for reading, and we weren't decompartmentalized, but for 
reading we switched reading groups, because we wanted to, we were 
using the basal at the time, so we saw kids from another teacher’s 
room, we had a nice system worked out that if say, a kid didn't bring in 
the homework, we’d write up the little demerit slip... that we really 
cooperated on keeping. And we cooperated with each other, because 
if a student wasn't giving me a problem, I was able to say to them, or 
someone else would say to them, it isn't your behavior here, but you 
are expected to behave this way for that teacher, that teacher and that 
teacher, so we backed each other up and it was a very nice supportive 
feeling. 
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The sixth grade teachers at Malloy apparently used their close relationships, 
developed through informal social activities ,to support their work in school. 
Cooperation not only occurred around the merit system but in the self organized 
grouping of children for reading, and extended to backing each other up around issues of 
discipline. Rose, who though like Val was not teaching sixth grade at Malloy during that 
period, mentions similar benefits of having a close collegial group. 
The development of the Whole Language reading program referred to earlier was 
described by both Val and Rose as a coordinated effort among the sixth grade teachers, 
although it also represents a closer relationship between these two teachers in particular. 
Begun at Malloy, it is transferred to Staveley through the interest of both Val and Rose. 
However,this program, like the formal implementation of the middle school concept at 
Staveley, which included the formation of the clusters in sixth grade, is disrupted and set 
back by the budget cuts. The cluster meetings, seen by Monica as a time when they were 
"functioning as a team for the benefit of the kids", were used to coordinate activity in the 
sixth grade. The cuts meant that the cluster could no longer function in the same way - 
there was no time assigned for meetings and the position of cluster leader was 
eliminated. Faced with being decompartmentalized, the teachers informally organized 
how they would operate amongst themselves. Monica describes the process: 
....I guess we were talking informally, about you know, what is our 
leaning towar- (sic), to do things. 
During the course of the semester another opportunity to cooperate in the 
development of a monthly system of positive incentives, based on effort, responsibility 
and behavior, is developed by the sixth grade teachers. While this was originally 
initiated by the substance abuse counselor, Val, Rose and Oliver decide they want to 
extend this and make a weekly program to compensate for the children having lost all 
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activities. Each teacher's interest in this coordination is reflected in the following 
statement by Val: 
....We're starting an activity, and we were just working on it, that's 
what I was just doing on the computer. All of the kids got, five of us 
chose an activity. Not that it was going to cost us money, but 
something we had a talent to do. We are going to have a weekly film 
festival, Oliver LaMontaine is going to take a group to the gym, I'm 
going to take them to the computer room to do some word processing 
and there's an art componant, and games, playing games. Kids got to 
sign up for them on Fridays, for about an hour and ten minutes...It ends 
up with twenty five kids in a class, with two chapter one people 
as helpers... 
This is later extended further to become part of the daily program. Val says: 
.... Oliver, Rose and I were just talking, we have an hour with our kids 
in homeroom, and when they were going outside, it was really nice, 
because they'd have half an hour outside, and then you'd have them for 
half an hour, and I’d do spelling games and current events, creative 
things, and those kinds of things.We said, you know, I have the 
computers in my room, I just got a TV and a VCR. Why can't we 
come together, and do some form of activity. And it's funny how this 
happened. Oliver thought it was great idea because its very boring for 
these kids now that they are not going out.Oliver said he would love 
to take the kids to the gym daily, Rose said, you know, the kids love to 
watch movies, I said I have some experience with computers .... Once 
you start talking about ideas, lots of things come out of everybody’s 
mouths.... and still this wasn't enough, so Bobby Syvia, who is the 
Chapter One teacher assigned to the sixth grade, who used to be the 
computer data person in administration before he got bumped back in, 
he is taking the kids for half an hour a day to the computer lab to do 
their process writing. He's teaching them word processing. 
In these statements Val conveys, through the strength of her 'voice,' the excitement 
conveyed in the term 'tossing' ideas. She uses the pronoun 'we' to identify the sense of 
interdependence realized in the process. The sixth grade staff was able to involve most 
of its members; as soon as she arrived in the building Idalia was invited by Rose to 
participate: 
.... When I came Mrs Updike talk (sic) with me that they are planning 
to make activities on Fridays because they do't have art, they don't 
have music, they don't have gym either this year. Just plain the classes 
(sic) and they are planning to have something else. I think they met 
before I came and the teacher before uh have the music part but when I 
came and she talk with me I said 'no, I can chose (sic) art because it's 
better for me'. I don't know about art but I can make pattems...and 
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they agree and bring me the art part because she already have the art 
part and she change with me. 
Only Monica is unwilling to cooperate and refuses to participate in the program, 
feeling that the arrangements were made without her, on a day that she was out sick. 
Eventually, however, the principal, described by Val as "a real diplomat" is asked to 
intervene and she picks up a weekly activity. 
Comments from Val, Rose and Monica evidenced their belief in the value of the 
cluster time to coordinate activities and cooperate on tasks. Monica's lengthy expression 
of anger at the elimination of the cluster reflects her dismay at its abandonment. 
Statements recorded in their transcripts refer to opportunities for coordination and 
cooperation around some of the tasks of teaching - around Whole Language,(Rose and 
Val) integrating science and math (Val), and sharing ideas regarding the social studies 
curriculum (Rose). 
Reciprocity 
Analysis of the verbal statements of the participants, notably those of Rose and Val 
reveal a commitment to reciprocity as an indication of close professional relationships. 
While coordinated activity represents teachers increased awareness of their 
interdependence, reciprocity reflects the intensification of the caring relationship. Rose 
describes her reciprocal relationship with a close male colleague at Malloy. She 
describes him as: 
.... very uncreative, and sort of a nervous guy,... but he was wonderful 
with the kids, a great teacher. He prints everything, so it takes him a 
long time to write everything out and he never got to decorating his 
room! So I used to do all his bulletin boards ... and we've remained 
really good friends. We don't really socialize, unless it's after school 
with a group, but we love seeing each other, we love talking to each 
other, he was somebody, you know any time I had a problem, whether 
it was a personal problem, or a problem with school, he'd listen, and of 
course, you know I love to talk! He became a great friend, but things 
like that. I would always do all his bulletin boards. 
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In this statement Rose is construed as appreciating having one who listens to her so 
highly that she reciprocates with a visible service. Through her relationship with this 
teacher she has come to understand him, knows how he operates in school and values his 
strengths with children. She fixes up her colleague's bulletin boards - interpreted to be 
the most highly visible and public demonstration of a teacher's creativity. Later in the 
transcript she relates how other teachers accused her of "being too motherly" to in the 
colleague who listened. Despite this she continued to engage in reciprocity with this 
teacher who she respected and was able to support her professionally and personally in 
her working life. 
Monica now reciprocates her early experience of receiving offers to share and help 
by extending to newcomers similar care: 
...I've tried, like if I've seen a new teacher coming into a building, I'd 
go to them and I'd say, 'if you need anything, you know where you can 
go, to carry on a tradition that Maud had started years ago,.. I think as 
far as getting along, its um being willing to share, you know, if you 
have something to say, if you need this, its here. 
Multiple instances in the transcripts of conversations with Val are interpreted as 
her positioning herself as one who perceives reciprocity as most important in close 
professional relationships. This engagement in reciprocity by Val was described as 
using a collegial network in the initial study described in Chapter Three. Val's verbal 
comments indicate her willingness to assist and support her colleagues in personal and 
school related activities - from tracking down the one who stole Monica's purse to 
arranging for the workshop teacher to build shelves in the sixth grade reading lab, to 
sharing her computers, TV and VCR. In return she knows she will receive their 
reciprocal support. She 
.... can ask anyone in sixth grade to do something and they would be 
glad to do it to the best of their abilities. 
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Val extends her reciprocal network to involve the new Chapter One math teacher, 
Bobby Syvia. He has computer skills that he can teach the sixth grade. These are very 
necessary since the school's computer teacher was laid off due to the budget cuts. When 
he expresses willingness to take groups of children each day Val arranges for the sixth 
grade teachers to take his recess duty: 
.... because he's on recess duty, and we volunteered to take his duties 
so that he would be freed up. 
Val also benefits from a reciprocal relationship with the new principal, Alan. 
When the vice-principal position is cut, Val volunteers, when necessary, to "take the 
radio" - the walkie-talkie used to monitor or "do discipline in" the halls. Val comments 
that 
.... because Alan would do anything for us. No matter what we've 
asked, you know he doesn't play by the contracts, and if he won’t, I 
won't. If he asks me to do something Til do it, but I know when I want 
to visit my daughter's Christmas party next week from 11.30 to 12.30, 
I'll ask 'can you give me coverage?' And I will be there. There's never a 
problem with that. 
Among the teachers interviewed in this study close coordination and reciprocity 
are perceived to be functions of an increasingly interdependent society of professional 
colleagues. They represent activities that work to support the personal and the 
professional in school and are based upon the personal knowledge and care for children 
and each other. They are not, however defined as full engagement in joint enterprise. 
These are activities beyond cooperation and reciprocity. To Oliver the cluster meeting 
was perceived as 
Not designed, you know, to really closely coordinate the thing. I think 
that, I, would have to say though, that had we been able to continue 
with the cluster time that we had last year, that I think it would have 
gotten closer, eventually. I mean last year was a transition time. 
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To Oliver the cluster meetings were time to share concerns about children, to meet 
with parents, share whole language ideas and materials. These discussions, were 
coordinated collegial activities. However, Oliver recognized that these had the potential 
to develop into closer professional relationships. 
A Word About Contrived Collegiality 
Unlike self-initiated and self-directed joint enterprise are those forms of 
collaborative activity directed by those in authority within the culture of the school. 
This has been termed 'induced' or 'contrived collegiality' in the literature (Little, 1990, 
Hargreaves 1991a). Examples of contrived collegiality perceived by teachers 
participating in this study represent situations in which this form of collaboration was 
successful, and those when it was not. 
Both Rose and Val mention TESSA Training (Teacher Expectations Student 
Success), initaited at the time of desegregation, as examples of contrived collegiality that 
worked for them. Rose states that she felt it worked because: 
Honestly, that the people who were there do care, and they are the ones 
that go to those kinds of things, the ones who need it never do. 
Working with teachers have you a little different perspective, and it 
gave a little feeling of importance - lifted you self esteem a bit, I think 
it can lend itself to developing more closeness between teachers, you're 
talking more, are joking about, 'Oh god, you do like this you know! I 
think it brings teachers together a little bit 
In this statement Rose sees the TESSA training as a place to talk, to gain 
perspective, and to work with those who care. It is a place to be interdependent, to 
develop closer affiliations with others. Val also appreciated her experience with 
TESSA: 
I worked one year at Harrington with Joe Walsh, who was a vice¬ 
principal at Peters, and now is back at Brentford (the other Bedgrove 
middle school). We had a good working relationship. We were going 
through Tessa at that time and he was my partner. And it was difficult 
at the beginning because I didn't know him from Adam, and he didn't 
know me, but it worked out really well. We got to laugh and fool, and 
socially he and his wife, and (my husband) and I did go out on 
numerous occasions and it was nice. 
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In this statement Val shows that she was able to develop a working relationship 
with Joe by getting to know him better in a social context. This enables personal 
knowlege and caring to occur and the training to be completed. 
Indications of unsuccessful examples of contrived collegiality exist across the data 
of all the women participants in the study. Val speaks of her failed situation in an early 
ESL class "where there was no relationship". Rose has a similar experience with a 
woman who was not egalitarian but "pushy and outspoken", Monica found she was 
"leaned on" in her ESL partnership, and Idalia found herself isolated as a Chapter One 
teacher working in a first grade classroom with another Hispanic teacher who did "not 
understand" her position and treated her "like an aide". The teachers in this study 
referred to these experiences as those when they felt most isolated. As such isolation is 
defined in this study of teacher collegiality as ’not being in relationship'. Such a 
definition was particularly prompted by a telling statement from Idalia. She speaks 
about her new appointment at Staveley, where, though she knows few teachers well and 
is very preoccupied with her class and curriculum, she has been accepted by her 
colleagues in the sixth grade as one who cares about the children: 
Do I ever feel alone here. No, I don't feel alone, maybe alone working, 
but I don't feel alone you see? Sometimes you are (with) many people 
and you feel alone, Maybe I am alone because I need to be alone, but 
not to feel alone! 
Conscious Interdependence 
The closest professional affiliations relationship are identified in this study as those 
representing a more fully conscious phase of awareness of teacher interdependence. 
Conscious interdependence is based on the caring relationship, on understanding and 
shared beliefs. It is a connected relationship that enables the teachers to construction 
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their own knowledge. It involves commitment to self-initiated activity and equal 
partnerships in joint enterprise in and around the tasks of teaching and the school. It also 
involves commitment to community building, which includes engagement in the 
function of "jelling”. Further, conscious interdependence involves the determination to 
"find time" to build, maintain, and utilize relationships. 
Commitment to Joint Enterprise 
Statements recorded in Val's interview transcripts describe how she and Philipa 
began their joint enterprise in the sixth grade at Harrington: 
The two men teachers that taught sixth grade were, one of them is dead 
now, but one of them retired maybe five years ago, so they were on in 
their teaching careers, and Philipa and I wanted more for our kids, and 
it was really the first time that both of us got to work with someone 
who was willing to put in a little time and a little effort.and that's 
when we got together in a Central or South America social studies unit 
that we had to cover, we both hated social studies. We hated it.. with 
a passion. So Philipa and I got together and said 'why don't we do 
something a little different. We'll do all of the cultural things, and 
we'll have a multicultural fair1. This is again, deseg(regation) was in, so 
we had lots of multicultural materials, and, put it together, and we'll 
make the other two part of it, and they did a great job, we did make 
them be a part of it. 
These teachers were able to involve their more veteran counterparts by inviting 
them to participate by undertaking activities they were known to enjoy: 
Well Fred was really creative, he liked to do plays, and he liked the 
kids to write plays, and do that, but he was very quiet, so we suggested 
he do a play, and that could be his part of the production. And Bonnie, 
really his name was Bonnie Kreplinker, he really liked geography. We 
knew this. He liked map skills, and things like that so we gave him 
ideas on how to make topographical maps out of certain 
materials.And we pulled in Chapter One and ESL teachers and we 
thought it would be a kind of fun thing to do. 
Val and Philipa jointly constructed their own integrated curriculum and built on 
the strengths of their older colleagues. As a team they were confident to direct and 
involve other teachers in the process. After this sucessful enterprise both Val and Philipa 
were transferred to Malloy, after their simultaneous maternity leaves, and were separated 
by grade levels (Val in fourth and Philipa in fifth) for several years. When the 
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opportunity presented itself, both moved into to sixth grade and they immediately began 
their joint enterprise again - this time on the Banks Street Voyage of the Mimi science 
project. Val states: 
Philipa and I decided that we were going to team teach it, and that it 
was fairly new to both of us, even though I had a better background in 
science, and she had a better background in reading and language arts. 
We would do it together.... 
We knew we could work together, we wanted to work together. We 
had the same ideals, the same beliefs, and actually when she took the 
job next year we both cried. You know she went up to Harrington. 
You know that was a hard decision for her.We worked so well with 
so many things. 
These statements are interpreted as representing the central elements of a fully 
conscious interdependent relationship; Val and Philipa cared for each other 
professionally and personally, had shared beliefs about kids, initiated their own joint 
enterprise, and participated in it as equals. It is a connected relationship that enabled the 
construction of their own knowledge. When the professional relationship between 
Philipa and Val ceased both experienced a sense of loss. Data in the initial study, 
however, indicate that the personal relationship is intact. 
When Phillipa moved to Harrington, Rose moved into sixth grade. Val found 
another colleague whom she respected and with whom she could engage in joint 
enterprise: 
.Rose is a lot like me, and she wanted to do it (the Mimi), so we taught 
it together and I just built on, you know, what I had done before, and 
then we decided that she really liked the social studies and we would 
just switch. I would do all the science for two classes, and she would 
do the social studies. It really was, it worked well. 
The use, again, of the pronoun '"we" represents Val's commitment to 
interdependence and her close identification with her colleague. The above statement 
further suggests a facet of joint enterprise which involves sharing of the tasks of 
teaching. Other evidence in transcripts across participants refers to the preference 
teachers have for their decompartmentalised situation because it lessens the preparation 
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time in an intense and busy teaching load. Val and Rose decide to share the science and 
social studies curriculum at the time when they embark on their second joint enterprise: 
the beginning of their Whole Language reading program. As such they are responsive to 
each other's need to be expedient with their time. 
A statement in the transcript of the conversation with Val reveals an important 
insight as to how Val and Rose use their interdependent relationship to continually 
construct ways to renew their reading teaching and instruction in whole language. Their 
aim is to make it more meaning for the kids. Val states: 
Rose had these, she had gotten, she was the one who originally thought that 
journal writing for the sake of journal writing was a waste of time, because the 
kids would start, I don’t, I noticed it too, but I never really verbalized it, they 
would write, "I can’t think of anything to write, I can’t think of anything to 
write", and that’s what they would write for the whole period, or it would be 
just the same old journal over and over again.... She came up with the idea that 
instead of have them write about themselves in the journal, we could do that in 
process writing, that we would have them respond to the literature in a journal 
in the form of a letter: that once a week, instead of every day they would write 
a letter to us, responding in some way to the literature they were reading, and 
we came up with a list of possible things the kids could write about because we 
knew we didn't want summaries every week....They could do that in a 
conference. But we wanted something that they could respond to. Um, but 
then we felt that after she had introduced this, this was a great idea, got them 
all note books and started, but this wasn't enough. So we went into this thing 
with book marks, where three times a week on their own they have to read 
(sic). Actually all of our classes started did it.... and it was a group idea. 
Then, she thought, well you know, what about reading projects? We all sat 
together and said, "gee, that’s not a bad idea", and now, once a month, every 
sixth grader does a reading project... 
This statement represents Val and Rose as engaged in interpersonal reasoning and 
connected knowing. Rose articulates her thoughts about journal writing to Val. This is 
something that she had noticed but not been ready to articulate or address. Rose offers an 
alternative strategy and it immediately becomes theirs - jointly owned and subsequently 
implemented. This provides the platform for further development and the book mark 
idea is developed by the sixth grade group collectively. Rose then offers another 
suggestion regarding reading projects which is accepted and adopted by the group. Open 
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and responsive, the teachers are sufficiently flexible to be ready to change their reading 
program to make it more meaningful for the children. This statement is further 
interpreted to illustrate how Rose employs the norm of subtle influence referred to in 
Chapter Three. She does not state her ideas in terms of "I think we should”, but rather 
by "what about?". By posing a question she is suggesting the consideration of an 
alternative strategy in an egalitarian manner, not asserting her expertise over her 
colleagues. As such the idea is immediately acceptable to the others. 
This development of the whole language program represents on-going joint 
enterprise for Val and Rose and involves the other sixth grade teachers at Staveley: 
And we've put together quite a reading program that none of us can 
claim ownership to, but all of us can claim ownership to. It's a very 
open group in the sixth grade. Very willing to share, not that its mine, 
you can' do it. 
Val's statement supports the assertion that, at a phase of concious awareness, 
women teachers gain strength and definition through connection, and acts of connected 
knowing. The above vignettes represent self initiated and self directed collegial activity. 
A story told by Rose provides insight into how feelings of isolation and 
abandonment can occur when a self initiated coordinated activity is thwarted by those in 
authority. Whilst at Malloy she had written a grant to be a liaison person to "connect" 
classroom teachers and outside agencies for drop-out prevention. This was an issue she 
was committed to and she was "proud of herself' for getting it accepted. The principal, 
with whom she did not have a good relationship, initiated a similar alternative program 
despite her appeal to the superintendent's office, and she collected the grant money 
without achieving her objective: 
I would probably say that was one of my biggest disappointments, and 
that's when I switched grades, went from fourth to sixth the following 
year so that I could get out of that school and come up here. 
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This statement provides considerable insight into the importance of joint 
enterprise to one who is conscious and committed. Despite her teaching 14 years at 
Malloy, and enjoying all the benefits of close relationships with other teachers there, it 
was impossible for Rose to continue working in a situation that did not value, indeed 
actively sabotaged, her desire to work in cooperation with others. 
Commitment to Community Building 
Commitment to coomunity building for the teachers in this study involved 
individuals adopting a function which created informal social opportunities to build 
relationships, termed 'jelling' in this study. It also involved, and was intimately 
connected to, the determination to "find time" to work on activities that were 
cooperative, reciprocal and, at its highest level, engage in joint enterprise. 
'.Telling'. Jelling involves the active initiation of and a commitment to building and 
maintaining interdependent relationships. This activity is identified in the data as one 
that occurs informally, usually in the teacher's lounge, in in-school recreational, or out of 
schools large or small group activities. Statements in the transcripts of Rose and Monica 
and Val refer to the interdependent relationships built at Malloy. It was a place where 
the whole faculty went out together. Val states: 
.there were some people there who tended to try and jell everybody together. 
They would run parties. We would have volley ball games after school, and it 
was a faculty that did jell together. They did things together as a faculty. And 
you always did have one or two that didn't go, but for the most part, if you 
want to call it a party group, you know, shed the school day, and lets do 
something for us and we did! We had a good time, yet we were always there 
for each other, and most of the time when you were out the topic does turn to 
education, but it was in a different light - these were the people who had the 
same beliefs as you do. 
At Staveley Val identifies three key people who built community through informal 
social activities. Later, Val used her relationship with one of these people to change 
from fourth to sixth grade in order to engage in joint enterprise with Phillipa. These 
teachers experience at Malloy contrasts strikingly with Idalia's short experience at her 
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last school where she found herself at lunch "alone at a table, alone". This belief in the 
importance of social activity remains with Val and Rose who, with named seventh and 
eighth grade teachers assume the role as the ’jellers' at Staveley School. When the 
principal finds them an hour of prep time on Friday afternoons (by dismissing the school 
early), Val and a few other 'jellers' decide to use it for something other than prep, 
"something for ourselves": 
It's one hour on Friday afternoon, and a lot of us are determined that 
it's not going to be our prep time, that's our social hour. We just sit and 
talk, or we start setting up volley ball nets and start having a volley ball 
game - just staff, just a time to socialize, we don't get to do that. 
A further statement made by Val confirms her commitment to social interaction: 
This has certainly been an interesting time... to see the differences in 
the quantity of interaction time, but despite the changes there seems to 
be the same intensity as far as the social interaction. 
Rose likewise strongly asserts her commitment to be together: 
We've, we've got to make the best of this, we;ve got to stick together, 
we've got to have a good time, we've got to joke, we've got to 
fool...Val and I will initiate anything,, while Oliver and Monica are a 
little quieter, but they will certainly go along, you know, the .. teacher 
down stairs he is a total nut, and he will do anything for a good time, 
and so if anybody's going to try to get everyone going, and get them, 
you know, we've got to stick together, and we've got to have a good 
time. 
According to data provided by Monica, Rose organises a pizza party during the 
prep hour, sending a note around to teachers inviting them to contribute and attend "if 
you like". Monica attends this party. Although she feels "very isolated this year" she 
expresses her reluctance to participate regularly in social activity during prep: 
I haven't really shared any time with any other faculty members, it's 
just pretty much been social studies with my student teachers. I see 
myself wanting to get my stuff done. I want to spend that time in my 
room without any interuptions, because I want to get as much prepared 
for the following weeks, whether it's materials in place, or cardboard 
for maps, you know, whatever I'm going to need. I don't anticipate 
using that to chat with people, I really want to use that time wisely 
because its our one precious hour to use in the week! 
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Monica is concerned and preoccupied with the tasks of her teaching. Though 
opportunities for interpersonal interaction are available to her she is interpreted as 
placing greater importance on getting the tasks completed. Idalia also chooses to work 
during this prep time. She is teaching social studies in Spanish for the first time - 
without any text books in Spanish, and feels hard pressed to translate the English texts, 
plan interesting lessons, and cover the required curriculum. Despite Oliver's conviction 
that it is necessary go to the teacher's room to gain perspective on the job referred to in 
an earlier statement, he also states his current preference to be in his classroom or the 
library: 
Like go in the faculty room, go to the faculty room and that type of 
thing and just sit around? Uh, not too often, no. I, I mean, I think I did 
more last year. I did, now there's so little time. I have more things to 
do. Everything here is so..., I would rather get the work done here, 
because I have, I find that once I leave school, it's difficult to find time 
to do school work, you know. 
The press for time caused by the budget crisis has led Oliver to have to choose 
between collegial interaction and completion of his teaching tasks. Later Oliver 
discloses that he does visit other teacher's rooms, to discuss a student should it "be 
necessary". These statements are interpreted to contrast with Rose and Val's 
commitment to interdependence. It is such that they prefer to maintain bonds of 
relationships during their 'one precious hour* than be engaged in the tasks of the school. 
This is despite their obvious leadership in sixth grade curriculum development. 
Maintaining their connections is seen by them to support their work more than an hour 
of prep time. The statements of Oliver, Rose, and Idalia are interpreted to mean that to 
have not yet reached the stage of conscious interdependence. While valuing the 
opportunities to share with their colleagues they are more concerned with the tasks of 
teaching. 
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'Finding Time1 
Typical statements made by Val and Rose indicate that they are determined, within 
the constraints of a schedule which permits few formal opportunities for teacher 
interaction, to find time to build and maintain relationships with their colleagues. 
Instances of the use of the word 'flexible' in the data are interpreted as commitment to 
use their time in such a way as to be responsive to the needs of others. When last minute 
rearrangements with Val needed to be made to enable the second interview with Rose, it 
takes them only three minutes to organize. When I comment on how quickly the 
arrangements are made Rose responds: 
Well, what are you going to do! You know that's life, [laughs] 
You know it's nice, being, working well together. 
And you can be very flexible, you know. 
Reference has been made above to Rose and Val's use of prep time. Opportunities 
are also found before school when the teacher's lounge "is crowded", and at lunch: 
We still have lunch, those of us who come in early, and you can sit in 
the teacher's room, and have lunch, you have an opportunity to talk, we 
do have... so we are not totally in your door, shut your door and you're 
here. 
Statements from conversations with Val also position her as one committed 'to find 
time' within the constraints of the school culture: 
We will be able to work togther, even if it's only fifteen minutes before 
school 
The determination "to keep it going" is represented by Val's verbal statement 
regarding the maintenence of the Whole Language reading lab after their cluster time 
was eliminated: 
Anything that we find on a book that we've purchased, we stick them 
in the packets by the book so that the next teacher can share, or if we 
do anything with the book, we stick it in the packet, so now we are 
developing files where there'll be questions for just, project ideas, 
discussion group, cooperative learning techniques that we used, we 
stick them all together. So when I go in to get 'Sadaqo and the 
Thousand Paper Cranes', it may not be the same uniit that was there 
last year, but more! So that's one way that we can keep in touch by 
using those books... 
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Val is still able to find time to work with Elaine on the chocolate bar fund-raising 
drive, despite the fact that they are no longer able to run the school shop together during 
the cut activity period. 
The arrangement made at Staveley to give the children weekly, and then daily 
activities was organized in the hallway, as the children were coming into school. Rose 
states: 
So you still do get time, you know, you talk out in the hall for five 
minutes before class comes in, and it's amazing what you can get out in 
five minutes 
Statements recorded in the data from the transcripts of Rose and Val such as "its 
amazing", "it's funny but", and "I find it amusing but.." are interpreted as expressions 
of these teachers delight in the efficacy and efficiency of their interdependent 
relationships. To Rose, these relationships in which people "want to work with you, 
validate who you are". Such statements contrast with those of Monica and Idalia who see 
the school as a place like a "three ring circus" where "there is no time", not even to "go 
to the bathroom". Those who appear fully conscious of their interdependence, while 
certainly very aware of the constraints placed upon them within the culture of the school, 
express a commitment and determination to continue with their joint enterprise, will 
initiate new coordinated activities, and spend time building and maintaining an 
interdependent community. 
Hill arv and Conclusions 
In the context of this study of teachers' own notions of their relationships with each 
other I have defined collegiality as a process in which the teachers interviewed passed 
through progressive phases of awareness of their interdependence. The phase or level is 
characterized by engagement in corresponding collegial activity. 
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The interpretation of the interview data guided the assertion that the participants in 
this study were deeply involved in an interpersonal and increasingly interdependent 
social and cultural context. The women teachers in the study described their 
relationships with their colleagues in interpersonal terms. Their own sense of efficacy 
and empowerment appeared more overtly from the affiliations and relationships they 
were able to make with colleagues.. 
Not all the teachers studied engaged in the activities associated with each phase. 
This suggests that the teachers studied were at different phases of consciousness, or 
awareness, of their own interdependence with others. While engagement in the 
relationships and activities of each stage provided teachers with a sense of efficacy and 
well being, non-engagement in these activities was found to be associated with a sense 
of frustation, disappointment, and isolation. 
This study has identified caring relationships as central to the formation of 
interdependent relationships. Connections between the teachers were found to occur 
when colleagues were perceived first as genuinely caring about children, and then about 
other teachers. The caring relationship was found to involve an attitude characterized as 
one that is responsive and present, open and flexible. This caring relationship is defined 
as providing the basis of the professional respect that supports the further awareness of 
interdependence. 
The women participants spoken with appeared to interconnect the professional and 
the personal in their collegial relationships. While these relationships are perceived as 
supporting their work in schools by offering informally constructed professional and 
personal support in the face of the constraints, dilemmas and frustrations of practice, 
they also support their life out of school. 
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Interpersonal relationships were further found to present opportunites for informal 
professional growth. The women teachers in this study were heard to ground their ways 
of knowing, as well as being, in terms of listening and speaking. Question posing, 
dialogue, and narrative were found to facilitate the process of knowing. Those teachers, 
demonstrating through their verbal actions, a higher phase of interdependence, are 
construed as more able to take perspective, appreciate diversity of thought and opinion, 
and to respect each other's autonomy. They were found to define their learning as 
teachers in interpersonal terms. A connected way of knowing appeared to be the reality 
of their working lives. 
These findings suggest that understanding the interpersonal orientation of women 
teachers towards a fuller and more conscious interdependence, based upon the caring 
relationship, is an important part of our knowledge of school culture This is a culture 
constructed by the social and psychological orientations of the women teachers 
themselves. The implications of such findings are discussed in Chapter Six. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
This was an interpretive and analytical ethnographic study in two parts. The initial 
study used ethnographic data collected through a process of participant observation to 
gain insight into the nature and function of collegial relationships in three sets of peer 
partners. The partnerships were either selected or had elected to work together in a 
process of curriculum development within the social context of two elementary schools 
and one middle school in an urban setting. This study extended over one academic year 
with varying emphasis in each of the three sites. It focussed on what occurs within 
collegial relationships that supports and encourages the teacher in the tasks of teaching. 
Subsequent to the initial study, a follow-up interview study was designed to gain 
deeper insight into the theoretical assertions that emerged from the analysis and 
interpretation of the initial data. Indepth ethnographic interviews were conducted over the 
course of one semester with five teachers in an urban middle school setting in a north 
eastern state. The interviews were designed to determine teachers' own notions of 
collegiality, and to understand the extent to which teachers perceived nurturance to be 
manifested in their collegial interactions. The interviews further attempted to explore 
whether nurturing collegial relationships contribute to the teachers' role, and to determine 
the extent to which collegial interactions influence their teaching. 
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The Findings of the Initial Study 
The findings of the initial study suggested that the personal care and knowledge of 
children and peers was found to be a frequent basis for teacher collegial interactions. 
Further, it became apparent from the analysis and interpretation of the data, that the 
attribute of caring in collegial interactions creates and sustains those connections among 
teachers which support their work within the school culture. As such the initial study 
prompted the definition of collegiality among teachers as the manifestation of the caring 
relationship and an expression of the constructed nurturing role of women in society. 
These findings raised critical questions in my mind regarding the way gender 
influences the construction of collegiality. It prompted the review of literature beyond 
research studies that have considered the notions and norms of teacher collegiality and 
isolation, and focussed my attention on the historical perspectives of women in teaching 
and the scholarship into the intellectual, moral and social development of women. In the 
process, my own awareness has been heightened concerning the prevailing patriarchal 
organization of society, how this influences the structure and culture of schools and 
affects teachers' lives, and how this influences the ideological lens of the research process 
itself. 
The Findines of the Follow-up Study 
Specifically, the follow-up study drew upon the scholarship on women and 
employed an open ethnographic interview process to gain deeper insight into the culture 
of collegiality among the sixth grade teachers in a city middle school. The analysis and 
interpretation of the data found that the participating teachers were involved in an 
interpersonal social and cultural setting in which the personal and professional are 
intimately connected. It found that the teachers' affiliations and relationships are 
substantially based upon the expression of the caring relationship which offers informally 
constructed personal and professional support systems in the face of the contradictions, 
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constraints, dilemmas and frustrations of practice within a patriarchal system. As such 
the findings of the follow-up interview study confirmed and provided further insight into 
the assertions of the initial study. Such findings contrast strikingly with portraits of 
isolation and separation painted in earlier research (Jackson, 1968; Silver, 1973; Lortie, 
1975; Sarason, 1982; Little, 1982). 
The follow-up study additionally extended my understanding of teacher 
collegiality beyond its earlier definition as a manifestation of the caring relationship and 
an expression of nurturing. The process of inductive analysis and interpretation of the 
data prompted the construction of a theoretical model that posits a definition of 
collegiality among teachers as an interpersonal process rather than a static phenomenon 
within school culture. As such this process of collegiality is one where individual 
teachers move or pass through phases from a naive orientation towards interdependence 
and interconnectedness to a more fully conscious interdependence. Within this model the 
collegial activity that occurs is essentially based upon a professional respect stemming 
from the caring relationship, most particularly the care for children. 
The earliest expressions of assistance, acts of listening, and orientation into the 
culture of the school experienced by teachers have been identified as the phase of naive 
awareness or consciousness. From the naive phase the teachers were found to engage in a 
phase where they expressed their personal knowledge and care for the children they 
teach, and for each other as colleagues. This has been identified as the expression phase. 
From this phase the teachers were heard to express their understanding of each other's 
thinking, engage in the sharing of beliefs about children, teaching, and other school and 
non-school related matters. This phase of understanding includes the recognition and 
valuing by teachers of the professional and personal autonomy of themselves and their 
colleagues. This understanding was seen to enable the formation of close professional 
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relationships characterized by coordinated activity "for the sake of the kids" and a 
reciprocity which appeared to represent an intensification of their care for each other. 
At the highest phase identified in this study, more fully conscious interdependence 
involves active self-initiated, self-directed, and equal participation in joint enterprise 
around the tasks of teaching and the work of the school. It involves the active cultivation 
of working and social relationships and commitment to community building. It also 
includes the engagement in the activities of interpersonal and connected knowing. A 
strength of commitment appears to occur at this phase despite a school culture that 
constrains and inhibits collegial interaction. 
Nurturance, as an expression of the caring relationship, is demonstrated through 
the willingness to engage in dialogue and narrative. In this study it has been identified as 
the dynamic that facilitates the process of collegiality from naive to conscious 
interdependence. 
Put differently, the phases through which teachers pass from naive to fully 
conscious interdependence may be likened to the relationship between a seed and a tree. 
Using this metaphor the earliest and naive phase interdependence is like the seed. Its 
qualities and potential are inherent, but not yet realized. Given the right conditions the 
seed develops into a seedling, becomes a sapling and finally matures into a fruit bearing 
tree. Similarly in a nurturing environment teachers move from a phase of naive 
awareness of their interdependence. They develop interpersonal relationships constructed 
upon the caring relationship. They gain strength as they professionally and personally 
understand their colleagues. They are hence able to participate in coordinated activity and 
reciprocity. The fuller realization of their interdependence yields its fruit in the 
engagement in and commitment to the activities of joint enterprise. 
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This study found that while teachers do value their autonomy in regards to their 
individual style of teaching, interpersonal vehicles were both available and utilized to 
process events within the school culture and to stimulate and support their work as 
teachers. With formal settings found to be rarely available for the processing and 
discussion of teaching, the teachers in this study were found to utilize informal settings, 
in the faculty lounge, lunch room and hallways before, during and after school to 
maintain and utilize their connections with one another. 
Moreover the study found teachers both excited and willing to engage in self- 
initiated, self-directed joint enterprise with their colleagues. This engagement, however, 
was found to be dependent upon the professional respect occurring from an interpersonal 
relationship and the phase of awareness of their interdependence. This relationship was 
necessarily based upon their personal knowledge and care for each other and particularly 
for the children taught. 
In sum, both the initial and follow-up studies found that the participants, most of 
whom were women teachers, created a culture of collegiality based on the caring 
relationship and their orientation towards interdependence. Such collegial relationships 
were seen as expressive and responsive. They were concerned with the whole life of each 
other. They valued experience and represented a way of knowing that was interpersonal 
and connected. The activities of listening and talking, dialogue and narrative were 
essential at all phases of the collegial process. 
My assertion is that an understanding of teacher collegiality constructed by the 
social and psychological orientations of the women teachers themselves is an important 
part of our knowledge of the culture of the school and of teaching. Such an understanding 
perceives early offers of help, the sharing of stories, venting, and the exchange of 
materials and ideas as necessary elements of the process of collegial relationships rather 
than inadequate manifestations of collegiality at the lower end of a continuum. These 
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activities are viewed as essential pre-conditions or pre-requisites for a depth of personal 
and professional understanding that enables coordinated activity and joint enterprise to 
occur. To demean the importance of such activities by considering them "weak" (Little, 
1990) implies schools working towards their removal and elimination from the culture of 
teaching and their substitution with more directly task orientated and contrived 
mehanisms of collegiality. Furthermore the characterizatin of such activities as "weak" 
devalues the majority of the participants in such constructions, the women teachers 
themselves. This possibly threatens the construction of higher levels of interdependent 
activity. 
Discussion. Implications . and Recommendations 
The findings of this study suggest that an important part of our knowledge of 
teachers and school culture involves understanding, applying, and building upon the 
insights and theories from the scholarship on women to the way teachers construct, 
maintain, and utilize collegial relationships. This has implications for those concerned 
both with the structuring or restructuring of schools and with teacher education and 
development. 
Implications For School Restructuring 
The collegial interactions of the teachers participating in this study were all found 
to be affected by the contradictions, restraints and constraints caused by the organization 
of school. The middle school concept was implemented by the administration in 1989 
when the sixth grade was moved from Malloy up to Staveley, then a junior high school. 
During the first year the sixth grade teachers studied the middle school concept, attended 
workshops and conferences on the middle school, and prepared themselves for fuller 
implementation. The notion of the cluster was established during the second year and 
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involved Val Legray's appointment as cluster leader and the allocation of time each day 
for cluster meetings and preparation. During the 1991-1992 school year the city's fiscal 
crises resulted in budget cuts that fired or relocated teachers, eliminated cluster meetings, 
the position of head of cluster, and teacher preparation time, as well as activities for the 
children including art, woodshop, gym and music. These actions were described by the 
teachers as "cutting the legs from under us". It was a contradiction that caused frustration 
and anger, and violated the commitment made by the teachers to a concept, which though 
externally imposed, made sense to their knowledge of the needs of the sixth grade 
children. 
While those teachers most fully conscious of their interdependence expressed 
their determination to "find time" under the intensification of constraints, other teachers 
were unable to find the time to engage in activities that would build supportive 
relationships and promote their interdependence. Five minutes in the hallway between 
classes, the fifteen minute lunch break, and the time before school in the small, cramped 
and sparsely furnished teachers' lounge were the only apparent opportunities for caring 
interdependent relationships to be developed and utilized within the school building. 
The structuring or restructuring of schools aimed at enhancing opportunities for 
collegial interaction needs to be cognizant of the social and psychological orientations of 
women. Their orientation towards interdependence based upon the caring relationship 
needs to be recognized, appreciated and built upon as a source of strength within school 
culture. This recognition involves corresponding serious concern afforded teacher 
collegiality and the need for dedicated time, space, and resources to enable teachers to 
construct, maintain and utilize their collegial relationships. 
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Recommendations For School Restructuring. 
If school administrations are committed to the value of teacher collegiality this 
should be reflected in the serious concern given to creating climates that support and 
facilitate teacher collegial relationships and their hierarchy of priorities in terms of time, 
space, the allocation of resources. 
Serious Administrative Concern. School administrators, particularly principals 
and superintendents, require training in roles that fosters the process of collegiality. They 
should be competent in those skills which structure and promote interdependence, and be 
models of such qualities themselves. This recommendation also has implication for the 
selection of such administrators. Rather than holding power over teachers, administrators 
are required to be those who will create the cultural milieu that supports teachers' growth 
towards conscious interdependence. This will empower teachers to engage in self- 
initiated and self-directed coordinated activities and joint enterprise. 
Time: Adequate time needs to be dedicated for both informal and formall) 
structured forums to be implicitly built within the teachers' working day and the school 
calendar. This time will enable teachers to build community through the discussion of 
concerns and issues. It will enable teachers to offer each other support regarding their 
work as teachers and the tasks of the school. In particular it will provide enable teachers 
manage the dilemmas between the hierarchical and patriarchal expectations of the 
workplace, the demands of their classroom and their own growth. This dedicated time 
will enable shared understanding and perspective taking to occur. It will facilitate 
coordination, cooperation, reciprocity and the necessary consciousness ot 
interdependence to enable teachers to initiate and participate in joint enterprise. 
Space: Adequate space needs to be allocated to create an environment that all 
teachers feel comfortable to use. This space should be situated in a prominent position in 
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the school building, be sufficiently large, and furnished in such a way as to enable large 
group and small group interaction, as well as provide space for individual preparation. 
Resources: Financial resources need to be dedicated to programs designed to 
enhance teacher collegiality in such a way that they are not retracted and thus cause 
disruption to meeting times and relationships. Rather than being subjected to annual 
fluctuations in revenue, such funds should be committed as an essential part as long range 
restructuring plans. 
Implications for Teacher Development and Education 
The women teachers in this study, all veterans to the school system, were found 
to be actively concerned with their on-going professional development. This development 
happened both informally and formally. Informal professional growth was perceived to 
occur through the activities of dialogue and narrative and the sharing of ideas and 
materials. It also occurred through their engagement in coordinated activity and joint 
enterprise. 
Formal opportunities for professional development occurred through the 
university's off-campus graduate programs at the elementary and middle school level. It 
also occurred through university seminars for the cooperating teachers of middle school 
practicum students, via teachers' workshops organized by the Teachers' Center in 
Bedgrove and in another nearby city. In addition occasional state conferences were 
attended by several teachers from Staveley. The teachers voluntarily attended several of 
the above programs, either individually or in groups. Formal access by the researcher was 
not available to these workshops. While inservice graduate programs conducted by the 
faculty of the elementary education department of the university's school of education 
were known to value and include a strong community building component, other 
workshops were more concerned with the imparting of new concepts in curriculum, with 
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instruction, and with student discipline, and were perceived by some participants to create 
hostile rather than supportive learning environments. 
Recommendations for Teacher Development and Education 
This study recommends that teacher education and development programs be 
designed and implemented fully cognizant of insights into the social and psychological 
orientations of women teachers. As such they will: 
Structure Interdependence: The designers of teacher development programs 
should be aware of the need for both men and women teachers to develop skills in the 
interpersonal and relational aspects of their professional development. Teacher 
development should be used as opportunities for structuring activities which promote the 
growth and acquisition of interpersonal skills and engage teachers in dialogue in addition 
to the description and discussion of concepts and information regarding curriculum and 
instruction. Such activities will serve as a means to promote the full consciousness of 
interdependence. 
Furthermore, inservice teacher development programs, within schools and school 
districts, should provide forums which structure interdependence and engage teachers in 
dialogue between teachers across grade levels. This will promote understanding and the 
achievement of perspective between the whole school community regarding both the care 
and task functions of teachers of different grades, and promote inter-grade and possibly 
inter-school coordination, cooperation, and joint enterprise. 
Cultivate the Growth of the Caring Relationship; Inservice teacher education 
would do well to be conducted in a supportive climate that both values and cultivates the 
attitudes, dispositions and skills of the caring relationship. In professional development, 
attention to the caring relationship implies attention to the personal and professional 
needs of the participants. It will afford attention to the intuitive side of teachers' 
dispositions as well as the rational and analytical. Such a learning environment will value 
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relational modes of being and expressiveness. Trainers in such settings will elicit and 
welcome unsolicited personal thoughts and feelings. Specifically, teacher development 
should occur in a cooperative setting, rather than a competitive one in which ideas are 
doubted, challenged, or attacked, and flaws in thinking are pointed out. In such an 
accepting, encouraging, and supportive environment all teachers are more likely to grow 
towards conscious interdependence and the construction of their own knowledge. 
The cultivation of caring and interpersonal relationships becomes more important 
in schools where teacher collaboration is contrived or induced. Its cultivation in these 
situations may mean the success or the abandonment of the collaboration attempt. 
Value Teachers Present Knowledge. Experience, and Wavs of Knowing: This 
involves the design of professional development activities which value teachers’ present 
knowledge, engages teachers in the narrative of their experience, and which value the 
teachers' construction of their own knowledge. 
In such learning environments intuitive modes are validated as ways of knowing 
as well as the logical and analytical. Discussions in teacher development forums, as well 
as during other school meetings, will be conducted through inquiry and dialogue and 
allow the full and frank sharing of opinions. Generalizations or theory can be built 
through such inductive discussions from the comparison of specific individual 
experiences as well as from reading materials. The sharing of perspectives will build a 
more indepth picture of issues or problems. Any generalizations or conclusions reached 
may be seen as part of the continuous and evolving construction of knowledge and 
awareness, rather than as a final truth. Such forums for professional development will 
assist teachers to define and articulate their own questions, and subsequently evolve their 
own programs of inquiry to pursue these questions, either in collaboration with others or 
individually. 
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Increase Teachers' Awareness of Themselves As Knowers: It appears that there 
needs to be a place in both preservice and inservice teacher education and development 
programs for both women and men teachers to understand their social and psychological 
orientations as knowers. This would serve to validate their ways of being and knowing. It 
would promote understanding and perspective taking. It would enable both men and 
women to see the school as a multidimensional reality in which the rational and the 
analytical, and the intuitive and the experiential can be viewed as appropriate and 
complimentary ways of being and understanding reality for both male and female 
teachers. 
Heighten Teachers' Critical Perspectives: Both preservice and inservice teacher 
education and development need to involve the design of programs that enable teachers to 
understand the culture of the school as a complex and evolving institution. They need to 
gain insight into the fact that school is part of a wider ideological and social milieu that 
influences its structure. Both men and women teachers need to understand the patriarchal 
structure of society and the way it influences the social and gender divisions of 
knowledge, labor and power within the culture of the school. This knowledge is seen as a 
means to empower women teachers to change interpersonal and institutional practices and 
structures that inhibit their growth and development as individuals and as teachers, and 
their full consciousness of their interdependence as colleagues. 
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Suggestions For Future Research 
This study raised some questions and suggested possible directions for further 
inquiry into the social and psychological orientation of women teachers and their 
construction of a process of collegiality in schools. The following are suggestions for 
future research: 
Long term research. There is a potential to gain a greater depth of insight into the 
way women contribute to the construction of a culture of collegiality by studying teacher 
interactions within school settings over time. 
Further exploration of the issue of gender:. Ethnography may be employed to 
gain deeper insight into the issue and meaning of gender in all school settings. 
Particularly such research might consider which nurturing elements create a strong base 
upon which cultures of collegiality are constructed. Such studies may also consider those 
identified, either by self or others, as "outsiders". "Outsiders" or consistently negative 
cases are those teachers who appear to have mechanisms of collegiality unavailable to 
them from others, or who appear unavailable as supports to other teachers. Such 
consideration of negative cases may serve to highlight conditions which either promote or 
inhibit a collegial culture. 
More diverse groups and settings. Similar ethnographic studies, using th 
practices of participant observation and indepth interviewing, can be conducted to gain 
deeper insight in a wider variety of educational settings. By engaging both female and 
male participants from elementary, middle and high schools it may be feasible to compare 
any possible differences in the processes of collegiality in each setting. Particularly useful 
may be teachers' notions of what constrains people from reaching higher phases ot 
awareness of their interdependence within the culture ot the school. 
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The TQle of the principal in supporting or inhibiting teachers' growth towards 
consciousness of their interdependence. Throughout the research process the verbal 
and nonverbal interactions between the teachers and their principals in the various 
settings were perceived to have some influence on the role of the women teachers and the 
consciousness of their interdependence. Some incidents appeared to affect their 
engagement in coordinated activity and joint enterprise. Further research is needed to 
determine greater insight into of this support or inhibition. This research may also 
compare the leadership and facilitation of male and female principal's in this regard. 
Collegiality and the curriculum. Ethnography is an appropriate methodology to 
gain insight into the relationship between collegiality and the design and implementation 
of curriculum. Such studies may consider whether those teachers who are more fully 
conscious of their interdependence and committed to engagement in coordinated activity 
and joint enterprise implement curriculum that is prescribed, bounded, or more open and 
flexible. 
The application of the model. It may be useful to compare the perceptions of 
teachers' notions of collegiality with other models of human social development. It may 
provide greater insight to consider the degree to which the findings of this study 
reinforce, or are able to be integrated, with Maslow's (1962) understanding of the 
hierarchy of human needs and the process of self actualization, and with the identification 
of women's epistemologies and self understanding researched by Belenky, Clinchy. 
Goldberger and Tarule (1985, 1986). 
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Final Remarks 
Feminist theory has enabled greater specification of the 'forms and content’ of 
collegiality and has provided insight into the "conditions that require, permit, and inhibit 
teachers' initiatives towards one another with regard to matters of curriculum and 
instruction" called for in the literature (Little, 1990, p.531). Feminist theorists have 
provided the constructs to enable educators to understand, analyze, critique, and, 
hopefully facilitate collegial interaction within school culture from a more informed and 
appropriate position. This is a position that has a researched understanding and insight 
into the intellectual, moral and social growth of the majority of the participants in the 
process, the women teachers themselves. 
The present study has drawn on feminist theory to provide insight into the culture 
of collegiality in one urban middle school. The study offers the position that unless the 
issue of gender becomes an explicit element in the structuring of schools there will 
continue to be an inadequate understanding of how schools can best be organized to 
support teacher collegiality. In addition, such understanding is seriously required in the 
design and implementation of programs for teacher development. 
The study has enabled an elaboration and reconfiguration of Little's (1990) 
continuum of collegiality to place greater value on the activities of the caring relationship 
as essential and necessary preconditions to the realization of interdependence and the 
engagement in joint enterprise. Such a reconfiguration is more in concert with the 
definitions of collegiality as 'to bind' and 'to unite' and promises the attainment of a 
strengthened notion of collegiality that will be more beneficial to all teachers. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
Interview One 
The interviewer’s task is to put the participant's experience in context by asking him/her to 
tell as much as possible about herself in light of the topic up to the present time. 
Ice Breaker questions: 
Please tell me your story of how you chose teaching as a career ? 
What brought you to this school system ? 
Opening topic question: 
Please tell me as much as you can about yourself as part of a collegial group 
of teachers up to the present time? 
Facilitating phrases: 
Can you tell as story about that ? 
What was that like ? 
What happened? 
That sounds _ can you say more about it? 
Verbal stimuli questions 
* Please tell me about the times (not present) when you felt connected/part of 
a group of colleagues ? 
* Can you talk about any times when you felt alone as a teacher ? 
* Can you talk about what makes a good relationship with another teacher ? 
* Please tell me about how you worked together with - and - in the Bank Reading Award 
Program ? or 
* Have you ever been involved in a program similar to the Bank Reading Award 
Program, 
What was that like ? 
* Can you talk about what you get back from other teachers? 
* Please tell me about times colleagues have influenced the way you see 
teaching children? 
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* Can you talk about specific times as a teacher that you would consider high 
or low points with colleagues? 
* Can you tell any story ever told you by a colleague that struck you as 
important ? 
* Do you have any questions about the process/my role/the outcome of these 
conversations. 
Interview Two 
The purpose of the second interview is to concentrate on the concrete details of the 
participants present experience as a colleague in their present school. 
Opening topic questions. 
From listening to the tape of our last conversation I gather there have been 
some changes at Staveley this academic year. Can you tell me what you are 
actually doing this year in 6th grade? 
Facilitating phrases: 
How did you come to be doing that? 
Can you tell me a story about that? 
What happened? 
That sounds_, can you say more about it? 
Verbal stimuli questions: 
* This interview I would like to focus on the present and ask you to reconstruct as much 
as possible about your present experience as part of a collegial group. 
* What is your day like as far as your interactions with your colleagues are concerned? 
* What are the times when you feel most connected to your colleagues here? 
* Can you talk about the times when you feel alone here as a teacher? 
* What do you get back from the other teachers? 
* Please tell me about the times here colleagues have affected or influenced 
the way you see working with children? 
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Interview Three 
The third interview encouraged each teacher to reflect on the meaning their experience as a 
colleague holds for them: 
Opening topic question 
Given what you have reconstructed for me about your life as a teacher during our first two 
conversations, how do you understand collegiality in your working life? 
What meaning does it have to you?" 
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APPENDIX B 
INTERACTION ANALYSIS 
VAL' S COLLEGIAL INTERACTIONS(1/22/90 STAVELEY SCHOOL) 
C1 CHILDREN 
C2 COLLEAGUES 
KEY 
F1 MANAGING DILEMMAS B1 ADMIN. BUS. 
F2 MANAGING FRUSTRATIONS B2 INSTRn 
F3 CIRCUMVENTING SYSTEM 
F4 PROFESSIONAL GROWTH R: researcher 
SEQUENCE WHO WITH TYPE SETTING TOPIC (S) 
(1) R. F3 Class 
(2) Music T ci Class 
Bl Class 
(3) Rose Fl Class 
F2 Class 
(4) Rose Bl Class 
(5) 
break 
Rose F3 Hall 
(6) Gym T. Bl Faculty 
(7) 7 gr. Eng.T F2 Faculty 
(8) 
school 
Bett. C2 Faculty 
(9) Elaine Bl Elaine's 
F4 Elaine's 
(10) Rose ci Hall 
(11) Guidance C. ci Class 
(12) 
skills 
Gwen (Ch.1) B2 Lunch R 
(13) 
period 
Rose F2 Lunch R 
(14) Gwen B2 Lunch R 
(15) City Sc.Adv. B2 Class 
Checking to see if Rose is in. 
"I like your class" 
Taking attendance 
Activity grouping arrangements 
7/8 gr.tchrs not participating A 
Introducing a new child 
Informs she going for unofficial. 
R. Schedule for Wednesday 
R. "It's an awful mess!" 
R. Vacations & the T. Injured in 
Cl. Activity period ( Applied Math ) 
Cl. V. learns new computer function 
Care and concern for D. 
Care and concern for D. 
Use of the library for research 
Support for Rose re: activity 
Their week's activities L. Arts 
Discuss progress Mimi Project. 
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(16) Counsellor C 1 / B 1 Class Care for D. Next step to find her 
(17) Mrs.R.(Ch.M) C1 Faculty R. Care D. Concern A. (no shoes) 
(18) Leslie/Rose C2 Faculty R. Recipe for dip, party for G. 
(19) Rose B2 Faculty R. Consider new health curriculum 
C2 Faculty R. Rose without stove, snowblowers 
politics, mammograms etc. 
(20) ?T. C1 Hall "Do you remember _?" 
(21) Computer T C1 Hall "Do you know anything about D.?" 
(22) 8th Sc.T C1 Hall "Val. you have a nice class!" 
(23) Counsellor C 1 /B 1 C’s Office Concern for D. More next steps 
(24) City Reading A. Li- 
CM
 
CO
 
Class Val's R. program what 
makes sense 
(25) Rose F3 Class Val. covers Rose ( makes call) 
C 1 =9 C2 =3 
CM
 
II
 
Ti.
 
F2 =3 f3 = 3 F4=1 B1 =5 B2 = 6 
( N=32 ) 
Care and Function =21 Administrative & Instructional talk = 11 
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APPENDIX C 
FORM 7A FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 
COLLEGIAL RELATIONSHIPS AMONG TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY AND 
MIDDLE SCHOOL SETTINGS - AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY 
1 I, Irene J.Taafaki have been an elementary and middle school teacher and principal in 
schools in the United Kingdom, in India, and the South Pacific since 1969. Since the 
commencement of my graduate work at the University of_in 1986 I have 
engaged in the supervision of student teachers for the_Program. Since 1989 I 
have been associated with the_ 
school system, both as a supervisor of student teachers, resource person, and instructor in 
an off campus inservice graduate teacher development program. 
My dissertation research is concerned with the voices of teachers in elementary and 
middle schools particularly with regard to their relations with their colleagues. I would like 
to have three interviews with you, to listen to your story about your professional life with 
your colleagues. I will be using an ethnographic research tradition that values your 
perspective, and theories developed by the evolving scholarship on women to analyze the 
data. I hope that the knowledge gained through this study will contribute to efforts to 
restructure schools and plan teacher development programs that are built upon, structure 
and maintain positive teacher relations. 
I will be happy to share with you copies of my comprehensive qualifying papers on 
the above subjects and share with you the dissertation and any subsequent articles when 
the work is published. 
11) We will schedule, at your convenience, three open ended interviews of approximately 
one hour each, in a setting that will be free from interuption. The first session will be an 
introduction, to answer any questions you may have. The second session will be about 
some of your stories and experiences in school. The third session will explore what your 
relationships with your colleagues means to you and your work as a a teacher in your 
school. 
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III) The interviews will be audio-taped and later transcribed in order to be analyzed using 
conceptual frameworks from the scholarship on women. I plan to use direct quotations in 
my dissertation, in any subsequent articles, or public presentations of the research. 
I will at no time identify you by your real name, use the name of your school nor any 
other identifying characteristic. You will be one of a group of five participating teachers 
and will not be described individually. 
IV) While consenting at this time to participate in these interviews, you may at any time 
withdraw from the actual interview process. 
V) Furthermore, while having consented to participate in the interview process and having 
done so, you may withdraw your consent to have specific excerpts from your interviews 
used in any printed materials or oral presentations if you notify me within thirty days of our 
final interviews. 
VI) In signing this form you are agreeing to my use of the material from your interviews as 
indicated above. If I wish to use any of the material in a way not consistent with the above 
I will contact you to obtain your consent. 
VII) In singing this form you are also assuring me that you will make no financial claim on 
me for the material in your interviews. 
VIII) ..Finally, in signing this form you are stating that no medical treatment will be required 
of you from the University of_ or me should any injury result from 
participating in these interviews. 
Your cooperation is very much appreciated. 
I,_, have read the above statement and agree to participate 
as an interviewee under the conditions stated above. 
Signature of Participant Signature of Interviewer 
Date Date 
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